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Abstract
The automated inspection and sorting of parts is a common application of Machine Vision
(MV). The sorting of parts is possible only after reliable classification. The goal of this thesis was
to develop and validate a flexible MV system that can reliably classify small parts. Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are popular choices as classification
algorithms. Classifiers developed from supervised algorithms perform well when trained for a
specific application with known classes. Their drawback is that they are considered inflexible as
they cannot be easily applied to a different application without extensive retuning. Moreover, for
a given application, they do not perform properly if there are unknown classes. Classifiers
developed from semi-unsupervised algorithms can work with unknown classes but cannot work
with multiple known classes.
A novel solution to these limitations has been developed that uses a hybrid two-layered
approach for the classifier with a combination of supervised SVMs, semi-unsupervised SVMs and
supervised ANNs. With the hybrid approach as the basis for the classifier, a flexible MV system
was designed with four key characteristics: 1) cost effective hardware, 2) a realistic and
manageable image database, 3) an effective image conditioning process and 4) a comprehensive
features library. Four hybrid classification methods were developed and tested: 1) semiunsupervised SVM followed by supervised SVM (USVM-SSVM), 2) supervised SVM followed
by semi-unsupervised SVM (SSVM-USVM), 3) semi-unsupervised SVM followed by supervised
ANN (USVM-SANN) and 4) supervised ANN followed by semi-unsupervised SVM (SANNUSVM). The target performance criteria for the system was an accuracy of 95% with 0% false
positives.
To validate the system and to demonstrate its flexibility, experiments were conducted with
two different hardware setups, three different applications (gears, connectors, coins) and five
different sets of high quality images with known and unknown classes. The effect of image quality
was studied by digitally blurring and dimming the conditioned images. It was found that SANNUSVM gave the best results and was able to exceed the target performance criteria under all the
tested conditions. A software package known as FlexMVS for Flexible Machine Vision System
was written to evaluate the hybrid approach and to enable easy execution of the image
conditioning, feature extraction and classification steps.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The ability to sort different parts is a common requirement for a manufacturing process.
Parts can be sorted mechanically if they have distinctive physical properties, for example, size and
weight. In the case of a distinctive visual property, a camera can be used to identify a part. The
image taken by the camera can be analyzed with pattern recognition algorithms to sort the parts
accordingly. This is the application of Machine Vision (MV). MV is a field of technology wherein
industrial activities such as automatic inspection, process control and robot guidance are performed
using imaging hardware and software.
Class refers to a family of parts that are considered to be the same. The act of identifying
parts by class is referred to as classification. Classification by human operators suffers from
limitations of speed and accuracy when conducted over long periods of time. Megaw (1979) listed
four types of the factors affecting visual inspection accuracy: 1) subject factors (e.g. age,
experience, and intelligence of the inspector), 2) physical and environmental factors (e.g.
background noise, workplace design), 3) task factors (e.g. fault probability, product complexity)
and 4) organizational factors (e.g. standards, incentives).
The degree of similarity between different styles of parts determines the level of difficulty
of classification. For example, two similarly looking parts can belong to different classes because
their colors are different. With the advent of digital cameras, MV has emerged as a means to
overcome these limitations and speed up the sorting procedure. MV systems can operate
continuously around the clock and provide accurate inspection decisions. Additional benefits
include but are not limited to increased rate of inspection, more precise inspection, tighter process
control and, as the most significant, reduced manufacturing costs.
An MV system consists of an imaging system and a computing system. The imaging system
acquire an image with a camera(s) supported by a lens(es) and lights. The computing system acts
to process and classify the image. The quality of the acquired image depends on the resolution,
sensitivity and signal to noise ratio of the imaging system (Dougherty, 2013). The accuracy of the
computing system depends on the quality of the images in the database. The computing system
process has three steps: image conditioning, feature extraction and classification. After
conditioning, feature extraction is important because it provides the values upon which the
1

classification decision will be made. A good feature for one application may not be a good feature
for another application. This suggests the need for a generalized feature library that encompasses
key features of a variety of applications to increase the utility of an MV system. Once the
classification decision has been made, a mechanical mechanism can be triggered to physically sort
the part into the appropriate bin.
Existing industrial MV systems work best when setup for specific applications. When there
is a change in the application, the MV software may have to be extensively retuned and different
hardware may be required. Therefore, it has been a goal for some time to have a single MV system
that can be applied to different applications without making significant changes, or no change at
all, to hardware or software (Batchelor, 2012). In other words, there is a need for a flexible MV
system.

1.1 Problem Definition
If one is to claim that a system is flexible, it has to be shown to work with different
applications. In this research, the sorting of three small part applications are considered: 1) solid
plastic gears, 2) clear plastic wire connectors and 3) metallic Indian coins, all of which have
different levels of difficulty.
Before it can be applied, a classification system has to undergo two phases: training and
testing. A flexible classification system must not only be able to accurately identify known images,
but it must also be able to reject unknown images. Systems are termed as either supervised,
unsupervised, or semi-unsupervised. A supervised system works with a labeled training image
database, which consists of images with known classes. By contrast, an unsupervised system works
with an unlabeled training image database, which consists of images with unknown classes. A
semi-unsupervised system works with both: labeled and unlabeled training image database. A
supervised system is unable to deal with unknown classes. An unsupervised system typically has
lower performance than a supervised system. A semi-unsupervised system cannot be used when
there is more than one known class.
The problem addressed by this thesis is multiclass classification that includes the ability to
reject unknown classes. It is hypothesized that a combination of supervised and semi-unsupervised
systems, that is a hybrid system, is required to perform this task. Figure 1-1 illustrates how the
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Figure 1-1: Four steps from image acquisition to image classification

process for an MV classification system can be broken down into four steps: 1) image library setup,
2) image conditioning, 3) feature extraction and 4) classification. Although it is the last step that
speaks to the need for a hybrid system, all four steps are addressed in this thesis, as all four steps
must be designed to deliver on the need for a flexible MV system.

1.2 Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to design, develop and validate a flexible MV system, which
is an MV system that requires no change in hardware and minimal retuning as it moves from one
application to the next. Moreover, the system should provide more than 95% classification
accuracy with no acceptance of incorrect parts. To achieve this objective, the following tasks were
undertaken:
1) Finalize a protocol for setting up an image library for a given application, one that
ensures a realistic set of images for training and testing
2) Identify the necessary degree of image conditioning required to ensure that appropriate
images are available for feature extraction
3) Design a comprehensive feature library that provides features for a range of applications.
4) Design a hybrid supervised/semi-unsupervised classifier that can deal with both known
and unknown classes.
5) Design software for the system with an intuitive Graphical User Interface (GUI) that
enables ease of implementation by other users and researchers.
6) To demonstrate flexibility, test the system with different hardware setups, different
applications and different levels of image quality.

3

1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 begins with an introduction to industrial automation and machine vision systems,
and includes a summary of the terminology used in the field of MV. This is followed by a literature
review of topics related to pattern recognition and classification methods. The chapter ends with a
review of commonly used performance measures.
Chapter 3 describes the experimental apparatus used for image acquisition and image
processing. The chapter provides details on the cameras, lenses, conveyors and lights. Differences
between the two hardware setups used for the experiments are documented.
Chapter 4 explains the methodology adopted for developing the flexible machine vision
system. Details are given on the four steps needed to go from image acquisition to image
classification. Benchmark results with non-hybrid classification methods are presented to confirm
the need for a hybrid approach. Details are given on the four hybrid classification methods that are
the subject of Chapter 5.
Chapter 5 provides the results of five sets of experiments (SOEs) for three different
applications. The SOEs were conducted with the same approach: 1) four training classes (known)
and 2) five testing classes (4 known, 1 unknown). Each SOE had its own unique image database.
The chapter ends with a discussion of the results with the SOEs divided into two groups: 1) general
experiments and 2) quality experiments.
Chapter 6 summarises the conclusions of the thesis and presents recommendation for future
work. The original contributions of the thesis are listed together with the limitations of the
developed flexible MV system.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
The subject of this thesis is flexible machine vision for part recognition and classification.
In the task of inspection, Machine Vision (MV) based techniques are popular. MV involves the
application of a range of technologies and methods to provide image-based automatic inspection,
process control or measurement in industrial applications. Fields that are related to MV are
computer vision (CV), digital image processing (DIP) and image analysis. There is a considerable
overlap in the techniques that these fields cover. In terms of differences, in MV, image sensor
technologies and control algorithms are integrated with the on-line processing of image data to
control a machine in real time. Most CV problems are offline in nature and real-time processing is
not a requirement. Finally, it can be said that the defining characteristic of MV is that the focus is
on application, mainly in manufacturing and inspection.
The need for a flexible machine vision (FMV) system, an MV-based system that can be
implemented for different applications without extensive retuning, is a decades-old issue (Wilder,
1988). The fact that it is still an unresolved issue can be attributed to the complexity of the problem
and the observation that multiple MV methods can achieve the required performance, but usually
only after extensive tuning. For example, Modi and Bawa (2012) compared 20 different MV
methods for coin recognition and concluded they all worked.
FMV systems that have been developed to date have been only pseudo-flexible, in the sense
that they were not tested on different applications, but instead, they were tested on different styles
of the same part (for example, Chetima and Payeur, 2012, or Su and Tarng, 2008). The former
referred to their approach as ‘automated tuning’ (with MV) and is believed to be the only paper in
recent times that set out to automate the ‘initial tuning of a real-time vision-based inspection
system’. Wilder (1998) originally referred to it as ‘adaptive sensing’. But the term ‘flexible’ is
introduced for the purpose of this thesis as it seems to be more appropriate, as it is in line with the
definition of a flexible manufacturing system, which is a manufacturing system that can be
changed to produce new parts types and/or can change the order of operations executed on a part,
without having to make physical changes to the machine (Rosati et al, 2013).
For MV-based inspection, the term ‘flexible’ is considered to be more appropriate than
‘adaptive’ In the automatic control system context, adaptive refers to a system that continuously
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adapts to changes in the operating conditions of a process. ‘Flexible’ systems are changed only
once as part of the set-up procedure for the process, for example, when a switch is made to a new
product type. It is in this context that the phrase flexible machine vision is introduced.
An FMV system uses generic hardware with supporting software that can work with
different applications. Typically, an FMV system is part of a bigger flexible manufacturing system
(FMS) or flexible assembly system (FAS). In the context of FAS, Rosati et al. (2013) proposed
constitutional elements, functioning principles and a working cycle for a fully flexible assembly
system (F-FAS). They mention that flexibility can be referred to as the ability to handle a wide
variety of part types, conduct model changeovers rapidly and easily, simultaneously process
multiple parts/models and quickly respond to part design changes. If an MV system in itself is not
flexible, it reduces the performance of the overall FMS/FAS.

2.1 Industrial Automation and Machine Vision
Traditionally, humans have performed the task of part recognition through manual inspection
(Huang and Pan, 2015; Malamas et al., 2003). Under some circumstances, humans can do a job
better than a machine. However, humans suffer from fatigue, stress and lack of concentration for
repetitive tasks conducted over a long period of time. Furthermore, humans are not well suited to
the task of quality checks for large numbers of small and fast moving parts. Semi-automatic
mechanisms are available that can ease the task of human operators. For example, the introduction
of a rejection mechanism wherein an operator can press a button on a machine to eject a part from
the production line. An MV-based system can be used when repetitive tasks are required to be
completed for high speed inspection. It has been shown that MV-based systems can obtain higher
accuracy results at higher production rates than with humans (Batchelor, 2012). MV technology
can help industry gain a competitive advantage in terms of better product quality, high customer
satisfaction, less inspection time and improved productivity.
Parameters of an MV system normally need to be tuned for each application; for example,
the number of neurons of an ANN. If switched to a different application, such parameters might
require retuning. A conventional inflexible MV system will not be able to tune parameters by itself,
unlike a flexible MV system. A truly flexible MV system uses a comprehensive feature library and
robust classification algorithm to achieve desired performance, with minimal re-tuning of the
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system parameters, when there is change in application. Chetima and Payeur (2013) recognized
the need for automated tuning of a real-time vision-based inspection system for bakery products.
They started with a list of 82 characteristic features, tested five techniques to reduce the number
of features, and examined the performance of three different machine learning algorithms for
classifying tortillas and seeded buns. Although presented as an “auto-tuned” system, the
application looked at bakery products with very similar characteristics.
In recent literature, several papers can be found for flexible assembly/automation/inspection
system using MV. Nerakae et al (2016) integrated an MV system with a robotic system for pick
and place operation of an assembly line. They used NI Vision Builder (VB) and LabVIEW NI
Vision software for their work. The problem included controlling movement of a Selective
Compliance Articulated Robotic Arm (SCARA) based on input from the MV system. If a new
part was introduced to the line, the robot could be reprogrammed to accommodate a change in
geometry. Hence, their use of the term “flexible”. Hosseininia et al. (2016) introduced flexible
automation in porcelain edge polishing using MV. They used MV to detect the position and
orientation of circular and rectangular biscuits (porcelain dishes) so that the robotic arm could
perform the polishing operation at the correct and efficient position and orientation. Again it should
be pointed out that the flexibility came from the ability to reprogram the robot, not from an ability
to repurpose the MV system. Tapilouw et al. (2015) developed a white light triangulation sensor
for flexible inspection system to measure surface depth profile with an accuracy of 1.15 µm. The
sensor was mounted on a robotic arm, which measured the dimension of a piston that was held by
a second robotic arm. Thus, “flexibility” in this case is the traditional manufacturing use of the
word, where robots can be reprogrammed for different motions when an assembly line switches to
a different style of part.
Weigl et al (2016) improved the performance of surface inspection by online active learning
and flexible classifier updates. They proposed active learning as an additional component to the
conventional inspection system. This component continuously develops (re-trains) or updates
classifier with the help of user interaction. The user interaction involved re-labeling of samples
after the predefined number of samples were classified into predicted classes. The improved
classifier was then developed based on a combination of the initial training set and newly labeled
samples. In the case of incremental classification where the system receives continuous data to
extend knowledge of existing classifier, the classifier gets updated. However, this is not the case
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with industry because, for a production or assembly line, only parts belonging to predefined classes
are subject to inspection and as a consequence, classification. In other words, although the number
of classes can change from application to application, they do not change for a given industrial
application. Thus, incremental classification is a topic of computer vision (CV) and not MV.

2.2 Machine Vision for Inspection with Definitions
The automated sorting of parts is a common application of MV. Figure 2-1 illustrates how
the application can be divided into two groups: binary and non-binary. A class, in general, is a set
that contains entities with similar properties. Most sorting applications are binary in nature, where
a part is either accepted (class 1) or rejected (class 2) on the basis of an easily recognizable feature
such as size, shape or color. For example, Abdullah et al. (2000) used a binary color based MV
system for quality inspection of bakery products. Cao et al. (2015) performed binary sorting of
safety belt pins using MV. Park (2015) used MV system for binary sorting of semiconductors.
Sorting applications that are not binary in nature are more complicated as they require more
effort in feature recognition and classification. For example, Panaranda et al. (1997) used color
MV to sort tiles into five different lots where tiles were of similar color and visual appearance.
Leemans et al. (2002) graded two types of apples according to their external appearance using MV
and sorted them into four different grades. Tessier et al. (2007) employed an MV approach to the

Figure 2-1: Two kinds of part sorting, binary and non-binary
.
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automated sorting of five different types of mine ore on conveyor belts, as sorted by composition
(soft, medium or hard) and moisture content (dry and wet).
Figure 2-2 shows a typical MV-based system for inspection. When an object is in its correct
position, one or more cameras are used to acquire the image of the part for processing using a
computer equipped with special purpose image processing analysis and classification software.
The scene under the camera is well illuminated to highlight a region of interest (ROI). Various
types and positions of illumination sources are possible and the selection of them is application
dependent (Yan and Surgenor, 2011). Image acquisition hardware (i.e. camera) conducts the image
acquisition and digitization process, while the vision computing device (i.e. computer) enhances
and processes images for extracting useful information or template matching. The computer
interprets the processed information and generates output signals for a resulting action. The action
is typically acceptance or rejection of the part, or if there are multiple types of parts, routing of the
part to the appropriate bin.
A feature is an ‘interesting’ section or property of an image (e.g. size or shape of the part).
An image can be described by many features. The selection of the features is one of the critical
steps in pattern recognition and varies from application to application. The usefulness of a feature
is dictated by its repeatability within a group of similar images. A feature won’t provide reliable
information if it significantly changes within a group. If the input dataset is known to contain
redundant data, then it can be transformed into a reduced representation, known as feature vectors.
A feature vector is a collection of useful features that represent an entity from the dataset.
Transforming an entity from the dataset into a feature vector is called feature extraction. The

Figure 2-2: A typical MV-based system for inspection
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computational effort required for this transformation depends on the type of feature selected. The
Region of Interest (ROI) is a particular area of an image where a feature is located.
A class is a set of similar images or images of similar parts. For example, consider two
classes: dark and bright. An image with high brightness falls into the bright class whereas an image
with low brightness falls into the dark class. To determine the class of a new image, one needs to
have a correlation between the input (feature vectors of input dataset) and output (classes of each
image). There are many algorithms available to find the correlation. A classifier is the end product
of the algorithm that uses the correlation to predict the class of a new image. To increase the
performance of a classifier to an acceptable level, sufficient training is required. The procedure for
training a classifier that provides satisfactory performance is called ‘development of a classifier'.
Once a classifier is developed, it can be used to classify new images, that is to say, images with
unknown class.
The process of pattern recognition can be broken down into three steps: 1) feature selection,
2) development of a classifier from selected features and 3) classification of the part by the
developed classifier. Once the features are selected by the user in the case of manual feature
selection, they are identified from each image of the training database to form the feature vector.
These computed values are then used to develop the classifier.
Pattern recognition (PR) can be viewed as a form of learning that deals with the recognition
of patterns and regularities in data (Dougherty, 2012). PR algorithms can be divided mainly into
two types: classification (supervised) or clustering (unsupervised). The two types are illustrated in
Figure 2-3. Supervised pattern recognition means that a training image database is available
consisting of images that have already been correctly classified prior to training. The learning
algorithm sets out to generate an input-output model using the training data and then generalizes
it to predict the output class of images not in the training dataset. How the model is generated is
what differentiates one PR algorithm from the other. By contrast, in unsupervised pattern
recognition, the training image database has not been classified at all, prior to training.
Classification in this context is known as clustering, as the algorithm groups the input data into
clusters based on some inherent similarity measures or features. In unsupervised pattern
recognition, the number of classes or clusters is not known at the beginning of training. Semiunsupervised pattern recognition falls between supervised and unsupervised. Semi-unsupervised
pattern recognition works with both labeled and unlabeled classes (Astudillo and Oommen, 2013).
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Figure 2-3: Pattern recognition process

Machine Learning (ML) is a field of the computer science that enables systems to learn and
make predictions from data. PR has its roots in engineering (Bishop, 2006). Sometimes, these
terms are used interchangeably. PR will be used throughout this thesis.

2.2.1 Pattern Recognition Methods
A common approach to developing a classifier for pattern recognition is to optimize a cost
function. As an alternative, Boser et al. (1992) suggested that one should set out to maximize the
margin of the class boundary (width of the separating line in feature space). They used polynomial
decision rules to maximize the margin. Their approach was similar to the method developed later
by Vapnik et al. (1995) which was called Support Vector Machine (SVM). Widrow et al. (1988)
developed a system that was insensitive to rotation, but only by multiples of 90 degrees. Wildes et
al. (1996) described a prototype system for personal identity verification based on automated iris
recognition. Their prototype was capable of capturing an image of a person’s iris and then verifying
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their identity by accessing a database of iris images. This intent was to use automated iris
recognition as a method of biometric assessment.
Acton and Mukherjee (2000) explored the application of area morphology to pattern
recognition, when the scale of an object was an important consideration. A variety of items were
tested: coins, blood cells, connecting rods (with/without noise) and plasma. Image classification
was accomplished by the method of K means classification in scale space. It is interesting to note
that the classification accuracy for coins was the lowest at 70%, whereas the blood cells accuracy
was highest at 99%. Lowe (2004) developed a system that used local features for object
recognition. He called the method ‘SIFT’ which stood for Scale Invariant Feature Transform. For
SIFT to work, it was important to identify locations in an image that were invariant with respect
to image translation, scaling, rotation, noise and small distortions. Locations at minima and
maxima of a difference of a Gaussian function as applied in scale space were selected for this
purpose. System performance was degraded when an image was stretched by 1.5 times the original.
When all image transformations were considered within reasonable ranges, 75% of important
locations were matched on average. Bay et al. (2008) presented a Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF) detector and descriptor that was claimed to be faster and had better performance than
previous methods (e.g. SIFT) due to the use of integral images. Panchal et al. (2013) confirmed
that SURF was faster than SIFT.
A more advanced PR method would use a Deep Neural Network (DNN) which is a
multilayer neural network that uses a parallel computing approach to reduce processing time. It is
claimed that DNNs can approach the performance of the human brain (Ciresan et al., 2012). DNNs
extract features automatically from a set of images for different classes; thereby removing the
possibility of error inherent in manual feature selection. Graph Transformer Networks (GTNs)
were introduced by LeCun et al. (1998) as a generalization of multilayer, multiple module
networks, where the state information is represented as graphs instead of fixed sized vectors. They
developed an on-line handwriting recognition system using a gradient-based learning procedure.
It later became known as LeNet, a convolutional neural network (CNN) for handwritten numerical
digit recognition.
The problem with DNNs is the standard approach of random initialization of parameters.
This can result in poor training and generalization errors, which in turn can cause the DNN to get
stuck in local minima when searching for the global minimum. To counter this, it is recommended
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to use an unsupervised greedy layer-wise training approach (Hinton et al. 2006; Bengio et al.,
2007). “Greedy” training means the DNN is trained one layer at a time to get the appropriate
features and weight initialization, layer by layer. Once the unsupervised training is completed (i.e.
DNN is pre-trained), appropriate weights are available in contrast to random initialization of
weights. If required, the DNN can then be fine-tuned by switching to supervised training.
ImageNet is an image database consisting of over 14 million images (web-based) with over
21 thousand classes or synsets (synonym sets) prepared by Stanford Vision Lab, Stanford
University, and Princeton University. Krizhevsky et al. (2012) trained a large DNN to classify 1.2
million high-resolution images into 1000 different classes for a contest in 2010 entitled ‘ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge’ (ILSVRC) (Russakovsky et al., 2015). They obtained
the lowest error rate. A later variant of the trained model known as AlexNet was used in the
ILSVRC 2012 contest and again achieved the lowest error among all entries. Szegedy et al. (2014)
increased the depth and width of the DNN while keeping the computational budget constant. This
variant of the DNN became known as GoogLeNet. It was submitted to the ILSVRC 2014
competition and again achieved the best result.
Concerns have been raised within the CV community over the generality of DNNs and their
tendency to misclassify under certain conditions. Nguyen et al. (2015) demonstrated that
discriminative DNN models are easily fooled, that is, they classify many unrecognizable images
with near certainty as a member of a recognizable class. Szegedy et al. (2014) suggested that the
explanation for this was that the set of negatives (or fooling images) was of extremely low
probability. In other words, the likelihood of the negatives appearing in the training set was of low
probability, and thus was rarely or never observed in the test dataset.
Non-binary Sorting Applications using MV
Coin sorting is an example of a non-binary sorting application, examples of which can be
found in the literature. For example, Wu et al. (2015) sorted gears into five different categories
using a monocular vision, with features that included the number of holes, the number of teeth and
the color of the gear. Other examples of non-binary sorting applications include: 1) resistors
(Niklaus and Ulli, 2015), 2) bearings (Shen et al, 2012), 3) flowers (Nilsback and Zisserman,
2006), 4) plant leaves (Akhtar et al. 2013) and 5) baked biscuits (Nashat et al. 2011). Techniques
used by these researchers included: 1) color difference formula called CIE ΔE*94 as taken from the
International Commission on Illumination (CIE), 2) SVM with linear kernel, 3) bag of words, 4)
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k-nearest neighbors (k-NN), 5) decision trees, 6) naïve Bayes and 7) SVM with polynomial and
radial basis function (RBF) kernels.
Pattern Recognition Methods for Coin Sorting
There are a number of research papers that have examined the problem of the sorting of
coins, from ancient to modern coins and from a wide range of countries. For example, Cooray and
Fernando (2011) described a coin counting system that used a webcam to capture pictures of Sri
Lankan coins. Basic image processing techniques such as grayscale conversion, thresholding and
the filling of holes in the binary image were used. Area and diameter were used to count the total
number of coins in an image. The scope of their work was limited to the counting of coins with
three denominations.
Bag of Visual Words (BOVW) is a method for image classification by treating image
features as words (Csurka et al., 2004). Anwar et al. (2015) proposed a novel approach for the
image based pattern recognition of ancient coins by recognizing the patterns minted on their
reverse sides. In the context of coins, the reverse side (commonly referred as the tail) shows the
numerical information while the obverse side (commonly referred as the head) shows a symbol or
the head of an important person. Dense sampling using the BOVW method gave reverse side
pattern recognition. Three tilting schemes were evaluated to get spatial information of the visual
words. Circular tilting was better compared to rectangular tilting and radial polar tilting, as it was
found to be less sensitive to coin image rotation.
Fukumi et al. (1992) proposed an ANN pattern recognition system for Japanese coins which
was insensitive to rotation of the image. They achieved better results by using a circular array for
the weights of the neural network, instead of a square array. This was the expected result as the
coins were mostly circular. Bremananth et al. (2005) achieved 92% accuracy in extracting
numerical information from partially degraded and aged Indian coins. They used a rotation
invariant character recognition process which employed a multichannel Gabor filter together with
a back propagation neural network. It was observed that by increasing the number of features from
102 to 412, accuracy was increased from 92% to 94%. However, they only considered the reverse
side of the coin and ignored the obverse side.
Modi (2011) obtained 81% average recognition rate by using intensity values of 100 pixels
as a feature vector input to the artificial neural network (ANN) for Indian coins. To generate the
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feature vector, the coin images were reduced in size to 10x10 pixels. Modi and Bawa (2011)
increased the average recognition rate to 98% when an image size of 20x20 pixels was used. The
images were rotated from 0 to 360 degrees in 5 degree increments. Both obverse and reverse sides
of Indian coins were used. By using a multi-level counter propagation neural network, Velu et al.
(2011) obtained a 99.5% average recognition rate for Indian coins. It is important to note that
recognition rate and accuracy are not same. Recognition rate refers to just one class and ignores
all remaining classes, whereas accuracy refers to all classes. It was observed that this level of
performance could not be obtained by using Robert’s edge detection method, the Laplacian of
Gaussian method or the canny edge detection method. Modi and Bawa (2012) reviewed techniques
for the recognition of a variety of coins, including Indian, Japanese, Canadian, Hong Cong, US,
Turkish, Thai, Chinese and Jordanian. They concluded that for modern coins there was no one
technique that was best. For example, when they looked at Canadian coins, a maximum accuracy
of 99.7% was achieved using decision trees.

2.2.2 Classification Methods
As was observed in Section 2.2.1, there are a number of methods available for classification
including support vectors machine (SVM), artificial neural networks (ANN), decision trees and K
nearest neighbors. SVMs can be either supervised or semi-unsupervised. A semi-unsupervised
SVM is a special case of unsupervised PR that is known as one class (‘positive’ or ‘accept’ class),
learning wherein the user is required to provide training data for that class only (MATLAB, 2017).
Lecomte et al. (2011) detected abnormal events with an unsupervised SVM. Amer et al, 2013
enhanced a one-class SVM for unsupervised anomaly detection. The enhancement involved using
the minimization of Mean Square Error (MSE) for tackling outliers using the center of class as
averaged information. In general, it appears that semi-unsupervised SVM’s are popular to detect
outliers present in training data (Heller et al, 2003 and Liu et al, 2014).
Given the context of the inspection application and on the basis of the literature review,
supervised ANN (SANN), supervised SVM (SSVM) and semi-unsupervised SVM (USVM) were
adopted as the candidate classification methods worthy of investigation for this thesis.
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2.3 System Performance Measurement
A simple and popular performance measure is the accuracy (ACC), which is normally
defined as the number of correct predictions divided by the total number of predictions. Incorrect
predictions can be False Positives (FPs, incorrectly accepted) or False Negatives (FNs, incorrectly
rejected). Correct predictions can be True Positives (TPs, correctly accepted) or True Negatives
(TNs, correctly rejected). There are performance measures related to accuracy. For example, as
given by Sokolava and Lapalme (2009), there is the precision/positive predictive value (correctly
accepted out of total accepted), recall/true positive rate/sensitivity (correctly accepted out of total
positive) and specificity/true negative rate (correctly rejected out of total negative).
The Fa score is the harmonic average of precision and recall (Sasaki, 2007), where a is a
positive real number that denotes weighing towards precision (a < 1) or recall (a > 1). When equal
weight is given to the precision (PRE) and recall (REC) with a = 1, the Fa score becomes the F1
score (F1S). A plot of True Positive Rate (TPR, correctly accepted out of total positive) against
False Positive Rate (FPR, incorrectly accepted out of total negative) is known as the curve of
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC). The area under an ROC Curve (AUROC) is equal to
the probability that the classifier ranks a positive result higher than a negative result (Cortes and
Mohri, 2005). In the context of this thesis, AUROC is the probability that a prediction results in
‘accepted’ compared to ‘rejected’ decision for a random observation. An AUROC of 1 means a
perfect classifier. A random guess has an AUROC of 0.5. An AUROC of less than 0.5 means the
classifier performs worse than a random guess.
The Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) is a measure of performance that represents
correlation, whose value is 1 for perfect correlation, 0 for no correlation and -1 for negative
correlation. MCC was introduced by Matthews (1975) as a measure to evaluate prediction
assignments of biological sequences. Originally proposed for only two categories, MCC was
generalized by Gorodkin (2004) in order to apply it to a multiple categories application. Gorodkin
considers MCC to be a good compromise between discriminancy, consistency and coherent
behaviors with a varying number of classes, unbalanced datasets and randomization. Furthermore,
the behavior of MCC remains consistent between binary and multiclass cases. MCC was used by
the United States Food and Drug Administration (US FDA) to compare different cancer prediction
models, as based on microarray gene expression and genotyping data (MAQC Consortium, 2010).
They stated that a model with a mean MCC of 70% or greater, is considered a strong correlation.
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Angelo et al (2016) used MCC to compare the performance of three classifiers for automated eddy
current nondestructive testing on aircraft parts with several well-known defects. They considered
an MCC of 89% or greater to be a good correlation.
Another characteristic of MCC is that it accounts for the differences in the numbers of images
per class (Jurman, 2012). If these differences are not taken into account, the value of a measure
could be misleading. In an example given by Chicco (2017), when the ‘Accept’ class had nineteen
times the number of images than that of the ‘Reject’ class (95 test samples of positive or accept
and 5 test samples of negative or reject), the accuracy was 91% even though the system rejected
only one of the five negative samples correctly. By contrast, the MCC was 14% as it took into
account the differences in the number of images and more accurately reflected a low system
performance.
Confusion entropy (CEN) is a measure of the confusion matrix that evaluates confusion level
of the class distribution of misclassified samples. This measure was claimed to be of more
discriminating in nature than ACC (Wei et al. 2010). Jurman et al (2012) mentioned that ACC
poorly copes with unbalanced classes and cannot distinguish among different misclassification
distributions. He noted that CEN was proposed to provide a high level of discrimination even
between very similar confusion matrices. However, CEN is not universally accepted because it
gives a range of different values for the case of random dice rolling for which MCC is 0.
A Confusion Matrix (CM) can summarize inspection performance and is given as:

where TPs, FPs, TNs and FNs are the number of True Positives (TPs) , False Positives (FPs), True
Negatives (TNs) and False Negatives (FNs), respectively. Four different CMs are given in Table
2-1 to illustrate the value of different performance measures. Consider an inspection problem with
500 inspections, where 400 observations were correctly classified as accepted (TPs) and 100
observations were correctly classified as rejected (TNs). Then the CM would appear as Case 1 in
Table 2-1 and represents the case of fault-free inspection. Case 2 is considered a good CM result
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Table 2-1: Four CMs to evaluate performance measures

with a low number of FNs and no FPs. Case 3 has a low number of FPs and high number of FNs.
Case 4 has an almost equal number of FPs and FNs. Seven performance measures were evaluated
using these cases: 1) ACC, 2) FPs, 3) FNs, 4) MCC, 5) F1S, 6) AUROC, and 7) CEN.
ACC is calculated from the following equation:
𝑇𝑃𝑠+ 𝑇𝑁𝑠

𝐴𝐶𝐶 =

𝑃𝑠+𝑁𝑠

× 100 %

(2.1)

where Ps is the total number of positive samples (should be accepted) in the testing dataset and
Ns is the total number of negative samples (should be rejected).
FPs is calculated from Equation 2.2, while FNs is calculated from Equation 2.3:
𝐹𝑃𝑠

𝐹𝑃𝑠 =

𝑃𝑠+𝑁𝑠
𝐹𝑁𝑠

𝐹𝑁𝑠 =

𝑃𝑠+𝑁𝑠

× 100 %

(2.2)

× 100 %

(2.3)

Any misclassified and accepted instance is considered as FP. Similarly, any misclassified and
rejected instance is considered as FN.
MCC is computed from the following equation:

𝑀𝐶𝐶 =

𝑇𝑃𝑠 ∙ 𝑇𝑁𝑠 − 𝐹𝑃𝑠 ∙ 𝐹𝑁𝑠
√(𝑇𝑃𝑠+𝐹𝑃𝑠)(𝑇𝑃𝑠+𝐹𝑁𝑠)(𝑇𝑁𝑠+𝐹𝑃𝑠)(𝑇𝑁𝑠+𝐹𝑁𝑠)

× 100 %

(2.4)

A characteristic of MCC is that it accounts for differences in the number of images per class.
Inspection of Equation 2.4 reveals the source of this characteristic. The equation considers the
proportion of both classes, such that MCC value will be high only if the performance is good for
both positive and negative classes. The range of possible values for MCC is [-1, 1].
The calculation for F1S is given by the following equation:

𝐹1 𝑆 =

2 × 𝑃𝑅𝐸 × 𝑅𝐸𝐶
𝑃𝑅𝐸 + 𝑅𝐸𝐶

× 100 %
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(2.5)

where PRE and REC refer to precision and recall, respectively, which are calculated from:

𝑃𝑅𝐸 =
𝑅𝐸𝐶 =

𝑇𝑃𝑠
𝑇𝑃𝑠 + 𝐹𝑃𝑠
𝑇𝑃𝑠
𝑇𝑃𝑠 + 𝐹𝑁𝑠

× 100 %

(2.6)

× 100 %

(2.7)

AUROC requires an ROC curve from which it can be derived as shown in Figure 2-4. For
good performance, one expects TPR to be as high as possible and FPR to be as low as possible.
For perfect performance, the operating point would be at the top left and the area under the curve
would be 1. However, the case of AUROC equal to 1 is rarely achievable. Here only one operating
point considered to illustrate how to interpret an ROC. The operating point illustrated in Figure
2-4 has a TPR of 80 % and an FPR of 20%. A bilinear curve is shown starting from the bottom
left corner of the plot (TPR 0 % and FPR 0 %) up to the operating point and then over to the top
right corner (TPR 100 % and FPR 100 %). The “random guess” line runs diagonally from the
bottom left corner to the top right corner. The area under the random line is 50 %, corresponding
to the fact that the probability of an accept or a reject decision is 50%. The area under the bilinear
curve is 80%. This means that for a new test observation, the probability of the classifier ranking
the positive sample higher than the negative sample is 80%.

Figure 2-4: Example of an AUROC curve
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The last performance measure CEN is calculated from the following equation:

𝐶𝐸𝑁 = (

(𝐹𝑁𝑠 + 𝐹𝑃𝑠) log2 ((𝑃𝑠 + 𝑁𝑠)2 − (𝑇𝑃𝑠 − 𝑇𝑁𝑠)2 )
2(𝑃𝑠 + 𝑁𝑠)

𝐹𝑁𝑠 log2 𝐹𝑁𝑠 +𝐹𝑃𝑠 log2 𝐹𝑃𝑠
𝑃𝑠 + 𝑁𝑠

−

) × 100 %

(2.8)

Table 2-2 shows the values of the seven performance measures for the four cases given in
Table 2-1, where the best possible case (Case 1) is included as a benchmark. ACC is the most
direct measure of the accuracy of a classifier. For example in Case 2, with 6 out of 500 images
misclassified, ACC is 98.8 %. The more misclassifications, the lower the value of ACC. This
measure treats FPs and FNs equally. By contrast, FPs provides information on only incorrectly
accepted images. This measure has preferred value of 0 %. FNs are calculated by subtracting FPs
from ACC. Therefore, FNs are not considered as an independent measure of performance.
MCC is a more discriminating measure than ACC. This can be seen by comparing ACC and
MCC values for Case 4, which are 70% and 34%, respectively. An ACC of 70% is not bad as 50
% (which is random guess). However, MCC is just 34 %, as it places more weight on incorrect
classifications. Thus, MCC is a more discriminating measure than ACC. The F1S measure follows
ACC closely and consequently fails to provide any more insight than ACC. Therefore F1S will not
be used as a performance measure for this thesis.
AUROC follows ACC closely in the range of ± 5 %. Although Ling et al. (2003) suggested
that AUROC is a better measure than ACC, AUROC is a misleading measure as explained by
Lobo et al. (2007) for 5 reasons: 1) AUROC ignores the predicted probability values and goodnessof-fit of the model; 2) AUROC summarises the test performance over regions of the ROC space
in which one would rarely operate; 3) AUROC weighs omission and commission errors equally,
4) AUROC does not give information about the spatial distribution of model errors and 5) the total
extent to which models are carried out highly influences the rate of well-predicted absences and
the AUROC value. Therefore, AUROC will not be used as a performance measure for this thesis.
CEN is a measure of randomness in the misclassifications as distributed by class, the value
of which is the lesser, the better. Jurman et al. (2012) noted that the range of CEN for multiclass
classification is from 0 % to 100%. However, for binary classifications, it can go beyond 100 %.
Thus, if one had to choose between CEN and MCC, the later would be a better choice. As seen
from Table 2-2, the values of CEN are all close to 100 minus MCC. In other words, CEN can be
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Table 2-2: Evaluating 7 performance measures for 4 confusion matrices

CM
evaluation

ACC
(%)

FPs
(%)

FNs
(%)

MCC
(%)

F1S
(%)

AUROC
(%)

CEN
(%)

Case 1

100

0

0

100

100

100

0

Case 2

99

0

1

96

99

99

7

Case 3

74

5

21

39

82

74

64

Case 4

70

16

14

34

77

67

80

considered as inversely proportional to MCC. Consequently, CEN was not considered as a measure
that would provide more insight than MCC. Therefore, CEN will not be used as a performance
measure for this thesis.
The conclusion drawn from the Table 2-2, is that the three measures (ACC, FP and MCC)
will be useful in evaluating the performance of an MV-based classification system. The four
measures (FNs, F1S, AUROC, and CEN) don’t appear to provide any further insight into system
performance. Thus, only the first three will be used in this thesis.

2.4 Target Performance Criteria
For this type of application involving inspection of small parts, achievable speeds with
human inspectors have historically been shown to be in the order of 30 parts/minute or 2
seconds/part (Drury, 1973). This speed is not only significantly lower than that achievable with
machine vision, but the accuracy with human inspectors varies from 70 to 90% and is highly
dependent on the level of operator fatigue. Inspection speed is a relative measure. Target speed in
the context of medical component manufacturing is on the order of 130 parts/minute or 0.46
seconds/part (ATS automation, 2018). Target speed in the context of high-speed assembly
machines is on the order of 1,000 parts/minute or 0.06 seconds/part. The limitations in the
assembly case are the physical limitations as to how fast a part can be moved (Shafer, 1999). Thus,
the target speed for machine vision inspection applications can range from 100 parts/minute (0.6
seconds/part) to 1,000 parts/minute (0.06 seconds/part). With this as background, a speed of 500
parts/minute or 0.12 seconds/part seemed to be a reasonable target for this thesis.
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The answer to the question ‘which is more important, zero FPs or zero FNs?’ depends on the
application. In most cases, zero FPs are more important than zero FNs. This is because industries
tend to adopt the strategy of risk on the manufacturer (ROM) and not the strategy of risk on the
customer (ROC). If a fake part is accepted by the system (FP), it generates risk on the customer
because the customer will unknowingly buy or use a product that may be faulty. Thus, ROC should
be zero or as low as possible (Beneke et al., 2013). On the other hand, if a good part was rejected
by the system (FN), it generates risk on the manufacturer because the manufacturer has to make
parts than necessary. ROM can be reduced by putting the rejected parts back into the system.
A performance target of zero FPs was adopted for this thesis. A target accuracy of 95% was
adopted considering the application of coins. The review of coin papers confirmed that the coin
application is difficult because the highest reported classification accuracy was 94% (Bremananth
et al., 2005), with the exception of the 97% accuracy reported by Modi and Bawa (2011). However,
this 97% accuracy was achieved with an unrealistic database.

2.5 Summary
This chapter provides background on industrial automation and machine vision inspection
systems. The difference between adaptive and flexible was explained along with the examples
from related areas. Work by other researchers on the subject of MV-based inspection was
examined. A review was conducted on available algorithms for both binary and non-binary sorting
applications, for a range of applications.
At the stage of feature selection, importance was given to the global features as the local
features are computationally expensive. In particular, 1) SIFT was not selected because it is scale
invariant, this research does not deal with the part whose scale changes, 2) SURF was not selected
because it has either 64 or 128 dimensions and 3) Wavelet-based features were not considered as
they require feature selection technique to be employed. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
technique was not employed to reduce the number of the features because the 14 is not considered
as a large number of features.
On the basis of the literature review and experience with previous work (Joshi et al., 2016a
and 2016b), it is hypothesized that a hybrid SVM/ANN approach that uses both supervised and
semi-unsupervised PR algorithms, might be able to meet the requirement that the system be able
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to classify parts into multiple known classes and reject any unknown classes. The developed
system must be able to learn all the classes presented in training, but it must also be able to learn
to reject classes not covered in training. ANN is most commonly applied as a supervised PR
algorithm and is unable to deal with known classes. SVM is most commonly applied as a semiunsupervised PR algorithm and is unable to differentiate between multiple known classes. Thus,
when used together, they should be able to handle both multiple known and unknown classes. This
thesis sets out to test this hypothesis, and to determine the best combination of SVM and ANN
algorithms, as applied to the problem of small parts inspection.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Apparatus
As stated earlier, the objective of this thesis was to design and develop a flexible machine
vision system for small parts classification. This chapter describes the apparatus used to acquire
images for the experiments. Three different hardware setups were assembled and evaluated for
their ability to capture images of acceptable quality. These three setups are referred to as S1, S2
and S3. Only details of S2 and S3 are given in this chapter. Details of S1 are given in Appendix
A. The images obtained with S1 were of unacceptable quality. However, experience with S1
pointed the way for improvements with S2 and S3. Only images from S2 and S3 were used for the
analysis given in Chapters 5.

3.1 Hardware
The apparatus consists of four main hardware components: conveyor, camera, lens and
lighting. Only summary details of each component will be given in the following subsections. For
further details, please refer to Appendix B.

3.1.1 Conveyors
Table 3-1 shows the two conveyors used in the research, referred to as Dorner and Generic,
as used in S2 and S3, respectively. The Dorner conveyor was used for S2. The generic conveyor
was used for S1 and S3.
The Dorner conveyor has two key features: 1) no sidewalls, which provides for flexible
lighting and camera arrangements and 2) conveyor speed with a range up to 50 m/min, which
translates to 1670 parts/min assuming 6 cm spacing between parts on average.
The Generic conveyor has three key features: 1) no sidewalls, as with the Dorner conveyor,
2) belt of black color, which provides a good background for better contrast in images and 3)
conveyor speed with a range up to 28 m/min, which translates to 935 parts/min, again assuming 6
cm spacing.
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Table 3-1: Main specifications of the employed conveyors

Conveyors

Dorner 2200

Generic

1.5 m x 0.5 m x 1.5 m

1.5 m x 0.2 m x 0.75 m

3m
0 to 50 m/min

3m
0 to 28 m/min

Appearance

Length x width x
height
Belt length
Speed range

A typical inspection speed is on the order of 100 to 300 parts/min (Chauhan, 2016). Thus,
the two conveyors can more than meet this requirement. In initial experiments, a speed of 100
parts/min (3 m/min) was used. Exposure time is defined as the length of time when sensor inside
the camera is exposed to light. With a camera speed of 55 fps and an exposure time of 1 ms, it was
found that the images did not begin to visibly ‘blur’ until the speed exceeded 400 parts/min. This
means that at 100 parts/min, the images taken were considered to be equivalent to those taken with
a stationary conveyor. Consequently, all subsequent image acquisition was conducted with a
stationary conveyor.

3.1.2 Cameras
Table 3-2 shows the four cameras used in the research, referred to as Basler1, Basler2, NI
and Baumer as per the manufacturer’s name. The Baumer camera was first evaluated with S1. The
Basler1 and Basler2 cameras were evaluated with a preliminary and intermediate version of S2.
The NI camera was used for the final version of S2. The Baumer camera was used for S3.
The NI camera was obtained with a view for it to be used for online classification as it
contained an inbuilt processor that could run a program developed in Vision Builder (VB)
software. The VB program could be developed off-line, then uploaded to the camera and
consequently provide online output classification results directly. However, initial results with VB
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Table 3-2: Main specifications of the employed cameras

Cameras

Basler
A312fc
(Basler1)

Basler
puA1280-54um
(Basler2)

NI
1732
(NI)

Baumer
VCXG-02M
(Baumer)

Sony
ICX 415AL/AQ

Aptina
AR0134

Sony
ICX424AL
CCD
8.47 mm (1/3”)
Mono
640 x 480

ON
Semiconductor
PYTHON300
CMOS
6.35 mm (1/4”)
Mono
640 x 480

60

891

7.40 µm x 7.40
µm
IEEE 802.3
(Ethernet)

4.80 µm x 4.80
µm

CAD $ 3000

CAD $ 900

Appearance

Sensor

Sensor type
CCD
CMOS
Sensor size 6.5 mm x 4.8 mm 4.8 mm x 3.6 mm
Mono/Color
Color
Mono
Resolution
640 x480
1280 x 960
Frames per 60 (mono) noisy,
55
second (fps) Used: 30 (color)
8.30 µm x 8.30
3.75 µm x 3.75
Pixel size
µm
µm
IEEE 1394
Interface
USB3.0
(Firewire)
Nominal
CAD $ 1000
CAD $ 250
price

USB3.0

were disappointing as the software had a limited number of controllable parameters and would not
permit the evaluation of novel classification algorithms. Therefore, the mode of operation was
switched to off-line classification with MATLAB. However, VB was still used for on-line data
acquisition.
Resolution is an important specification for camera selection. For the applications being
studied, the largest part was 44x44 mm square and the smallest feature was 1 mm. A resolution of
640x480 pixels was found to meet these conditions. Further justification of this is given in Section
3.2.2. As shown in Table 3-2, three of the four cameras examined had 640x480 pixels resolution.
The Basler2 camera was the exception with a 1280x960 pixels resolution. Although it was least
expensive, its performance was found to be comparable to the other cameras. As discussed in
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Section 3.1.1, moving images look equivalent to stationary images if the camera speed is high
enough. This was demonstrated by experiments conducted with the Basler2 on the intermediate
version of Setup 2, where no blur could be seen in images taken at 55 fps on a conveyor moving
at 400 parts/min.
Traditionally, Charged Coupled Device (CCD) cameras provide relatively better
performance as compared with Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) cameras.
CCD image sensors are more expensive than CMOS cameras. CMOS sensors have a lower light
sensitivity. In other words, CMOS sensors require more light and not recommended for
applications with low-level lighting conditions. As indicated in Table 3-2, two of the cameras were
CCD and two of the cameras were CMOS. It was found that despite the difference in sensor types,
their performance was similar, for the requirements of the project. This was largely due to the highlevel lighting conditions employed by S2 and S3, as will be discussed in section 3.1.4.

3.1.3 Lenses
Table 3-3 shows the four lenses used in the research, referred to as Pentax, Arecont, Kowa
and Moritex, as per the manufacturer’s name. The Moritex lens was used with the Baumer camera
for S1. The Pentax lens was used with the Basler1 camera for a preliminary version of S2.The
Table 3-3: Main specifications of the employed lenses

Lenses

Pentax
C1614-M

Arecont
MPL33-12A

Kowa
LM6JC

Moritex
ML-M1620MP5

16 mm
0.25 m – Inf.
C
Ø 29.5 mm x
33.2 mm
Yes

3.3 to 10.5 mm
0.1 m – Inf.
CS
Ø 33.0 mm x
41.7 mm
No

6 mm
0.1 m – Inf.
C
Ø 30.0 mm x
32.8 mm
Yes

16 mm
0.2 m – Inf.
C
Ø 29.0 mm x
36.8 mm
Yes

2 (focus and iris)

3 (3rd: zoom)

2

2

Appearance

Focal length
Focus range
Mount
Dimensions
Markings
Locking
screws
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Kowa lens was used with the NI camera for the final version of S2. The Moritex lens was used
with the Baumer camera for S3. The Arecont lens was used with the Basler2 camera.
In lens selection, the focal length is the primary specification. The combination of camera
and lens must provide images of the required Field of View (FOV) without any focus blur as
perceived by the viewer. Focus blur is defined as the blur in the image when the lens is out of
focus. Lenses are available in either fixed or variable focal lengths. The Arecont lens was selected
with a variable focal length in order to investigate the effect of changing the Working Distance
(WD). The remaining lenses used were of fixed focal length. After a series of experiments, a focal
length of 6 mm was found to work best for all applications using S2.
It was assumed that different applications would require different settings on the lens, in
particular, different focus and aperture settings. The Pentax, Kowa and Moritex lenses had
markings and locking screws for the focus and aperture settings. This feature meant that the focus
and aperture setting combinations could be repeated from experiment to experiment, whenever the
setup was changed.

3.1.4 Lighting
Table 3-4 shows the four lights used in this research, referred to as BF-Moritex, BF-Nerlite,
DF-P and DF-AI lights, as per their nature and manufacturer’s name, where DF denotes dark field
and BF denotes bright field. The BF-Moritex was used for S1. The BF-Nerlites were evaluated
with a preliminary version of S2, with both two light and four light arrangements. The DF-P was
used to check to see if the DF approach was better than the BF approach. The DF-AI was used for
the final version of S2 and for S3.
Figure 3-1 illustrates the two main approaches to lighting: BF and DF. BF is when the light
source placed inside the trapezoidal ‘W’ region as seen in Figure 3-1 (left). This approach is known
for providing specular reflections on shiny metallic surfaces. It does not require the light source to
be placed near the part surface. DF is when the light source is placed outside the trapezoidal ‘W’
region as seen in Figure 3-1 (right). This approach is known to provide uniform lighting without
shadows. DF requires a light source to be placed closer to the part surface than with BF.
It was found that the BF-Moritex and BF-Nerlite lighting approaches could not provide the
required performance. The DF approach provided better results as compared to the BF approach
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Table 3-4: Main specifications of the employed lights

Lights

Moritex
CV-R-50x28
(BF-Moritex)

Nerlite
S-40
(BF-Nerlite)

In-house
Prototype
(DF-P)

AI
RL1660
(DF-AI)

Ring light
Yes
70 mm

Spot light
Yes
30 mm

Ring light
No
65 mm

Ring light
Yes
70 mm

20 mm

120 mm

10 mm

35 mm

Bright
50 mm
28 mm
24 V
30 mA
Red
2000 lux
CAD $ 500

Bright
40 mm
Not applicable
12.0 V
0.1 A
White
2000 lux
CAD $ 250

Dark
130 mm
65 mm
5.0 V
2.0 A
Red
200 lux
CAD$ 50

Dark
Not applicable
100 mm
24 V
0.1 A
Red
1500 lux
CAD $ 1500

Appearance

Type
Diffuser
Field of View
Preferred
working distance
Bright/Dark field
Outer diameter
Inner diameter
Max. Voltage
Max. Current
Color
Intensity at WD
Typical price

because moving shadows of the surface pattern were minimized. A more detailed explanation is
given in Appendix A. The DF-AI is an industrial grade DF ring light that was acquired after getting
promising results with the in-house assembled DF-P.
Separate from the discussion of the BF versus DF approaches to lighting, diffused light is
preferred over non-diffused light because the light is more uniform. Figure 3-2 shows a sample

Figure 3-1: Bright (left) and dark (right) field lighting techniques
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Figure 3-2: Effect of diffuser on acquired image: without (left) and with (right) diffuser

result without (left side) and with (right side) diffuser. The diffuser was prepared from Mylar paper
(as suggested by the light manufacturer) in-house because the standard diffuser was not available
from the manufacturer. In Figure 3-2 (left side), the highlighted area shows poor uniformity in the
light which is corrected by the addition of a diffuser, as seen in Figure 3-2 (right side). The shadows
seen in Figure 3-2 (left side) are no longer visible in Figure 3-2 (right side).
The images in Figure 3-2 were acquired with the Generic conveyor, Baumer camera, Moritex
lens and DF-AI light with 18V as the supply voltage. The intensity of DF-AI light was dependent
on the supply voltage: starting from 16 V (minimum) to 24 V (maximum).
Figure 3-3 provides a comparison between DF-P and DF-AI lights. Values are plotted for
temperature rise (in 15 minutes), voltage consumption, current consumption and power
consumption. These plots point out that the more expensive DF-AI light is more efficient:
consuming less power with a lower rise in temperature.
Lux is a measure of light’s intensity. Office lights usually provide about 300 lux (Pears,
1998). Figure 3-4 gives the light intensity of the DF-P and DF-AI lights as measured by a handheld
light-meter. The readings were taken in a room with window blinds down under four conditions:
1) MV light on with overhead lights on, 2) MV light on with overhead lights off, 3) MV light off
with overhead lights on and 4) MV light off with overhead lights off. Ambient light was found to
provide 30 lux. DF-P provided 165 lux, whereas DF-AI provided 1400 lux.
Thus, in summary, the DF-P light consumes more power (3.9 W) and provides light of lower
intensity, whereas the DF-AI consumes less power (1.8 W) and provides light of higher intensity
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(8 times). This quantifies the superior characteristics of the DF-AI light and is a reflection of its
much higher price relative to the DF-P light (CAD $ 1,500 versus CAD $ 50).

Figure 3-3: Comparison of DF-P and DF-AI lights

Figure 3-4: Light intensity measurement from DF-P and DF-AI lights
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3.2 Experimental Setup 2 (S2)
The apparatus for Setup 2 (S2) went through a number of modifications before settling on
the final configuration that is described in this section. Details of earlier configurations are given
in Appendix A. This section provides background on the main hardware components: conveyor,
camera, lens and lighting. It includes a discussion of the adopted parameter settings for working
distance (WD), the field of view (FOV) and light supply voltage. Table 3-5 summarizes the full
set of parameter settings for S2.
Figure 3-5 shows two views of S2 with the main components labeled. Figure 3-6 illustrates
the enclosure that was placed over the apparatus to minimize the effects of ambient lighting and
to create an environment with near uniform lighting. S2 was used only for the acquisition of
stationary images. The parts were placed manually on the conveyor, one at a time.

3.2.1 Conveyor
The surface of the Dorner conveyor used for S2 was yellow. A dark background is desired
to maximize the contrast between the (light colored) part and the surface of the conveyor. Black
Table 3-5: Parameter settings for the Setup S2

#
1
2

Parameter
Lens height from part surface
Light height from part surface

3

Focal length of lens

4

Lens: focus adjustment

5

Lens: aperture adjustment

6
7
8
9
10

Speed of conveyor
Voltage of DF light
Exposure time in VB
Gain in VB
Camera resolution

11

Camera speed

12

Ideal FOV

13

Working FOV

14

Enclosure

Value
100 mm
35 mm

Comments
Camera/lens working distance
Light working distance
Fixed distance between image sensor
6 mm
and lens
100 mm
Same as parameter #1
Can range from 1.4 (more open) to 16
f/7.0
(more closed)
stationary
Can range from 0 to 50 m/min
19 V
Can range from 15 V to 24 V
4 ms
Default value in VB
100
Default value for the camera
640x480
Standard VGA resolution in pixels
Can be up to 109 fps for 320x240
60 fps
resolution as per User Guide
45 mm
Accounts for largest part
Accounts for motion plus a margin for
140 mm
error
yes
To restrict ambient light
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Figure 3-5: Two views of Setup 2, with enclosure removed for clarity

hockey tape was initially used to create a black background and parts were attached to the conveyor
by means of Velcro (Joshi et al. 2016). It was found that after the continuous running of the
conveyor, the tape began to wrinkle. To counter the wrinkling effect, a stretchable black fabric
was substituted for the tape and the result is as illustrated in Figure 3-5. The shortcoming of the

Figure 3-6: Enclosure used to cover apparatus for Setup 2
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fabric is that it was stretchable and it did not provide a uniformly flat surface. Thread patterns were
visible in the background around the parts if the lighting level was set high enough. With the
adopted lighting levels, the thread patterns were barely visible. Moreover, they were present for
all experiments, thus consistency in the experiments was maintained.

3.2.2 Camera and Lens
Figure 3-7 shows the arrangement of the camera sensor and the lens, in terms of the FOV,
WD and focal length. WDC is the distance from the FOV to the camera lens. WDL is the distance
from the FOV to the light. The largest dimension of the parts being studied is 45 mm. Therefore,
the FOV ideally should be set to 45 mm. However, for the condition when parts are moving along
the belt, a larger FOV increase the probability of acquiring an image of a complete part.
Consequently, an FOV of twice the size of the largest part dimension was adopted. Adding 50 mm
as a margin of error, an FOV of 140 mm was adopted.
The resolution of a sensor is termed as the smallest detected incremental change of the input
parameter that can be detected in the output signal. The resolution in the context of the image
sensor in camera would refer to the pixels. The required camera sensor resolution in pixels can be
calculated from the following equation, based on the guideline that there be 2 pixels for the
smallest feature (NI, 2014):
𝐹𝑂𝑉

𝑅𝑠 = 2 (

𝑓𝑚

)

where Rs is the sensor resolution (in pixels) and fm is the minimum feature size (in mm).

Figure 3-7: Arrangement of camera, lens and light showing FOV and WD (light, camera)
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(3.1)

The smallest detectable feature was assumed to be 1 mm, which is the minimum dimension needed
to discern the pattern for the coin application. This translates to 280x280 pixels as the required
resolution. Thus, a standard camera sensor resolution of 640x480 pixels gives almost twice the
required resolution. This also implies that one mm of FOV is covered by more than 3 pixels or
3.42 from 480/140 to be precise.
The WDC can be calculated by the following equation (NI, 2014).

𝑊𝐷𝐶 =

𝐿𝑓 × 𝐹𝑂𝑉
𝐿𝑠

(3.2)

where Lf is the focal length (in mm) and Ls is the sensor size (in mm). The adopted lens from Kowa
has 6 mm focal length. The sensor size of the NI camera was 8.47 mm. With 140 mm as the FOV,
in Equation (3.2) gives a WDC of 99.2 mm. Therefore, WDC of 100 mm was adopted.
For the camera, fps is a major parameter to be specified. An fps of 55 to 60 is common, and
as discussed in Section 3.1.1, a default fps of 60 was found to provide images of appropriate
quality.

3.2.3 Lighting
Early experiments confirmed that diffused light provided better quality images as compared
to direct light. Therefore, diffused dark field light was employed for this setup. The diffuser was
made of wax paper that was attached to the DF-AI light.
Machine Vision applications mostly work with either white (color) or red (greyscale) colored
lights. Although white light generally provides more color detail, the red light was selected because
the color is not a significant differentiator for this research. Red light can be used for most
applications (Cognex, 2017). Moreover, as Weber (2015) noted, King from Microscan believes
that red is the de facto standard LED color for monochrome images.
The imaging sensor provides an output (voltage) based on the optical input (incident
photons). The relative response of the sensor refers to the spectral response. A higher value of
relative response means a stronger output for a given optical input. Figure 3-8 shows the relative
response versus wavelength as taken from the NI camera datasheet. A spectral visualization is
added near the wavelength for the color estimation. Out of two choices available for ‘reddish’
color: 625 nm (reddish orange) or 660 nm (oranges red), the former was selected to get a good
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660 nm
625 nm

Figure 3-8: Relative response chart of NI camera

relative response from the camera. The green light of 520 nm wavelength was not selected despite
providing a best relative response because it was intended to work with green colored objects, for
example, PCB and silicon wafers (Cognex, 2017).
Figure 3-9 shows the light distribution within an FOV of 35 mm, where the distance between
the center of light and the part surface (that is the WD of light, WD L) was 25 mm. The adopted
light had an FOV of 70 mm which means that its intensity will be distributed more than 60% in

Figure 3-9: Light intensity distribution (from datasheet of a DF-AI of 35 mm FOV)
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the circle of 70 mm diameter, as seen from Figure 3-9. This FOV was selected because it is more
than the minimum FOV of 45 mm discussed in the previous section. WDL for S2 was set to 35
mm, as 25 mm was the minimum distance required to provide physical clearance between the part
and the light holder.
The intensity of the adopted DF-AI light depends upon the supply voltage. The working
range is 16 to 24 V. Figure 3-10 shows sample gear images as acquired with S2 for three different
supply voltages: 18, 19 and 20 V. Figure 3-10 suggests that 18 V should be used for the gear
application because the pattern on the fourth gear from the left is most visible. The higher intensity
at 19 V and 20 V is seen to ‘wash-out’ this pattern. However, when checked for the coin
application, 18 V proved to be too low to be able to see the patterns on the coins that were worn.
For the connector application, 18 V or 19 V produced images of similar quality. Therefore, 19 V
was adopted as the value of the supply voltage parameter for all applications.

Figure 3-10: Effect of changing voltage supply to the DF-AI light
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3.3 Experimental Setup 3 (S3)
This section provides background on the main hardware components for S3: conveyor,
camera, lens and lighting. It includes a discussion of the adopted parameter settings for WD, FOV
and light supply voltage. Only the light was the same for Setup 3 (S3) and Setup 2 (S2). The
Generic conveyor used for S3 has a much better surface than the Dorner conveyor used for S2.
Another key difference is that an enclosure around the apparatus was not used to control ambient
lighting in S3. The DF-AI light was used in S3 with a higher quality diffuser.
Table 3-6 summarizes the full set of parameters settings for S3. Note that parameter #8
(exposure time) and #9 (gain) were kept to their default values for both S3 and S2. Increasing gain
will increase the brightness. Reducing exposure time will reduce the probability of image blur
when dealing with a moving conveyor. The default values for these parameters were found to
work. The objective for S3 was to check the effect of changing the light supply voltage and camera
aperture, as these parameters must be set by the user (no default value available).
Figure 3-11 shows three views of S2, with the main components labeled. Note that the
enclosure was not used in S3. However, direct sunlight from the window was blocked by covering
Table 3-6: Parameter settings for the Setup S3

#
1
2

Parameter
Lens height from part surface
Light height from part surface

Value
400 mm
50 mm

3

Focal length of Lens

16 mm

4

Lens: focus adjustment

400 mm

5

Lens: aperture adjustment

f/2.0

6
7
8
9
10

Speed of conveyor
Voltage of DF light
Exposure time in VB
Gain in VB
Camera resolution

stationary
18 V
4 ms
1
640x480

11

Camera speed

60 fps

12
13
14

Ideal FOV
Working FOV
Enclosure

45 mm
159 mm
no
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Comments
Camera/lens working distance
Light working distance
Fixed distance between
image sensor and lens
Same as parameter#1
Can range from 2.0 (more opened) to
16 (more closed)
Can range from 0 to 28 m/min
Can range from 15 V to 24 V
Default value in VB
Default value for the camera
Standard VGA resolution in pixels
Can be up to 891 fps for 320x240
resolution as per User Guide
Accounts for largest part
Accounts motion + margin for error
To mimic industrial conditions

Figure 3-11: Three views of Setup 3

the window. The sunlight from the far window (without cover) is visible in third (far right) side
view of Figure 3-11. Closeup views of the lighting and camera assembly are given in Figure 3-12,
that also illustrates the diffuser used for the DF-AI light.

Figure 3-12: Closeup views of camera and lighting assembly with diffuser for Setup 3
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3.3.1 Conveyor
The surface of the Generic conveyor used for S3 was black and was used in its original form.
A new fixture for the DF-AI light had to be designed, to accommodate the change in the conveyor.

3.3.2 Camera and Lens
The camera sensor resolution calculated for S2 also applies to S3. In S3, the NI camera from
S2 is replaced by the Baumer camera, which has the same resolution (640 x 480). The sensor size
of the Baumer camera is 6.35 mm, less than the NI camera. The preferred WDC for the Moritex
lens used with the Baumer camera is 400 mm, as suggested by the supplier. This WDC provides
an FOV of 159 mm according to Equation (3.2). This FOV more than meets the requirement of
140 mm from S2 and provides more clearance (50 mm for S2 versus 69 mm for S3). Moreover,
this larger FOV retains full pattern visibility of the part, where the reduction of visibility can be
the effect of a larger WDC. Therefore, WDC adopted as 400 mm for S3.

3.3.3 Lighting
The same DF-AI light used in S2 was used in S3. However, a higher quality diffuser was
prepared. For S3, instead of preparing a diffuser from wax paper as in S2, it was prepared from
Mylar paper, as suggested by the light manufacturer. The diffuser is visible in Figure 3-12. The
Mylar paper selected was thicker (10 mil or 0.254 mm) than wax paper (1 mil or 0.0254 mm) and
more yellowish in color. However, the color effect applied to every image collected by S3 and was
found to be of no consequence. Moreover, the greater thickness was more effective in diffusing
the light. The WDL in S3 was set to 50 mm (15 mm more than S2), to get appropriate light on the
part.
The Quantum Efficiency (QE) of an image sensor refers to the percentage of incoming
photons converted to electrons. QE also known as the incident photon to converted electron (IPCE)
ratio. The CMOS camera adopted in S3 has a maximum QE of about 55% as seen from Figure
3-13. This plot of QE vs wavelength confirms that QE is higher for 625 nm wavelength as
compared to 660 nm wavelength. This fact further supports the selection of DF-AI light that has
625 nm wavelength (reddish orange), as adopted in S2.
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Figure 3-13: Efficiency of Baumer camera relative to wavelength (from user’s guide)

Unlike with S2, in S3 an enclosure was not used to control the ambient lighting. The lighting
supply voltage was reduced from 19 to 18V. The lower light intensity was required because of the
absence of the enclosure. If the supply voltage was set to 19V, the pattern elements of the
highlighted gear in Figure 3-10 were found to be ‘washed out’. The switch to ambient light to S3
was thought to be the root cause of this effect.
The aperture of the lens was increased to introduce more light (f/2.0 in S3 compared to f/7.0
in S2). One disadvantage of the Baumer CMOS camera used in S3 relative to the NI CCD camera
used in S2 was the requirement for higher lighting levels (according to camera supplier). Figure
3-14 shows effect of changing gain and aperture, with light supply at constant 18V, for the gear
application. Setting ‘a’ was adopted as it provided good contrast in the features with the default
gain of 1.0. Although setting ‘d’ also had a gain of 1.0, it was not considered because of the small
aperture setting (f/4.0). The features of the gear in setting ‘b’ (gain of 2) and ‘c’ (gain of 4) are
seen to be less visible.
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Figure 3-14: Image of the same gear under four different settings: a) aperture f/2.0 and gain 1.0,
b) aperture f/2.0 and gain 2.0, c) aperture f/2.0 and gain 4.0 and d) aperture f/4.0 and gain 1.0

3.4 Summary
This chapter provided details on the two pieces of apparatus used to acquire images for the
experiments. The two setups used different conveyors, cameras and lenses, but used the same
lighting. The differences between setups provide for a means to check the flexibility of the system.
If the machine vision system developed for this thesis is truly flexible, then the switch from one
apparatus to another with the same three applications should require minimal retuning of the
system and generate similar performance results. The lack of an enclosure for Setup 3 is an
advantage from an industrial application standpoint, as it provides for great operating freedom and
minimizes access restriction on the machinery. The next chapter will detail the methodology used
in the experiments.
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Chapter 4
Methodology and Non-hybrid Results
This chapter provides details of the methodology adopted for developing the flexible
machine vision system. In any machine vision system, there are four steps to go from acquisition
of a set of images to classification of those images. The four steps are illustrated in Figure 4-1: 1)
image library setup, 2) image conditioning, 3) feature extraction and 4) classification. Each step
will now be briefly described in turn.
The first step is to setup a compatible image library. This step has two parts: 1) selecting the
classes for a given application and 2) subsequent image acquisition. The image library needs to be
carefully prepared from the assembled images. This image library is used as the input for the next
step of image conditioning.
The second step of image conditioning (IC) requires one parameter to be specified, which is
the size of the conditioned image in pixels. IC will then start conditioning images from the image
library and when it is done, it will replace images in the original library with conditioned images.
In other words, IC creates a conditioned image database that will be used as input for the next step
of feature extraction.
The third step of feature extraction (FE) has two input parameters: 1) dimension of the
smallest part and 2) dimension of the largest part in pixels. Once FE has these dimensions, it will
start extracting continuous features from the training and testing images. At the same time, the
images from the conditioned database must be labelled, that is the class that each image belongs
to must be identified. Once all continuous features have been extracted, FE will discretize and
normalize the training features. These normalized features for training and testing are used as the
input for the next step of classification.

Figure 4-1: Four steps from image acquisition to image classification
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In the fourth and final step of classification, the classifier to be used must be selected (i.e.
ANN or SVM). The system will then build a classification model by learning from the set of
training images. The output from this step is the classification model, which is used to predict
classes of new images that are separate from the testing and training datasets. Although the testing
dataset is used to help develop the model, it can only provide for an initial estimate of the model’s
performance with unknown images. Based on the initial estimate, the applicability of the model
for a given application can be decided.
In the following sections, each step will be discussed in more detail. A flowchart with an
overview of each step is given in each section. A detailed flowchart of the overall process is given
in Appendix C.

4.1 Image Library
The setup of the image library is critical to the success of any machine vision system. It is
worthwhile at this point to critique the approach used by other researchers. For the coin application,
the work by Modi and how he setup his image database has direct relevance.

4.1.1 Critique of Modi and Library Setup Strategies
Modi (2011) applied ANN to the problem of Indian coin identification. He obtained an 81%
average recognition rate by using intensity values of 100 pixels as a feature vector input. To
generate the feature vector, the coin images were shrunk in size to 10 x 10 pixels. Modi and Bawa
(2011) were able to improve on this result and achieved 97.74% accuracy when they worked with
a size of 20 x 20 pixels. To generate multiple images of the same coin, images were rotated from
0 to 360 degrees in 5-degree increments. Both sides of the Indian coins were used for classification.
However, the test conditions used in their work was not considered realistic because: a) images
were generated by a scanner (not a camera), b) images were digitally rotated (not physically
rotated, to introduce the effect of shadowing) and c) there was overlap in the training and testing
image datasets (explained later in this section). A more realistic approach to an image library (as
adopted for this thesis) would have: 1) images acquired by a camera, 2) images physically as well
as digitally rotated (for the shadow effect), and 3) no overlap in training and testing image datasets.
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Library Setup Strategies
One can adopt one of two strategies for preparing a library of testing and training images: 1)
Mixed Train-Test (MTT) and 2) Different Train-Test (DTT). Many research papers do not
explicitly specify the strategy that they used (for example, Modi and Bawa, 2011), but it is
generally assumed that if not stated otherwise, an MTT strategy was used.
Figure 4-2 serves to illustrate the MTT and DDT strategies in the context of the coin
application. The upper left corner of the figure shows three different physical coins of the same
class. The upper right corner shows nine images generated from these coins by rotating each coin
with three different angles. Suppose that out of these nine images, six images were used for training
and three images were used for testing. The way in which training and testing images are selected
determines the type of strategy (MTT vs DTT).
There are 84 possibilities (9C3) for image distribution between the training and testing
datasets. In 81 out of the 84 possibilities, one or more test images can also be found in the training
image database. The testing images may not be the same as the training images, but are rotated
versions, as shown in the lower left corner of Figure 4-2. This type of image distribution strategy
is called the MTT strategy. In the remaining 3 out of 84 possibilities, testing images are not the
part of training images. Which is to say the testing images are generated from physically different
coins than the ones used to generate the training images, as shown in the lower right corner of
Figure 4-2. This type of image distribution strategy is called the DTT strategy. It was observed

Figure 4-2: MTT vs DTT strategies for database distribution
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that MTT provides higher classification accuracy than DTT (Chauhan et al., 2017). The more
realistic strategy is the DTT strategy, which leads to lower (but more realistic) accuracy numbers
than MTT.

Library Setup Tests
A series of tests were conducted to see the effect of different databases. The different
databases are summarized in Table 4-1. The first row in the table is the database used by Modi and
Bawa (2011). They considered 14 classes of Indian coins and for each class acquired five unique
(from a different physical sample) images. To increase the size of the database, each image was
digitally rotated in the steps of 5 degrees in the range of 0 to 360 degree. This resulted in 72 rotated
images for each unique image. Thus, the database had a total 5040 images (i.e. 70 unique images
x 72 rotations). They did not prepare separate datasets for training and testing, instead, they used
this single database of 5040 images. The training and testing images were randomly selected from
it. This is considered to be an “easy” database, as it adopted the MTT strategy.
Database D1 was generated by following the same guidelines used by Modi and Bawa, i.e.
acquiring five unique images per class for a total of 14 classes and digitally rotating each image in
5-degree steps. The total size of database D1 was 5040 images. Database D2 was generated for 14
classes by acquiring eight unique images per class. The DTT strategy used for the image
distributions within the database. Out of eight unique images, five images considered for the
training and three images selected for the testing purpose. Each training image rotated in 5-degree
steps between 0 to 360 degrees. Therefore, from each unique training image, 72 digitally rotated
images generated. Thus, 360 training images per class generated (i.e. 5 x 72). To keep the overall
size of the database the same as the previous database, only the first 342 images out of 360 images
Table 4-1: Prepared databases for library setup tests
DB
No.
Ref.
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5

Database description

Difficulty

Class

Modi and Bawa, test with MTT
Replicating the above with MTT

Easy
Easy

14
14

Introducing DTT strategy

Difficult

14

More images per class with DTT

Difficult

14

Fewer classes,
database

Difficult

5

Difficult

36

small

DTT

More classes, big DTT database

Total
unique
images
5x14 = 70
5x14 = 70
(5+3)x14
= 112
(21+4)x14
= 350
(21+4)x5
= 125
(70+30)x3
6 = 3600
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Rotation
(degrees)

Total images in the
database

5
5
5 (train)
60 (test)
18

70x72 = 5,040
70x72 = 5,040
4788 (train)
+252 (test) = 5,040
5880 (train)
+1120 (test) = 7,000
2100 (train)
+ 400 (test) = 2,500
90,720 (train)
+ 38,800 (test) = 129,000

18
10

were selected per class. Considering 14 classes, a total number of images in the training dataset
was 4,788 (i.e. 14 x 342). The testing dataset generated from three unique images per class. Each
image digitally rotated in the steps of 60 degrees between 0 to 360 degrees. Therefore, from each
unique test image, six digitally rotated images generated. Considering 14 classes, the total number
of images in the test dataset was 252 (i.e. 14 x 18). Hence, the overall size of the database D2 was
5,040 images (4,788 training images and 252 testing images).
Database D3 generated by considering more images per class and using DTT strategy. For
this database, 25 unique images per class were acquired for 14 classes. Out of these 25 images, 21
images were considered for training and four images were considered for testing. Each image in
training dataset was digitally rotated in the steps of 18 degrees. Thus, 20 images were generated
per unique image. Considering 21 unique images in the training dataset, the number of images per
class was 420 (i.e. 21 x 20). Therefore, the actual number of images in the training dataset,
considering 14 classes, was 5,880 (14 x 420). A similar approach was used to generate digitally
rotated images from the four unique testing images. The number of images in the testing dataset
was 1,120. Hence, the overall size of the database D3 was 7,000 images (5,880 training images
and 1,120 testing images).
To study the effect of fewer classes on the accuracy, database D4 was generated with the
DTT strategy. Five output classes were considered and 25 unique images per class were acquired.
The same database distribution approach as mentioned for the database D3 was used for the
database D4. The overall size of the database D4 was 2,500 images (2,100 training images and
400 testing images).
To study the effect of increasing the number of classes, database D5 was generated with the
DTT strategy. For this database, 36 classes were considered. For each class, 100 unique images
were acquired. These 100 images were divided into training (70) and testing (30) images per class.
Each unique image rotated in the steps of 10 degrees. Thus, 36 digitally rotated images generated
from each unique image. The number of images in the training dataset was 90,720 (i.e. 70 unique
images x 36 rotated images x 36 classes). Similarly, the number of images in the testing dataset
was 38,800 (i.e. 30 unique images x 36 rotated images x 36 classes). The overall size of the
database D5 was 129,600 images including training and testing images.
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Results from the Library Setup Tests
The results of the library setup tests are given in Table 4-2. For benchmark purposes, the
results of Modi and Bawa are also presented. The goal of the tests was to study the effect of the
following on the classification test accuracy: a) different training and testing strategies (MTT vs.
DTT), b) varying database distributions, c) varying images per class, d) reducing the number of
classes and e) increasing the number of classes. Five experiments were conducted, which are
numbered from E1 to E5. For each experiment, the results given are the average of five different
runs.
Modi and Bawa (2011) adopted the MTT strategy and consequently, their experiments were
considered to be at a lower level of difficulty than for those conducted with the DTT strategy. The
number of output classes and images per class were 14 and 360, respectively. The database
distribution was set to 90% (training), 5% (validation) and 5% (testing). The images from the
training dataset were used for learning the relationship between the inputs and outputs. The training
set was used for adjusting the weights of the artificial neural network (ANN). The validation
dataset was used to determine how well the network was trained and when the training can be
stopped, as based on the network performance (i.e. mean square error). A validation step helped
to prevent overtraining of the network. The testing dataset was used to assess the performance of
the fully trained network. The classification accuracy of the network was reported based on the
performance of the testing dataset. The training of the ANN was conducted up to 148 epochs. A
testing accuracy of 97.74 % was reported.
Table 4-2: Results of different experiments
Exp.
#

Experiment description

Level of
difficulty

Database

% Test

Total

Total

distribution

accuracy

epochs (avg.

images per

(train-test-val)

(avg. of 5)

of 5)

class

Ref.

Ref. paper-test with MTT-ANN

Easy

90-5-5

97.74

148

360

E1

Coin application (14classes) with MTT

Easy

90-5-5

100

122

360

E2

Coin application (14 classes) with DTT

Difficult

90-5-5

60±4

158

360

Difficult

90-5-5

74±2

141

500

Difficult

68-16-16

100

50

500

Difficult

63-07-30

91±2

507

3600

E3
E4
E5

Coin application (more images per class
for 14 classes) with DTT
Coin application (5 classes) with DTT
Coin application (36 classes) with DTTANN
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In an attempt to replicate the results of Modi and Bawa, experiment E1 was conducted with
14 output classes and 360 images per class. The level of difficulty was low due to MTT strategy.
Database distribution was set to 90% (training), 5% (validation) and 5% (testing). The network
was trained up to 122 epochs and a classification accuracy of 100 % was achieved for the testing
dataset (i.e. more than the 97.74%). The more realistic training and testing image distribution
strategy is DTT. Hence, experiment E2 was conducted with 14 classes and 360 images per class
with the DTT strategy. The level of difficulty for classification was high due to DTT strategy. The
network was trained up to 158 epochs and a classification accuracy of 60 % was reported. The
accuracy dropped significantly (from 100 % to 60 %) because of the switch from the MTT to the
DTT strategy.
To study the effect of increasing the number of images per class on the network accuracy for
the same number of output classes, experiment E3 was conducted. DTT strategy was used for
training-testing images distribution and 14 output classes with 500 images per class were
implemented. The percentage of database distribution was set to 90% (training), 5% (validation)
and 5% (testing). The network was trained up to 141 epochs and a classification accuracy of 74 %
was achieved. In other words, accuracy was improved by 14 % due to increase in the number of
images.
It was understood that accuracy also depends on the number of output classes. Therefore, to
evaluate the effect of reducing the number of classes while keeping the same number of images
per class, experiment E4 was conducted with the DTT strategy. For E4, the output number of
classes and number of images per class were 5 and 500, respectively. The network was trained up
to 50 epochs. A classification accuracy of 100 % was achieved. This result confirmed the
expectation that accuracy improves with a reduction in the number of output classes for the same
size of the database.
Based on the observations from experiment E4, the next step was to study the effect of an
increase in the number of classes and images per class. Therefore, in experiment E5 with the DTT
strategy, the number of output classes and images per class were set to 36 and 3600, respectively.
The percentage of database distribution was set to 68% (training), 16% (validation) and 16%
(testing). The network was trained up to 507 epochs. A classification accuracy of 91 % was
achieved. The accuracy did not improve much from this point after training the network several
times (including more epochs). The possible reason for stagnation in the accuracy was thought to
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be the simple structure of the shallow ANN (with only one hidden layer) and its limited learning
capability.
The following conclusions are drawn from the experiments E1 to E5:


MTT provides higher accuracy than DTT, but DTT provides more realistic results.



For the DTT strategy, accuracy increases if the number of images per class is increased.



For the same number of images per class, reducing the number of classes increases the
accuracy.



Images per class should increase as the number of classes increases. As a rule of thumb,
the number of images per class should be 100 times the number of classes to get a
reasonable performance (Chauhan et al, 2017).



It is difficult to achieve an accuracy about 99 % with the traditional ANNs, even though
many images per class are used.

The lessons from these experiments will be used in the next section

4.1.2 Image Library Parameters
There are six parameters that define an image library: 1) proportion for training and testing
datasets, 2) number of classes, 3) number of unique training images, 4) total number of training
images 5) number of unique testing images and 6) total number of testing images.
Proportion for Training and Testing:
The database is the term given for the total number of images used for an experiment. This
database can be divided into datasets of training and testing. The training dataset can be further
divided into a training dataset and a validation dataset, as validation is the part of training. For an
experiment, it is possible to have different proportions of datasets while using a single database.
For example, a common practice for training, validation and testing datasets is 70%, 15% and 15%
of the database, respectively. However, the exact distribution may need to be changed to recognize
that it’s not possible to have a fraction of an image. For example, if the total number of images in
a database is 129,000, one can have 90,300 images in the training dataset (70% of 129,000). Now,
if the total number of classes is 36, then there needs to be 2,508.33 images per class, which is not
feasible. The main factor that usually decides the proportion is the number of images per class that
can be used for training and testing. This can lead to odd distribution percentages such as 63%.
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Number of Classes:
The number of classes is usually dictated by the industrial application, for example a
production line that has four different styles of parts, would require four classes, assuming that
each part had only one view. In some cases, one part style might require more than one class. For
example, if the application involved coins, then each coin would require two classes, assuming
that either the obverse side or the reverse of the coin could appear. For this thesis, it was decided
that an application that required four known classes would represent a reasonable test of
performance. In addition to the four known classes, a fifth class was added as the unknown class.
The unknown class is referred to as the others or ‘OT’ class. If you train on a class then it is no
longer “unknown”. Parts that get classified as OT can be: 1) true negatives (correctly rejected), 2)
false negatives (incorrectly rejected), 3) counterfeits and 4) outliers, which is any part that does
not belong to the four known classes. Thus, four classes will be used for training and five classes
will be used for testing.
Training: Unique and Total Images:
A unique image is an image acquired from one physical sample of the part. For each class
of an application, 25 different physical samples were acquired and used for training. This provided
25 unique images per class. Each of these unique images was then rotated in steps of 18 degrees.
Parts were manually rotated by a random number of steps and put under the camera to acquire
additional images. In this way, 500 images per class were obtained. That is, for each application,
the protocol required preparation of 2,000 training images that include four known classes.
Testing: Unique and Total Images:
Five more samples of the parts from the same class, which were not used in training, were
used to acquire unique images for testing. In this way, the DTT strategy can be used. Similar to
the training, these unique images for testing were rotated in steps of 18 degrees, providing 100
images per class. The fifth class (OT) also had 5 unique images for testing, which provided 100
images after 20 digital rotations. That is, for each application, the protocol required preparation of
500 testing images that include four known classes and one unknown class.
In summary, there are 2500 images in a database, as prepared for each experiment. In this
thesis, different databases were prepared for different experiments. However, the number of
images in each database remained the same.
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Overview of Image Library step:
Figure 4-3 provides an overview of the setup of the image library. Each class starts with 30
different physical samples. With four training classes, this generates the need for 120 samples. In
addition, 5 physical samples are required for the fifth unknown class (OT). Thus, in total, 125
physical samples were required for each application, with four known classes and one unknown
class.

4.2 Image Conditioning
Figure 4-4 gives an overview of the image conditioning (IC) step. A detailed flowchart of
the procedure is given in Appendix C. Conditioning of images is typically required to ensure that
the image database is compatible with the steps of feature extraction and classification. Distance
from part to camera should be the same for all images, be they for training or testing. It is preferred
to have a fairly dark (black) background as opposed to a bright background for better contrast to
ease part detection. The field of digital image processing (DIP) provides for a number of techniques
to manipulate an image (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008). Some of the techniques employed in this
thesis for image conditioning are based on trial and error. The techniques used for image
conditioning were: 1) greyscale to binary conversion, 2) median filter to reduce noise, 3) image
dilation, 4) bounding box detection, 5) cropping to center the part and 6) digital rotation.
In IC, unique images must be provided for training as well as for testing. These unique
images will be rotated by the system such that for each unique image, 20 conditioned images will
be generated given 18 degrees of step around 360 degrees. IC will start at 0 degrees (no rotation
at first iteration) and stop at 342 degrees. After each rotation, the image will be cropped in such a
way that the part will be in the center. The cropping requires a center point about which the image
will be cropped. This center point is the centroid of the bounding box, which can be detected by a
Start

Get physical samples
(30) of parts
belonging to
different classes each

Prepare controlled
environment for
Image acquisition

Obtain unique
images for training
(25) and testing (5)
dataset

Stop

Figure 4-3: Overview of image library setup step
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Start

Get unique images
(training and testing)
from the user

Get size of conditioned
images from user

Replace unique with
conditioned images

Conditioning

Stop

Figure 4-4: Overview of image conditioning step

predefined function called regionprops in MATLAB software. The cropping requires the final size
of the cropped image, which is the only input parameter for this step. The following guidelines are
provided to help determine the appropriate size for the cropped image:


The largest part must fit within a 480x480 pixel square, with a minimum clearance
(black background) of 15 pixels around the outer boundary of the part in the image.
If the part does not fit in this square, increase the working distance between the
camera and the part, followed by focal adjustments, to get the part inside the 480x480
square.



There can be too much clearance. There can be too little clearance. If the clearance
is more than necessary, the size of the part will be small and the system will have
less information about the part. If the clearance is less than necessary, cropping might
add ‘0’s to the image (depends on the dimension given by the user). This is not
desired, as it might change the shade of the background.



Conditioned images must be square. Therefore, only one dimension of the
conditioned image needs to be specified. Recommended maximum value for the
system is 480, given VGA resolution is 640x480. A value less than 100 is not
preferred as it will encourage smaller parts or in the case of the big part, it will be
cropped (part will not be fully visible). Therefore, the minimum value set to 100.
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The default value of the dimension is 350. However, this will not guarantee
reasonable performance as a selection of this value depends on the largest part from
the original images.

Once the conditioned size is set, the system can condition the training and testing images.
This procedure will take time depending on the number of images and class. The output of this
step for a given application is a database of 2,500 conditioned images, with 500 images for each
of the four training classes and 100 images for each of the five testing classes. The conditioned
images will be used to extract features in the next step.

4.3 Feature Extraction
Features serve to quantify the characteristics of an image and must represent all images
accurately and precisely. Accurate and efficient feature extraction requires properly conditioned
images. If unconditioned or improperly conditioned images are used for feature extraction, the
output of feature extraction would be unreliable features. Feature extraction is an important
procedure because the value of the feature decides the final decision of the system whether to reject
the current part under inspection. Before extracting features, feature selection is a crucial step.
For the best performance, features should be non-redundant, consistent with the class and
encapsulate important details of a part. In other words, features should have both small intraclass
(within a single class) and large interclass (between two classes) variations. There are two types
of features in general: global and local. Global features are extracted from the whole image. Local
features are calculated from the interest points within the image. There are several types of interest
point detectors available, for example, SIFT (scale invariant feature transform) and SURF
(speeded up robust features). Once interest points are known, information from them and their
surroundings can be extracted and usually converted into high dimensional feature vectors. Local
features are often computationally expensive.
Out of the fourteen features considered in this work, the first five are global in the sense that
they work with the whole image. These global features are average intensity (AVIN), black to
white pixels ratio (BWR), circularity (CIRC), diameter (DIAM), frequency weighted intensity
(KAVG). The remaining nine features are local in the sense that information from only the
surrounding pixels of interest points are used to get their value. However, when combined, these
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nine features become global because every pixel from the conditioned image is utilized to get their
values. Individually, these nine features (labeled I1 to I9) are intensity values of the reduced image
of size 3x3 pixels.
The fourteen features were extracted and combined to form a 1x14 row vector. If a feature
is not calculable, the feature value of the previous image would be assigned to the current image.
In this case, if it is the first image, then a value of ‘0’ is assigned. This is to ensure that system
does not return any runtime errors because of problems in the feature extraction step.
AVIN is a global feature of the image and can be calculated by the following equation:
𝑁𝑝

𝐴𝑉𝐼𝑁 =

∑𝑖=1 𝐼𝑖

(4.1)

𝑁𝑝

where 𝑁𝑝 is the number of pixels in the image and Ii is the intensity of the ith pixel. AVIN represents
the image as a single number. Its value is the averaged value of intensities from all pixels in the
image. For example, a pure black image would have an average intensity of 0 and a pure white
image would have an average intensity of 255, for an 8-bit greyscale resolution.
BWR is a global feature that can be calculated by the following equation:

𝐵𝑊𝑅 =

𝑃𝑏

(4.2)

𝑃𝑤

where Pb is the number of black pixels and Pw is the number of white pixels in a given image. This
requires a modified binary image of the part, which can be obtained by processing a source
greyscale image using five steps. In the first step, the greyscale image is converted to binary by
using a global threshold determined by Otsu’s method. The value of the threshold is chosen in
such a way that it will minimize the intra-class variance of the pixels in the binary image (Otsu
1979). Since the inside of a part might contain pixels with lower intensity than those on the
boundary, the output binary image may contain gaps (black pixels inside the part) because of the
thresholding operation. The second step is to fill these gaps. The third step is to apply a median
filter to remove noise. A part may have an uneven boundary as a part of its design. However, noise
can introduce uneven boundaries, which are not physically there. The fourth step is dilation
(adding disk elements with radii of 25 pixels) to negate small uneven elements in the boundary.
Dilation will increase the size of the part. However, when applied to all images, it will not change
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the characteristics of a part significantly. The fifth and final step is to fill the gaps again, in case
the previous steps created any. The binary image obtained after these five steps is used to calculate
the BWR. The magnitude of this feature depends on the area and size of the part. Regardless, a
high BWR value implies a dark shaded part.
CIRC is a global feature with 1 as the value for a perfect circular part. The value of CIRC
will be less than 1 for an imperfect circular part. To calculate the value of CIRC, the area and
perimeter of a part are required. These can be found from a dilated binary image similar to the one
that was obtained for BWR. However, the dilation for CIRC requires adding disk elements with
radii of only 10 pixels to remove small uneven elements in the boundary as opposed to the 25
pixels for the BWR. The first processing step on the greyscale image is to convert it into binary by
the global threshold, same as the first step in BWR. The second step is to dilate the obtained binary
image. CIRC can be calculated from:

𝐶𝐼𝑅𝐶 =

4𝜋𝐴

(4.3)

𝑃2

where A is the detected area and P is the perimeter of the part.
DIAM is a global feature calculated from the same modified binary image as obtained in
BWR extraction after the execution of five listed steps. The calculation of this feature depends
upon two inputs parameters: 1) the smallest and 2) largest dimension of the part from the training
classes. These two values provide the range for the algorithm that looks for the circles in the binary
image.
As an example of dimension selection, assume the conditioned image dimension was
roughly 350 square pixels, the largest part was roughly 300 pixels and the smallest part was
roughly 150 pixels. The recommended dimensions would be 320 pixels as the largest dimension
and 130 as the smallest dimension, to give a safety factor of 20 pixels.
The algorithm that looks for circles was based on circular Hough transform (Atherton and
Kerbyson, 1999). In that, for a given range of radius, the algorithm finds a number of circles (with
different radiuses) in the image. The algorithm detects circles in the image by using edge pixels
known as candidate pixels. The candidate pixels vote on the pattern around them, which forms a
full circle of a fixed radius. These voting patterns were stored in an accumulator array. The center
of the detected circle was the point where the voting patterns are accumulated (peak in the
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accumulator array). The radius of the detected circle can be computed by decoding the phase
information from the estimated center location in the accumulator array. The detected number of
circles depends on a factor called sensitivity. If the sensitivity is set to one (used in this thesis) then
the number of detected circles will be high compared to the sensitivity with a lower value. Out of
many detected circles, the selected circle is the one with the maximum strength, i.e. maximum
votes from the edge points. DIAM can be computed by the following equation:

𝐷𝐼𝐴𝑀 = 2 × 𝑅𝑠𝑐

(4.4)

where Rsc is the radius of the strongest detected circle, noting that an object need not be circular to
be evaluated.
KAVG is a global feature that represents an image by frequency-based weighting intensities.
In an 8 bit greyscale image, the possible value of intensities for a pixel range from 0 to 255. The
frequency of an intensity value for an image is different from the frequency of another intensity
value. Therefore, a list was prepared for each possible intensity values in descending order of their
frequency. A weighting scheme assigned a weighting factor of 256 to the top intensity value in the
list (intensity value with the highest frequency). The next intensity value in the list received a
weighting factor of 255. Similarly, the last intensity value in the list received a multiplier of one.
The value of each intensity was then multiplied by the corresponding weighting factor and summed
cumulatively to form a KAVG feature as given by the following equation:
𝑎𝑓

𝐾𝐴𝑉𝐺 = ∑256
𝑖=1 (𝑖 × 𝐼𝑖 )
𝑎𝑓

where 𝐼𝑖

(4.5)

is the intensity value of ith position from the list 𝐼 𝑎𝑓 , which contains the intensity values
𝑎𝑓

in ascending order of their frequency. That is, 𝐼1 is the intensity value with the lowest frequency
𝑎𝑓

and 𝐼256 is the intensity value with the highest frequency. In the original implementation of KAVG,
its value was normalized assuming an image size of 512x512 pixels (Joshi et al, 2014). In the final
implementation, the image size was fixed at 350x350 pixels. However, a different value for the
size of conditioned image could be used (i.e., 375 instead of 350). Therefore, instead of
normalizing KAVG in isolation (this requires fixed image size), the value of KAVG was
normalized along with the other features by considering minimum and maximum values of each
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corresponding features. This was completed in the discretization and normalization procedure just
after the continuous feature extraction.
I1 to I9 features were calculated from a reduced size (3x3 pixels) image. To get these values,
the conditioned image was shrunk to 3x3 by cubic convolutional interpolation (Keys, 1981) using
the image processing toolbox in MATLAB. The intensity values of this shrunken image were of
unsigned integer 8 bit (uint8) datatype. This datatype was not suitable for a feature value while
performing classification. The suitable feature value for a classification should be of the double
data type, which is the default for a real number. Therefore, the intensity values of the shrunken
image were mapped from the uint8 range [0, 255] to [0, 1], where 0 and 1 referred to black and
white shade, respectively. This provided suitable values of I1 to I9 features.
Figure 4-5 gives an overview of the feature extraction, discretization and normalization
steps. A detailed flowchart of the steps are given in APPENDIX C. In summary, to generate the
conditioned image database, three input parameters must be specified:
1) Size of the conditioned image in pixels
2) Size of the largest part in pixels
3) Size of the smallest part in pixels
With the conditioned image database in place, the next step is to start extracting features from the
training image dataset. The system asks the user to select class wise conditioned training images
for labeling purposes wherein the user can specify the class name. A feature vector is prepared for
each image. If there are 500 images of a given class in the training dataset, 500 feature vectors are
Start

Get smallest and
biggest part
dimensions in pixel
from user

Extract continuous
features from training and
testing images

Discretize and normalize
testing features

Discretize and normalize
training features

Stop

Figure 4-5: Overview of feature extraction, discretization and normalization steps
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prepared. The same procedure is employed for the remaining classes. Thus, for a training dataset
with four classes, 2000 feature vectors (500 feature vectors x 4 classes) are prepared in total. After
generation of the feature vectors, the system asks the user to select class wise conditioned testing
images for labeling purpose, wherein the user can again specify the class name. However, in this
case, a change in the class name will only be in the 5th class (OT). The testing dataset is labeled in
order to enable calculation of the performance measures. As per the defined feature extraction
function, the fourteen features as defined in this section, are extracted from the database.
These extracted features are continuous in nature. In other words, they can take any
numerical values. An 8-bit discretization procedure was applied to these continuous features to
reduce complexity and ensure that when used as an input to the classifier, all feature values are
discrete in nature with a range from 1 to 256. A higher than 8-bit discretization would not
significantly reduce discretization error. A lower than 8-bit discretization may not provide
sufficient range for the feature. For a given feature, discretization of the training features was
straightforward. The image with the lowest feature value was assigned to the 1st bin and the image
with the highest feature value was assigned to the 256th bin. The intermediate feature values were
scaled and assigned to their bins, respectively. However, discretization of the testing features was
not that straightforward.
When discretizing testing features, the information must be retrieved from the training
images for the range of the feature values. The following equation was used to interpolate the
discretized value of a feature for a testing image.
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐹1𝐷
= 𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 [1 + (𝐹1𝐶
− 𝐹1𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
)(

255
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 −𝐹 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝐹1𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
1𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛

)]

(4.6)

𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
where 𝐹1𝐷
= discrete value of the test image for feature F1, 𝐹1𝐶
= continuous value of the test
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
image for feature F1, 𝐹1𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
=minimum value of continuous feature F1 from training dataset of all
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
classes and 𝐹1𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
=maximum value of continuous feature F1 from training dataset of all classes.

The Round function rounds to the nearest integer, with decimal point 5 rounded up.
If the discrete value of a feature for a testing image was outside the range of the training
discrete feature dataset, it is clipped to the nearest minimum or maximum value of the training
discrete feature dataset. Once all the discrete values are obtained for the training and testing
datasets, the next task is to normalize these between 0 and 1. The normalizing procedure is the
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same for both training and testing datasets. The following equation was used to calculate the
normalized value of a feature for a discrete feature.

𝐹1𝑁 = 𝐹1𝐷 ∗ 0.00390625

(4.7)

where 𝐹1𝑁 = normalized value of the feature F1, 𝐹1𝐷 = discretized value of the continuous feature
F1 and 0.00390625 (=1/256th) was the resolution, which was obtained for an 8-bit normalization.
This was inspired from 8-bit discretization. By using Equation 4.7, normalized features range from
[0.00390625, 1] in the steps of 0.00390625. The output of this procedure was normalized feature
values, class wise. These normalized values were used to build the hybrid classifier models.

4.4 Classification
Figure 4-6 gives an overview of the classification step. A detailed flowchart giving the
elements of the step is given in APPENDIX C. Performance results with non-hybrid methods for
classification will be given in the next section. This serves to illustrate the nature of the
classification step, as well as to confirm that non-hybrid methods are unable to achieve target
performance for the coin application.

4.4.1 Performance with Non-Hybrid Methods
A series of experiments were conducted to finalize the elements in the classification step and
to benchmark the performance of conventional or non-hybrid methods. The coin application was
used as the basis for these benchmark experiments. Two non-hybrid methods were studied: 1)
Supervised Support Vector Machine (SSVM, designated M1) and 2) Supervised Artificial Neural
Networks (SANN, designated M2). Table 4-3 summarizes the parameters used, with those for M1
shaded white and those for M2 shaded grey. Table 4-4 summarizes the results of three experiments
Start
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Figure 4-6: Overview of the classification step
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together with the respective image library parameters, when tested with a benchmark image
database that excluded unknown images.
Table 4-3: Parameters for conventional methods

#

Parameter

Value

1

Number of neurons in
input layer

a) 400
b) 14

Number of hidden layers
Number of neurons in
hidden layer

1

2
3
4
5

Number of neurons in
output layer
Network training
function

30
a) 14
b) 4
trainscg

6

Full database distribution
(train-validation-test)

a) 90-5-5
b) 68-16-16

7

Coding design

OVO

8

Number of binary
classifiers

a) 91
b) 06

9

Fraction of outliers

0

Comments
a) Intensity values of a 20x20 shrunk
image for S2E01R and S2E02
b) Reduced set of generic features for
remaining experiments
Shallow artificial neural networks
Identical to the value used by
Modi and Bawa
a) 14 classes for S2E01R and S2E02
b) 4 classes for remaining experiments
Scaled conjugate gradient
backpropagation by Moller (1993)
a) Identical to Modi and Bawa method for
S2E01R and S2E02
b) Standard practice for remaining
experiments
One vs one, to divide the problem from
multiple classes to number of binary
classes
Classes (Classes - 1) / 2
a) Equivalent to 14 total classes
b) Equivalent to 4 total classes
Known outliers in the data

Table 4-4: SSVM and SANN results with partial database (excludes unknown images)
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The result of the first experiment (S2E01R in Table 4-3) is not an experiment by the author
per se; it is a reference result from Modi and Bawa (2011). They used SANN with 400 features
and 14 classes with MTT database (discussed in Section 4.1.1), obtaining 97.7% accuracy.
Experiment S2E02 was conducted in attempt to duplicate the results of Modi and Bawa. 100%
accuracy was obtained with the same parameters as S2E01R except 1) images acquired from a
camera (not a scanner), 2) black background and 3) DTT database (not MTT). The increase in
accuracy from 97.7 to 100% is likely due to higher image quality. When this experiment was
repeated as S2E03, but with four instead of 14 classes and 14 instead of 400 features, the accuracy
remained at 100% for both SSVM and SANN. No FNs were reported for any of the experiments.
In order to obtain a quantitative measure of the negative impact of unknown images, Table
4-5 repeats experiment S2E03 from Table 4-4 with the same parameters, but with unknown images
introduced to the benchmark database. For the coin application (S2E06), the accuracy drops from
100% to 69% for SSVM and 76% for SANN, with no FNs. Thus the impact is seen to be
significant. The accuracy of the gear (S2E04) and the connector (S2E05) application is 80% for
both, which is still well below the target accuracy of 95%. It is acknowledged that if the number
of unknown images doubles (by reducing the number of known images, to keep the same size of
test dataset) the accuracy would drop to 60%. For experiments S2E03 to S2E06, SSVM was
multiclass with 6 binary classifiers using the one versus one (OVO) method. SANN was multiclass
with 14 neurons in the input layer, 30 neurons in the hidden layer and 4 neurons in the output layer.
For further details, see Modi and Bawa (2011) and Chauhan et al. (2017).
From the results shown in Table 4-4 and Table 4-5, one sees that conventional non-hybrid
methods do not provide the target performance and are unable to handle the OT class. This

Table 4-5: SSVM and SANN results with full database (includes unknown images)
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confirms the need to investigate alternate techniques. As discussed in Section 2.2, this suggests
the need to look at unsupervised pattern recognition (PR).
Semi-unsupervised PR is a type of learning that falls between supervised and unsupervised
learning (Astudillo and Oommen, 2013). By definition, semi-unsupervised PR requires using both
unlabeled and labeled data for training. However, in this work, ‘semi-unsupervised’ terminology
was adopted in the sense that the system teaches the OT class itself without any labeled or
unlabelled data.
The rationale for a hybrid approach can be explained as follows. Theoretically, a hybrid
approach that uses both supervised and semi-unsupervised PR algorithms, should be able to meet
the requirement that the system is able to classify parts into multiple known classes and reject any
unknown class. The developed system should be able to learn all the classes presented in training,
but it must also be able to learn to reject classes not covered in training. A supervised PR algorithm
is unable to deal with unknown classes. A semi-unsupervised PR algorithm is unable to
differentiate between multiple known classes. It was hypothesized that when used together, they
should be able to handle both multiple known and unknown classes. Therefore, the hybrid
approach was adopted and the potential of four hybrid methods were studied. The next section
explains the first adopted hybrid method.

4.4.2 Hybrid Method 1: M3: USVM-SSVM
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a classification technique that aims to maximize the gap
between class boundaries (Vapnik et al. 1995). It builds a model to predict the class of a given
unlabelled testing image. The following text covers supervised and semi-unsupervised SVM
classification algorithm in detail. The first hybrid method was designated M3 because M1 and M2
were assigned to conventional (non-hybrid) methods: supervised SVM (SSVM) and supervised
ANN (SANN), respectively.
Supervised Support Vector Machine Theory:
First, the theory of binary SVM classification will be explained in detail. This will be
followed by the discussion on how to apply the SVM classification to multiple classes. The
problem of binary classification can be divided into two types: separable data and non-separable
data. The problem with non-separable data is that it requires more work to get a reasonable
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performance. Only the separable type of binary classification is considered for the initial
explanation.
‘Scatter plot’ is a plot that shows values of two variables for a set of data. In other words, a
scatter plot includes points that display the relationship between values of two variables. Figure
4-7 shows scatter plot of data vectors from two classes. In that, 1 represents data vector of Class 1
and 2 represents data vector of Class 2. That is, in the scatter plot, Class 1 has its data vectors
(observation points) on the upper left part whereas Class 2 has its observation points on the lower
right part. Support vectors are the observation points, closest to the separating plane (because they
‘support’ the separating plane). In other words, support vectors are the observation points that
constitute the boundary of a class from another class. In the case of Figure 4-7, support vectors are
shown inside a rectangle box. A gap is a perpendicular distance between two support vectors of
different classes. A separating plane is called hyperplane for multidimensional data.
Three out of infinite possibilities to select a hyperplane are illustrated in the Figure 4-7. A
hyperplane is called optimal if it provides an optimal margin for both classes. Hyperplane 1
provides a large margin for Class 2 but a small margin for Class 1. Hyperplane 3 provides a large
margin for Class 1 but a small margin for Class 2. Hyperplane 2 provides an optimum margin for

Figure 4-7: Scatter plot explaining SVM principle
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Class 1 and Class 2. Therefore, hyperplane 2 is optimal. If one has the equation for the optimal
hyperplane, one can predict which side of the plane that a particular point lies on, and hence
identify the class of that point.
Figure 4-8 shows same classification problem but with the mathematical representation.
Suppose we have N observation points from training dataset. Each observation point belongs to
one of the two classes (Class 1 or Class 2) and there is not a single observation that belongs to both
classes. If 𝑥
⃗⃗⃗𝑖 are data vectors obtained from training dataset and corresponding 𝑦𝑖 are their classes;
where i ranges from 1 to 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 , then 𝑦𝑖 can only take either 1 (for Class 1) or -1 (for Class 2)
value. An observation point in the scatter plot is a data vector if we define a coordinate system.
The coordinate system is shown in Figure 4-8 by dotted lines, the intersection of which is the origin
(O). Four support vectors are shown with respect to origin O. A normal to the optimal hyperplane
shown by means of a centerline. 𝑤
⃗⃗ is the vector, normal to the optimal hyperplane whose length
is not fixed, therefore not shown in Figure 4-8. The length of 𝑤
⃗⃗ (not required to be known) is
dependent on the selected data vector at an instance. A dot product between 𝑤
⃗⃗ and ⃗⃗⃗
𝑥𝑖 can provide
a projection of the corresponding data vector on the normal. This in turn, will help to determine if
the data vector lies on the left side of the hyperplane.

Figure 4-8: Mathematical representation of SVM principle
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The optimal hyperplane can be represented by Equation 4.8, where b is the bias. The bias
can determine the intersection of the hyperplane with the vertical axis.

𝑤
⃗⃗ ⋅ 𝑥
⃗⃗⃗𝑖 + 𝑏 = 0

(4.8)

Boundaries of Class 1 (C1) and Class2 (C2) can be represented by Equation 4.9 and 4.10.
Support vectors belonging to C1 would satisfy Equation 4.9 and the ones belonging to C2 would
satisfy Equation 4.10.

𝑤
⃗⃗ ⋅ 𝑥
⃗⃗⃗𝑖 + 𝑏 = +1

(4.9)

𝑤
⃗⃗ ⋅ 𝑥
⃗⃗⃗𝑖 + 𝑏 = −1

(4.10)

Gap width (Wg) is a scalar value obtained by the dot product of the two vectors. The first
vector is the difference vector of two support vectors, one from C1 and the other from C2. The
second vector is a unit vector in the direction of the normal vector, 𝑤
⃗⃗ . Wg can be represented by
the following equation:
⃗⃗
𝑤

𝑊𝑔 = (𝑥
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
)
𝑐2𝑠 − 𝑥
𝑐1𝑠 ) ⋅ (‖𝑤
⃗⃗ ‖

(4.11)

where ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑥𝑐1𝑠 is support vector from C1 and ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑥𝑐2𝑠 is support vector from C2. Support vectors ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑥𝑐1𝑠 and
𝑥𝑐2𝑠 can be calculated by using Equation 4.9 and 4.10:
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

𝑤
⃗⃗ ⋅ 𝑥
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑐1𝑠 + 𝑏 = +1
𝑥
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑐1𝑠 =

+1−𝑏
⃗⃗
𝑤

and

𝑤
⃗⃗ ⋅ 𝑥
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑐2𝑠 + 𝑏 = −1

and

𝑥
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑐2𝑠 =

−1−𝑏
⃗⃗
𝑤

Substituting these values in Equation 4.11 will provide Wg, which gives:
Maximize:

𝑊𝑔 =

2
‖𝑤
⃗⃗ ‖

(4.12a)

The SVM classification technique aims to maximize the width of the gap. This prepares an
optimization problem wherein the gap of width has to be maximized with the constraint defined
by Equation 4.13. The procedure of maximizing width can be interpreted as the following:
Minimize:

= ‖𝑤
⃗⃗ ‖2

(4.12b)
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The constraint can be created by multiplying 𝑦𝑖 with either Equation 4.9 or 4.10:

𝑦𝑖 (𝑤
⃗⃗ ⋅ 𝑥
⃗⃗⃗𝑖 + 𝑏) ≥ 1

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛

(4.13)

Equation 4.12b and 4.13 constitutes a quadratic optimization problem subjected to the linear
constraint. This type of problem would have a unique minimum because the function is convex
(quadratic). This means that the SVM technique will not get stuck in local minima. The procedure
of finding a solution to the optimization problem is beyond the scope of this thesis. After solving
the optimization problem, a classification decision rule for an unknown test observation can be
formulated as follows:
𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛

𝐼𝑓

⃗ + 𝑏) ≥ 0 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 1,
∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝑦𝑖 (⃗⃗⃗
𝒙𝒊 ⋅ 𝒖
𝑖=1

𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 2

(4.14)

where 𝑚𝑖 are Lagrange multipliers and 𝑢
⃗ is the data vector or observation point from the testing
dataset. This illustrates that for an unknown test observation, a decision-making procedure
includes dot products of the training data vectors and a testing data vector.
For the case of non-separable binary classification, 100% performance cannot be obtained.
In other words, the final decision rule would misclassify few observations from the training
dataset. That is, the hyperplane separates many, but not all, data vectors from the training dataset.
In some cases, the hyperplane cannot separate many data vectors. One such case is illustrated in
Figure 4-9.
To solve the problem of non-separable binary classification as shown in Figure 4-9, one
requires a procedure that can effectively convert non-separable data into separable data. Such a
procedure includes increasing the dimension of the data. To get separable data by increasing the
dimension, a transformation function (TF) is required. If the appropriate TF is known, then
separable data can be obtained easily. However, getting this TF is complex and not an easy task.
For fewer dimensions, a TF may be computed. But with more dimensions, it may become
impossible to compute the TF. We know from Equation 4.14 that the decision rule includes the
dot product between a testing observation and all separable training observations. Now, the dot
product would provide a scalar value, which is only one dimensional. Therefore, the appropriate
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Figure 4-9: Increasing dimension to obtain separable data

TF is not required to be known, if these dot products are available by other means. A technique
popularly known as ‘Kernel trick’ comes to rescue in this case (Hsu et al 2003). A kernel in this
context is a function that provides required dot products from the increased dimensional space
where the data is separable. Selecting an appropriate kernel implicitly defines the appropriate TF
which otherwise would be hard to obtain. Moreover, we need only required dot products and
therefore, a formal definition of TF is not required.
Different kernels are available in the literature for SVM (Hsu et al 2003). For example, a
linear kernel defined as in Equation 4.15, returns simply the multiplication of transpose of the first
data vector (here, a data vector from training dataset) with second data vector (here, a data vector
from testing dataset). Selection of the kernel is dependent on the problem definition.

⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖𝑇 𝑢
𝐾 (𝑥
⃗⃗⃗𝑖 , 𝑢
⃗)=𝑥
⃗

where ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑥𝑖𝑇 is transpose of 𝑥
⃗⃗⃗𝑖

(4.15)

According to Escalera et al. (2010), for an application with more than two classes, the
problem can extend into multiple binary classifiers using various techniques including one versus
all (OVA) and one versus one (OVO). For this thesis, OVO was used for this purpose because it
involved a higher number of binary classifiers and easier calculation for class boundaries.
Moreover, OVA performs well for only a few cases (Allwein et al., 2000). An application
involving more than two classes must be divided into a number of binary classes. This, in turn,
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will provide multiple binary classifiers. These SVM based binary classifiers use a linear kernel
(MATLAB, 2017). For the OVO method, the total number of binary classifiers, 𝐵𝐶, is given by:

𝐵𝐶 =

𝑁𝑐 (𝑁𝑐 −1)

(4.16)

2

where 𝑁𝑐 is the number of classes.
A classification score is a signed distance from the data vector to the decision boundary
(optimum hyperplane). Each binary classifier calculates the classification score of an observation
point for a given class. A positive classification score for a class would indicate that the observation
point is predicted to be in that class. A negative classification score for a class would indicate that
the observation point is not predicted to be in that class.
A coding matrix is a matrix of dimension 𝑁𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 × 𝐵𝐶, where each row represents class
and each column represents binary classifier. A binary classifier can work with only two classes.
Elements of a coding matrix can take any one value from the three: 1) 0, 2) 1 and 3) -1. A value
of 0 means that binary classifier do not consider the corresponding class. Values of 1 and -1 means
that binary classifier considers these two classes, where Class 1 is positive (1) and Class 2 is
negative (-1). Table 4-6 shows a coding matrix as prepared for this thesis, where 𝑁𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 is 4 and
𝐵𝐶 is 6.
The binary loss for a binary classifier is a measure of how well it classifies an observation
into the class. Equation 4.17 can be used to calculate the binary loss of an SVM-based binary
classifier for a class (MATLAB, 2017).

𝐵𝐿𝐵𝐶1
𝐶1 =

max(0,1−𝐸1,1 𝑆𝑐 )
2

Table 4-6: Coding matrix for reducing multiclass problem to binary class problems
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(4.17)

where 𝐵𝐿𝐵𝐶1
𝐶1 is the binary loss of 𝐵𝐶1 binary classifier for the class C1, 𝐸1,1 is the first element of
the coding matrix, 𝑆𝑐 is a score of classification for class 𝐶1 as calculated by binary classifier 𝐵𝐶1.
Thus, the binary loss can be calculated for different classes by different binary classifiers.
For an observation point from the testing dataset, a class is predicted for which the aggregate
binary loss (computed from classification scores and coding matrix) is minimum. This is how the
multiclass classification problem gets its solution by using multiple binary classifiers.
Semi-unsupervised Support Vector Machine Theory:
Semi-unsupervised SVM in the context of this thesis is a special case of PR with just one
class as discussed in Section 2.2. It requires a training dataset of only a single class (Class 1).
Anything except Class 1 is referred in the literature as an outlier. Therefore, the use of semiunsupervised SVM is popular to remove outliers from the data (Heller et al., 2003, Liu et al, 2014).
For this thesis, outliers are referred to as the reject class (OT).
A nonlinear kernel is preferred for a problem where the number of features is low and the
number of observations is high. This is because the kernel will provide required dot product in
higher dimensional space where features are linearly separable. The Gaussian kernel is a popular
choice available from nonlinear kernels when using SVM as a technique for semi-unsupervised
learning (Hsu et al, 2003). A Gaussian kernel is defined in Equation 4.18, where ⃗⃗⃗
𝑥𝑖 are observations
from the training dataset and 𝑢
⃗ is an observation from the testing dataset. The Gaussian kernel is
an exponentially decaying function as that of the Gaussian distribution. The function has its
maximum value at the support vectors, which decays uniformly in all directions.

𝐾 (𝑥
⃗⃗⃗𝑖 , 𝑢
⃗ ) = 𝑒 (−‖𝑥⃗⃗⃗𝑖 −𝑢⃗‖

2)

(4.18)

For an observation from the testing dataset, the semi-unsupervised classifier prepares a
classification score using the SVM algorithm. This algorithm uses a Gaussian kernel for the class
whose observations were provided. If the score is positive, the observation belongs to that class
and otherwise, belongs to the reject class.
The limitation of this semi-supervised SVM is that it can work with only one class. It does
not work for multiclass applications where a number of classes are required to be recognized. To
overcome this limitation, two hybrid methods are proposed that use supervised SVM along with
semi-unsupervised SVM. These two methods are M3 (USVM-SSVM) and M4 (SSVM-USVM).
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Implementation of Method M3 (USVM-SSVM):
This method uses SVM for supervised (SSVM) and semi-supervised (USVM) PR. The
method was implemented using MATLAB 2017a software. The idea for this method originated
from observing exploratory results as shown in Appendix A. The main problem encountered in
these exploratory results was found to be low accuracy due to the OT class.
In the beginning, OT was defined by providing the system with assorted observations from
the reject class. For example, in the Indian coins application, the OT class was defined by
collecting images of coins from Canada, USA, Mexico and UK. However, this made the OT class
too dispersed, which increased the number of false negatives (FNs). It was hypothesized that if the
images belonging to the reject class would be identified by some other means before the actual
classification, then the reject class would not require formal training and the number of FNs could
be reduced.
The first layer of M3 uses USVM to identify images belonging to the OT class. In other
words, USVM is used as a filter for OT class. This was implemented by combining training dataset
of four known classes into one class and preparing a temporary single class called Accept. The
USVM classifier would learn this Accept class and make OT as the Reject class. The USVM
classifier then calculates classification score for each image in the test dataset. Once the
classification score was obtained, a decision on whether the test image belongs to the Accept class
or the OT class can be made based on the value of the classification score. If the classification
score is negative, the image would be classified as OT because it was considered as an outlier for
the Accept class. The second layer of M3 would be implemented only if the result from the first
layer was Accept.
The second layer of M3 uses SSVM classification algorithm for the four known classes. This
involved training a number of binary SSVM classifiers to reduce the problem from multiclass to a
number of binary classes. The actual number of binary classifiers was discussed earlier in the
theory of SSVM, within this section. The prediction provided by the second layer is taken as the
decision for the test image that passed in the first layer.
There is a difference between learning a single class (with low pattern variation) and learning
number of classes altogether as a single class (with high pattern variation). When the pattern
variation is high, the ability of the classifier to recognize the OT class is compromised. Therefore,
if the first layer of M3 incorrectly predicts the image as one of the known classes, then the second
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layer will classify that unknown image into one of the other four classes, as it is a supervised layer.
Thus, it is predicted that M3 will have non-zero FPs.

4.4.3 Hybrid Method 2: M4: SSVM-USVM
This method is similar to M3 as it also uses two SVM algorithms, except that their order is
reversed, hence it is designated as SSVM-USVM. Since the theory of SSVM and USVM was
covered in the previous section, this section illustrates the implementation of M4.
Implementation of Method M4 (SSVM-USVM):
The first layer is the application of the SSVM classifier to the four known classes.
Specifically, a single multiclass SVM classifier (composed of multiple binary classifiers) learns
from the training dataset and classifies images from the test dataset into one of the four known
classes. This means that an image that belongs to the OT class gets classified into one of the four
known classes by the first layer. Based on its training, the second layer should then be able to
correct this mistake.
The second layer of M4 sets out to validate the prediction of the multiclass classifier in the
first layer. As the number of known classes is four, four USVM classifiers are trained with images
from their respective classes. For example, if the prediction for an image in the first layer is C1,
then the image will undergo a validation step with the USVM classifier for C1 in the second layer.
The image will be classified as C1, only if it passes this second layer. Otherwise, the image will
be classified as OT. Classes C2, C3 and C4 are handled in similar fashion. The first layer of M4
classifies OT images as one of the four known classes due to its supervised nature. However, the
second layer will ‘catch’ those images as OT because it does not align with any of the images in
the training dataset.
Every test image will be classified as one of the known classes by the first layer of M4, as it
is a supervised layer. The second layer is strict in classifying images into one of the four known
classes as it contains four binary classifiers with low pattern variations. Because of this, it is
predicted that M4 will have zero FPs.
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4.4.4 Hybrid Method 3: M5: USVM-SANN
ANNs are widely used for classification problems. Thus, it seemed appropriate to see if a
supervised ANN, or SANN, could be used with the hybrid approach. SANN by itself is flexible in
nature and it has been understood that it can map any input-output continuous relation provided
that it has enough number of hidden neurons with enough training dataset (Nielsen, 2017).
Supervised Artificial Neural Network Theory:
The SANN is a network capable of learning input-output relations consisting elements called
‘neurons’. In Figure 4-10, neurons are shown as round objects (circles). There are two type of
neurons: perceptron and sigmoidal. Perceptron is a single neuron that can take several binary (0 or
1) inputs and produces a single binary output whereas sigmoidal neuron can take several nonbinary inputs and provide a single non-binary output (Nielsen, 2017). Non-binary in this case
means that its value can be any value between 0 and 1. In this thesis, SANN with sigmoidal neurons
was employed. A basic SANN is shown in Figure 4-10, which has three layers: input, hidden and
output. Neurons of the input layer are connected with the hidden layer and neurons of the hidden
layer are connected with the output layer. The strength of a connection between two neurons is
referred to as the weight. The weights are randomly initialized for an SANN. In training, the

Figure 4-10: A typical structure of a ‘Shallow SANN’
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weights are modified by a scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation algorithm until acceptable
performance is achieved.
The input layer of an SANN contains a number of neurons. These are sigmoidal neurons that
can take and provide any value between 0 and 1. Similarly, hidden and output layer neurons are of
a sigmoidal type. The features extracted from a dataset determine the number of input neurons. As
discussed in Section 4.3, fourteen features were extracted from each image of the database. This
decided that the number of input neurons be also fourteen. As the features are discretized and
normalized, they can take any value between 0 and 1. The number of output neurons in this work
is a number of classes that SANN is working with. As discussed in Subsection 4.1.2, four known
classes are considered in this work. Therefore, the number of output neurons is four. Each output
neuron corresponds to a possibility that predicts a class to which it was assigned. The higher the
output, the higher the possibility.
There are no formal guidelines on how to decide on the number of hidden neurons. Some
rules of thumb suggest that the number of hidden neurons should be less than the maximum number
of input or output neurons and more than minimum number of input or output neurons. At the
same time, the number of hidden neurons should be as low as possible because large numbers often
results in overfitting. The default number of hidden neurons in MATLAB (2017) is 10, which is a
good first estimate. Modi and Bawa (2011) used 30 hidden neurons. In this thesis, 30 was used as
the number of hidden neurons. The objective of the SANN PR algorithm is to reduce Mean
Squared Error (MSE) as calculated by the following equation:

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

1
𝑁𝑜𝑛

𝑁𝑜𝑛
∑𝑖=1
(𝑡𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖 )2

(4.19)

where 𝑁𝑜𝑛 = number of output neurons, 𝑡𝑖 = target output of the ith neuron and 𝑎𝑖 = actual output
of the ith neuron. As stated earlier, backpropagation is used to reduce the MSE in this thesis. These
are well established techniques and one is refer to various textbooks for more background (Nielsen,
2017).
Several epochs or iterations are required to achieve the desired MSE. The number of epochs
required depends on the application and the corresponding training dataset. The fact that SANN
with backpropagation algorithm cannot be used for unsupervised learning is because it requires a
labeled output (to calculate error) for every observation in the training dataset.
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Database distribution (for training and testing datasets) for SANN:
The training dataset is divided into two parts: 1) training only and 2) validation only, for the
SANN based classification. Training only is a large portion of the training dataset that is used just
for training. Pure training in this context refers to computing the gradient and updating the weights
and biases of the network. The validation dataset is a smaller portion of the training dataset. This
dataset is used to validate (and stop) the training of the neural network. That is, as the training
starts, the MSE is calculated for both: training only and validation only. The SANN algorithm will
try to minimize the MSE of the training only dataset only. However, it will keep track of the
validation MSE, which is updated for each epoch using the weights and biases computed from the
training only dataset. The training only MSE is likely to go lower than the validation only MSE.
This is because the validation only dataset is not used for pure training purposes. The training goes
on until the validation MSE does not improve for a predefined number of consecutive epochs
(default in MATLAB is six epochs).
There are four different training algorithms available that use the backpropagation technique
to train an SANN in the neural network toolbox of MATLAB (2017). The selected training
algorithm is the default algorithm, which uses trust region strategy for optimization. Two common
types of optimization strategies are: 1) line search and 2) trust region (Shi and Zhang, 2005). The
line search based strategy is complex and time-consuming. Hence, the trust region strategy was
adopted for this thesis.
Implementation of Method M5 (USVM-SANN):
To enable SANN for an application that has an unknown class, USVM was applied before
SANN, and hence it is given the designation USVM-SANN. This method is similar to M3 in the
sense that USVM was used for the unsupervised learning of the OT class. The difference between
M3 and M5 is that instead of using SSVM for supervised learning, M5 uses SANN.
The first layer in M5 uses USVM to check for images in the OT class. If the classification
score is negative, the image would be classified as OT, as it is an outlier for the Accept class.
Otherwise, the image is classified to be in the Accept class. The second layer of M5 is implemented
only if the result of this first layer was ‘accept’.
The second layer for M5 is SANN learning. Only the images that pass in the first layer are
considered in the second layer. SANN would predict the class of the image based on the training
with the four known classes. This means that irrespective of the original class of the image, SANN
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will classify the test image into one of the four known classes. In particular, there are two
possibilities for an FP occurring with M5: 1) an OT image is classified as a known image by the
first layer and the second layer classifies it as one of the known four classes, or 2) the first layer
correctly classifies an image as a known class image and the second layer classifies the image into
an incorrect known class (i.e. classifies image of C1 into C4). Thus, it is predicted that M5 will
have non-zero FPs.
The SANN implementation in MATLAB requires training data to be labeled in a special
way. This involves preparing the input and target vectors for the training dataset, and the input
vector for the testing dataset. By contrast in USVM, a single table of features correctly labeled for
training or testing is all that is required. An input vector is, in fact, an arranged feature vector. One
feature vector for one image. Similarly, one corresponding target vector (actual class, for labeling)
for one image. The target vector is a matrix whose element is 1 for the correct class and 0 for
incorrect classes. The target vector of an image will have one element for every class. Thus, for
this thesis, each target vector will have four elements.

4.4.5 Hybrid Method 4: M6: SANN-USVM
This method is similar to M5 as it also uses a SANN in combination with USVM, except
that their order is reversed, hence it is designated as SANN-USVM.
Implementation of Method M6 (SANN-USVM):
The first layer is the application of a multiclass SANN classifier to provide an initial
prediction of the class for a test image. Every image from test dataset has to go through the first
and second layer. In the second layer, one of the four USVM classifiers would determine if the
initial prediction was correct. Prior to this, four USVM classifiers were trained to predict a known
class or an OT class. These classifiers were strict in classifying a test image into the known class.
The four classifiers correspond to each of the four known classes.
In the second layer, one of the four available classifiers is selected based on the initial
prediction by the SANN multiclass classifier. For example, consider a case where a test image’s
initial prediction from the first layer is C3. Then in the second layer, the USVM classifier designed
for C3 will be applied. If the image is actually from C3, it will pass the second layer and the final
prediction will be C3. On the other hand, if it does not pass the second layer, it will be classified
as OT.
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A key difference between M5 and M6 is the use of binary USVM classifiers with low (strict,
as in M6) and high pattern variation (not strict, as in M5). This implies that similar to M4, M6
should not provide any FPs. Performance differences between M4 and M6 will depend on the
individual capability of the supervised multi-class classifiers of SSVM (M4) and SANN (M6).

4.5 Summary
This chapter provided details of the methodology adopted for testing the flexible machine
vision system. An overview was given of the four steps that the system uses to process images of
parts being inspected: image library setup, image conditioning, feature extraction and
classification. Details were provided on how to determine three input parameters required by the
system: 1) conditioned image size, 2) smallest dimension and 3) largest dimension, of the part
being inspected. Benchmark experimental results with non-hybrid methods were given, as
evidence of the need to test the potential of hybrid methods that are based on SVM and ANN
techniques. Background on the theory of supervised SVM, semi-supervised SVM and supervised
ANN was presented. An outline was given of the method of implementation of the four candidate
hybrid classification methods. For further details on the method of implementation, the reader is
referred to Appendix F, which is given in the form of a User’s Manual for the developed software
package, FlexMVS.
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Chapter 5
Hybrid Results and Discussion
This chapter provides the results of five sets of experiments (SOEs) for three different
applications. The SOEs were conducted with the same protocol: 1) four training classes (known)
and 2) five testing classes (4 known, 1 unknown). Each SOE had its own unique image database:
1) SOE1: Classification of gear, connector and coin applications with S2
2) SOE2: SOE1 repeated, but with Setup S3 (to show the effect of a different hardware
setup and a different image database).
3) SOE3: Quality tests (images from SOE2, digitally blurred and dimmed)
4) SOE4: SOE2 repeated, but with new classes (to further show flexibility of the system)
a. Gear: metal gears to provide a new set of images
b. Connector: turned on their side to provide a new set of images
c. Coin: flipped over to provide a new set of images
5) SOE5: Quality tests (images from SOE4 digitally blurred and dimmed)
Each experiment has four steps as discussed in Chapter 4: 1) Image Library Setup, 2) Image
Conditioning (IC), 3) Feature Extraction (FE) and 4) Classification. The results of each step will
be described individually.

5.1 Adopted Classes for the Three Applications
This research looked at three applications as examples of small part inspection: 1) solid
plastic gears, 2) clear plastic wire connectors and 3) metallic Indian coins. An objective measure
of the level of difficulty of each application was obtained with a survey of 14 individuals who had
experience in the field of MV. The following is the outcome of the survey:


More than 84% of respondents agreed that the gear application was the easiest to
classify, mainly due to their rotational symmetry, the absence of minor internal
patterns and was uniformly solid gray in color.



The connector application was more difficult relative to the gear application, mainly
because the connectors were rectangular in shape (rotationally asymmetric) and the
body was transparent plastic.
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Finally, it was unanimously agreed that the coin application was the most difficult.
The coins had different levels of wear, were rotationally asymmetric due to the
internal pattern and were similar in size between denominations.

These findings suggested the sequence in which the three applications should be tested. That is,
the small gears would be tested first (easiest), followed by the wire connectors and finally, Indian
coins (hardest).
For small gear application, there were five types of gears available for testing: 1) 40 teeth
spur with 12 circular holes, 2) 24 teeth spur with internal clutch (it provides a means to slip to
prevent gear from rotating at dangerous high speed), 3) 24 teeth crown/bevel, 4) 16 teeth spur and
5) 24 teeth spur with 4 circular holes. All of the gears were of a light color that provided good
contrast with the black background as seen in Figure 5-1. The gear for the third type (24 teeth
crown) provided a different pattern if placed upside down. Therefore, to increase the level of
difficulty, two classes were created from the third gear type. Thus, five classes of gears were
created from the four gear types. These five classes used for the experiments are outlined in Figure
5-1 by the dotted polygon. The sixth type of gear seen in Figure 5-1 was not needed as only five

Figure 5-1: Gear application with selected classes outlined
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classes are required as per the methodology given in Chapter 4. The first four gears (identified in
Figure 5-1 as classes C1 to C4) were used for training and testing. The fifth gear (identified in
Figure 5-1 as class OT) was used only for testing as the unknown class.
For the push-in wire connector application there were three types of connectors available for
testing: 1) four ports, 2) three ports and 3) two ports. A number of possible classes can be derived
from these three types depending on their orientation. Figure 5-2 shows 12 possible classes of
connectors. Out of these 12, five classes were selected for the experiments as the most likely to
appear for the situation when the connector falls on to a moving conveyor, which is the context for

Figure 5-2: Possible classes from three types of push-in connectors
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a part sorting application. Usually, the connector will land on the side with the most area as
compared to the side with the least area. Figure 5-3 shows the five classes used in the experiments.
The first four connectors (identified in Figure 5-3 as classes C1 to C4) were used for training and
testing. The fifth connector (identified in Figure 5-3 as class OT) was used only for testing as the
unknown class.
For the Indian coin application, there were thirty-six types (or styles) of coins available for
testing, as shown in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5. The two sides of a coin are formally referred to as
the obverse side and the reverse side. The reverse (or tail) side is the side that has the number
indicating the value of the coin. The obverse (or head) side is the side with an emblem or head of
an important person. Some of the Indian coins had an emblem and a number on the same side,
which made it difficult to decide which side was the obverse side (as outlined by dashed square in
Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5).

Figure 5-3: Connector application with selected classes
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Figure 5-4: Possible classes from candidate set of 36 Indian coins, first 20 styles
(coins with emblem and number on same side outlined by dashed square)
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Figure 5-5: Possible classes from candidate set of 36 Indian coins, remaining 16 styles
(coins with emblem and number on same side outlined by dashed square)
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Figure 5-6 shows the five classes used in the experiments. Out of these thirty-six Indian
styles, four were selected, namely the ₹ 1, ₹ 2, ₹ 5 and ₹ 10 denominations (identified as classes
C1 to C4). These classes were selected for two reasons: 1) representation of four different
denominations and 2) number of physical samples available. The Canadian quarter was added as
the unknown or counterfeit class (identified in Figure 5-6 as class OT). The Canadian quarter was
selected to increase the difficulty of the application, as its diameter is similar to that of the ₹ 1 coin.

Figure 5-6: Indian coin application with selected classes
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5.2 Initial Experiments
Initial experiments were conducted with Setup S2 to confirm the viability of the
experimental procedure and the steps leading to the final step of image classification. Each image
processing step will be explained in detail only for this initial set of experiments. For the sake of
brevity, only final step of image classification will be given for the full set of experiments, as
covered by Section 5.3 to 5.6.

5.2.1 Image Library Setup
The step to setup the image library involves image acquisition, which was completed by
using NI VB and Setup S2. The distribution of images from the library into training and testing
was completed by the DTT strategy presented in Section 4.1.2. The image library provides the
input for the next step of image conditioning. Figure 5-7, Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 show thirty
“unique” images belonging to one of the four known classes for the gear (class C3), connector

Figure 5-7: Thirty unique images of class C3 for the gear application
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(class C1) and coin (class C4) applications, respectively. “Unique” means they were taken from
different physical samples. The first 25 images are for the training and last five images (bottom
row) are for testing. For the coin application, the images seen in Figure 5-9 were adjusted from the
originals in that the brightness and sharpness were increased by 50% in order for them to be seen
better on the printed page. Figure 5-10 shows the original images that are actually used in the
experiments. Compared to Figure 5-9, one sees that the images in Figure 5-10 are difficult to see.

Figure 5-8: Thirty unique images of class C1 for the connector application
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Figure 5-9: Thirty unique images of class C4 for the coin application (brightness and sharpness
increased by 50% for better view ability in print)

Figure 5-10: Samples of original unique images for coin application
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At this stage, the part can be located anywhere in the image. However, it should not be too
close to the image boundaries because the conditioning step will rotate the image based on the
centroid of the part. As will be explained in next section, if the centroid of the part is far from the
center of the image, the conditioned image would have a different background.

5.2.2 Image Conditioning
The step of image conditioning (IC) involves techniques taken from the field of digital image
processing (DIP). An overview of the IC process was given in Section 4.2. A detailed flowchart
of the IC process is given in Appendix C. This step converts the image library into an image
database. The database provides the input for the next step which is feature extraction. The image
database is an expanded version of the image library. A detailed explanation was provided in
Chapter 4. IC needs one input from the user, namely the image size in pixels.
To be effective, IC needs input images that have been carefully acquired from a controlled
environment. Although the part can be located anywhere in the image, it must be fully visible.
Ideally, the part should be roughly in the center of an image (as shown in the top image of Figure
5-11). As discussed in Section 4.1.2, each unique image is rotated in steps of 18 degrees, in order
to generate 20 images. If the part is located near the image boundary, IC will have to pad ‘0’s to
make a square conditioned image. Another consideration is that the lighting level should not be so
high as to illuminate the background to the point that the background would be interpreted by the
system, as being part of the part. For example, in the coin application, when images were acquired
with the dark field light powered at 21 V (recommended level is 19V), the IC step failed. The
reason can be seen in Figure 5-12, which compares the image acquired at 21 V (image “a”) with
that acquired at 19V (image “c”). At 21 V one sees that the intensity values of the background and
the coin are similar. To further illustrate this effect, the binary version of images “a” and “c” are
presented as image “b” and “d” in Figure 5-12. The binary versions were obtained from greyscale
by using a dynamic global threshold as defined by Otsu (1979). One sees that image “b” shows
part and some background as white pixels, while image “d” shows only the part as white pixels.
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Figure 5-11: IC for gear (class C4): Input image (top) and output images (bottom)

Figure 5-12: Coin original and binary images at 21 V (a and b) and at 19 V (c and d)
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IC first applies a median filter of size 5x5 square pixels to filter noise from the binary source
image. If the median filter size is increased beyond this value, it changes the visual appearance of
the part. For example, a sharp corner would appear as a smooth curve. After initial filtering, IC
performs an image dilate operation with a circular filter of 25-pixel diameter. This dilation is
included to ensure the detection of the bounding box and its centroid for a part. Too much dilation
unnecessarily increases the size of the object whereas too little dilation will not serve its purpose.
The size of the filter for dilation was decided by trial and error method considering different parts
from the three selected applications. Once the centroid of a part is known, IC crops the image
accordingly.
An eligible part is a part that fits in a 480x480 size of the image with some clearance.
Clearance is required to 1) ease the feature extraction procedure and 2) accommodate the largest
part. A conditioned image is an image where the part is located at the center with clearance. To
keep uniformity in feature extraction, for an application, the size of a conditioned image has to be
the same for all classes. This is why IC requires the final size of a conditioned image (in pixels) to
be given as a user input. An inappropriate value for the final size will compromise the performance.
The range of this input is from 100 to 480. A user can select any integer value within the range.
IC includes the action of deleting a unique image after it has been used to generate 20 rotated
images. Thus, an image library consisting of 5 classes, each with 25 unique images, becomes an
image database of 2,500 conditioned images after the IC step is completed. This fulfills the
requirement of a compatible database for the system. Figure 5-11, Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14
show the result of IC on a unique image for the gear (class C4), connector (class C1) and coin
(class C4) applications, respectively.
For Figure 5-11, 350 square pixels was input as the final size of the conditioned image. The
conditioned images in Figure 5-11 have more than the required clearance. But the illustrated class
(class C4) is one of the smaller classes. A size of 350x350 was selected in order to accommodate
one of the larger classes, for example, class C1, as was seen in Figure 5-1. A smaller size such as
200x200 could have been selected if only C4 was being studied. The impact of changing the size
of the conditioned image will be discussed in Section 5.1.4. Again, the key to selecting the size is
ensuring that the entire part is visible in the image.
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Figure 5-13: IC for connector (class C1): input image (top) and output images (bottom)

Figure 5-14: IC for coin (class C4): input image (top) and output images (bottom) (brightness
and sharpness increased by 50% for better view ability in print)
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Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 illustrate the necessary clearance. Class C1 for the connectors
and class C4 for the coins were the largest in their respective applications. One sees that in Figure
5-1, the clearance for class C1 of the gears was less than the recommended. However, it worked
because the part was entirely visible. Again, Figure 5-14 shows adjusted images instead of original
images to improve their visibility on the printed page.

5.2.3 Feature Extraction
The step of feature extraction (FE) involves continuous feature extraction, feature
discretization and feature normalization. An overview of this step was given in Section 4.3. A
detailed flow chart of this step is given in Appendix C. This step provides the input in the form of
a feature vector (1x14 size because of 14 features) as belonging to each image as needed by
classification step. Thus, the classification step receives only the feature vectors and not the images
themselves. The feature vectors can be viewed as a discretization of the image database.
FE needs two inputs from the user: 1) diameter of the smallest part and 2) diameter of the
largest part (from known classes). Diameter is one of the 14 features and it needs a range of pixel
values within which the algorithm will try to find a circle using the circular Hough Transform.
This range is important because it dominates the output of the circle detection algorithm. If the
range is too high or low, the output of the algorithm would be less reliable and may reduce overall
usability of the diameter feature. The output of FE is a list of discretized and normalized features
for training and testing dataset. The procedure for extracting features from training and testing
dataset are same but the discretization procedure is different as described in Section 4.3.
The default value for the smallest part is 160 pixels and the default value for the largest part
is 340 pixels. If these values changed by ± 10, a small change in performance was observed for a
given application. The impact on performance is discussed in Section 5.2.5.

Gear Application
Figure 5-15 shows the actual values (top two plots) and median values (bottom two plots) of
the 14 features from the training dataset for the gear application. The actual values are normalized
values from 0 to 1 for all 14 features. The plots of actual values show 2000 observations as obtained
from 2000 training images of four known classes.
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Figure 5-15: Gear feature values for training image dataset by class
(with I5 outlined and DIAM circled)
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The actual value plots illustrate the degree of feature overlap between classes. The median
values plots illustrate the degree of separation between features by class, as well as the target
feature values for a test image to be considered as one of the known classes. From the actual value
plots in Figure 5-15, one can compare the feature values between classes. For example, the I5
value of C1 is seen to be always less than the values of the remaining classes. The utility of the
median values plot will become more apparent when dealing with the more difficult connector and
coin applications, where the degree of overlap between classes with actual values plots become
less evident.
I5 is the best feature for the gear application as it provides the clearest differentiation between
the 4 classes (as outlined in Figure 5-15). There is a fair degree of overlap between values of the
other features. This does not mean that I5 is the only feature that should be used. All features
become important in the testing phase with the introduction of the OT class. For an OT part to get
accepted in the testing stage, it must have values of all 14 features within an acceptable range.
Figure 5-15 can also be used to find least effective features. For example, DIAM is the least
effective feature because according to the actual values plots, there is a high degree of overlap
between classes C2, C3 and C4 (as circled in Figure 5-15). Its closest competitor is CIRC that also
has overlap between classes C2, C3 and C4. Thus, the prediction was that both CIRC and DIAM
will be least effective features for the gear application.
Figure 5-16 shows the actual and median values plots of features from the testing dataset for
the gear application. The plots of actual values show 500 observations as obtained from 500
training images of five testing classes. Even though median value plots look to be the same for C1
to C4 in training and testing (Figure 5-15 vs. Figure 5-16), they are not exactly the same due to the
adopted DTT strategy as explained in Section 4.1.1. Since it is not possible to fully test the OT
class, the fifth class prepared for OT should not be considered as the only OT. One can see that
different features become important at the introduction of OT. Here, I5 was the best discriminating
feature in training (Figure 5-15); but KAVG effectively discriminated OT from C1 to C4 in testing
(as outlined in Figure 5-16).
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Figure 5-16: Gear feature values for testing image dataset by class
(with KAVG outlined)
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Connector Application
Figure 5-17 shows the actual and median values of the 14 features by class of the training
image dataset for the connector application. As before, the actual values are normalized values
from 0 to 1 for all 14 features. BWR is the best feature for this application as there is no overlap
between classes (as outlined in Figure 5-17, both the actual and median value plots). There is clear
overlap observed for the remaining 13 features. However, median values plots also can help in
finding least effective features. The least effective feature is still DIAM (as circled in Figure 5-17,
both the actual and median value plots). There is a considerable amount of overlap between C1 vs
C2, and C3 vs C4. Its closest competitor is CIRC, where the median value plot shows a
considerable amount of overlap between C1 and C3 but C2 and C4 were ambiguously separated.
An analysis was carried out from both (actual and median value) plots for comparison
between any possible combinations of only two classes. It turned out that out of 14 features, 12
features help in discriminating between C4 vs. C1, 4 features help in discriminating between C1
vs. C2 and C3 vs. C4. On this basis, two predictions can be made about the connector application:
1) C1 vs. C4 will be the easiest to differentiate and 2) C1 vs. C2 and C3 vs. C4 will be harder to
differentiate relative to the C1 and C4.
Figure 5-18 shows the actual and median values plots of features from the testing dataset for
the connector application. Careful observation reveals that the median values plots for C1 to C4
look to be similar to their training dataset (as was shown in Figure 5-17). Here, the important
feature in training was BWR (Figure 5-17), the same feature effectively discriminates OT from C1
to C4 in testing (as outlined in Figure 5-18, both actual and median value plots).
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Figure 5-17: Connector feature values for training image dataset by class
(with BWR outlined and DIAM circled)
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Figure 5-18: Connector feature values for testing image dataset by class
(with BWR outlined)
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Coin Application
Figure 5-19 shows the actual and median values of the 14 features by class of the training
image dataset for the coin application. As before, the actual values are normalized values from 0
to 1 for all 14 features. The fact that there is not a single feature that can clearly differentiate
between the classes confirmed the difficult nature of this application. The combination of these 14
features will provide the necessary differentiation between the classes. However, it is possible to
make some predictions for the coin application from the Figure 5-19.
The best feature for the coin application needs to be determined from the median values
plots, as the actual values plots of Figure 5-19 are seen to have considerable overlap for all features.
The most effective features are seen to be AVIN and I5, as the two features whose median values
are distinctly different (as outlined in Figure 5-19). By contrast, KAVG and I9 are two features
whose median values are very close and provide the least degree of discrimination (as circled in
Figure 5-19).
Figure 5-20 shows the actual and median values plots for 14 features from the testing dataset
for the coin application. Here, important features in training were AVIN and I5. But in testing,
BWR and DIAM were important features that effectively discriminated OT from C1 to C4 (as
outlined in Figure 5-20). One interesting observation from median values plots of Figure 5-20 was
that features I1 to I9 for OT closely followed their values for C4 except for I5. The plot looks like
there are only four classes. However, due to a slight difference in median values of feature I5, one
could see that the plot is actually comprised of five classes. This observation leads to the
conclusion that images of C4 (reverse side of ₹ 10) and OT (reverse side of Canadian quarter $)
when shrunk to 3 x 3 size, will be difficult to differentiate.

Summary of Feature Extraction
After the feature extraction step, the actual and median values plots of the 14 features can be
viewed for a given application. The median values plot serve as the target feature values for a test
image to be considered as the known class. Extracted feature values are continuous in nature. This
step included to discretization and normalization of the continuous features, as was detailed in
Section 4.3. Some features that appeared important for one application, would not necessarily be
important for another application.
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Figure 5-19: Coin feature values for training image dataset by class
(with AVIN, I5 outlined and KAVG, I9 circled)
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Figure 5-20: Coin feature values for testing image dataset by class
(with BWR and DIAM outlined)
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5.2.4 Background to Classification
The step after feature extraction is classification. But before presenting the results of the
classification step for all the experiments, some background needs to be given on the primary
method of analysis of the classification results, namely the confusion matrix.
A confusion matrix tabulates the number of actual classes versus the number of predicted
classes (Kohavi and Provost, 1998). An example is given as Table 5-1. The actual classes are the
ones labeled by the user. The predicted classes are the ones predicted by the system. In a confusion
matrix, values on the diagonal represent correct classification (green cells), and values on the offdiagonal represent erroneous classification. The total number of false positives (FPs, incorrectly
accepted) is the sum of the off-diagonal numbers (white cells) excluding the OT column. Values
in the OT column (yellow cells) are the false negatives (FNs, incorrectly rejected). The formal
equations for accuracy (in the context of classification), FPs and FNs are given as follows:
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 =

=

∑(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠)

𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 =

(5.1)

∑(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠)

=

𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

∑(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠)

=

∑(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠)
∑(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠)
∑(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠)

(5.2)
(5.3)

In most sorting applications, the goal is to have the highest possible accuracy with zero FPs. Hence,
these two numbers are given as the bottom line in Table 5-1. The accuracy resolution is 0.2% due
to 500 as the number of total testing images. In other words, if there is one misclassification,
accuracy will drop by 0.2%.

Table 5-1: Sample confusion matrix (green: correct, white: FPs and yellow: FNs)

Actual
classes

Class
C1
C2
C3
C4
OT

C1
100
0
0
0
0

Predicted classes
C2
C3
C4
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
95
0
0
0
100
0
0
100

OT
0
0
5
0
0
Total
Accuracy
False Positives
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Subtotal
100
100
100
100
100
500
79 %
20 %

In the example given by Table 5-1, classes C1 to C4 are correctly predicted, but class OT is
incorrectly predicted, to give an accuracy of 79% with 20% FPs (and 1% FNs). A confusion matrix
serves to identify which classes are difficult to classify. Thus, the fact that class OT is incorrectly
predicted as class C4, serves to highlight the weakness of the classification method used to generate
these particular results and would suggest that a different method should be investigated. As
images from the OT class are not used in training, adding more features might not correct the
weakness. For selected experiments, the feature plots of FPs and/or FNs are given in Appendix F
to help explain the source of misclassifications.
Accuracy in the context of the sensor relates to the ‘maximum difference that will exist
between the actual value and the indicated value by the sensor. Industrial practitioners use success
rate as a performance measure whereas the academic community uses classification accuracy.
The meaning of these two terms is the same: ‘correct/successful predictions divided by the total
predictions’. The resolution is the minimum scale by which an accuracy number is differentiated
by another. Therefore, resolution and classifcation accuracy are not the same, as the classification
accuracy can have different resolution for different numbers images in testing dataset. For
example, 500 testing images would provide 0.2% resolution, whereas 1000 testing images would
provide 0.1% resolution for classification accuracy.
The next section will give the classification results of the initial set of experiments with final
version of S2. For all the experiments, including the initial set, a comparison will be made of the
performance with 4 different methods, designated M3 to M6. The methods are formed by a
combination of 3 different pattern recognition algorithms: Supervised Support Vector Machine
(SSVM), Semi-unsupervised Support Vector Machine (USVM) and Shallow Artificial Neural
Network (SANN). The 4 hybrid methods to be examined are:
1) USVM-SSVM (designated M3),
2) SSVM-USVM (designated M4),
3) USVM-SANN (designated M5),
4) SANN-USVM (designated M6).
Table 5-2 gives the parameters used for the 4 hybrid methods. Parameters related to SVM
are unshaded while parameters related to ANN are shown shaded grey.
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Table 5-2: Parameters for hybrid methods

#

Parameter

Value

1

SSVM-Coding design-

OVO

2

SSVM-number of binary
classes

06

3

USVM-Kernel scale

Auto

4

USVM-Standardize

Yes

5
6

USVM-Score threshold
SVM Fraction of outliers
Number of neurons in
input layer
Number of hidden layers
Number of neurons in
hidden layer
Number of neurons in
output layer
Network training function
Training dataset
distribution (trainvalidation)

0.0
0.0

Comments
One vs one, to divide the problem from
multiple classes to number of binary classes
Equivalent to 4 classes,
5th class for testing only
For improved performance due to effective
scale of linear kernel. default=1
For improved performance due to
standardized values of features. default=No.
Criteria to predict one of the two classes
Known outliers in the data

14

Library of 14 generic features

1

Shallow artificial neural networks

30

Identical to Modi and Bawa method

4

Supervised ANN: 4 classes

trainscg

Scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation

70-30

Standard practice.
Test dataset is prepared separately

7
8
9
10
11
12

5.2.5 Classification
The final step in the process is classification of the images with the feature values as inputs,
using the four hybrid methods. Table 5-3 provides classification results for the initial set of
experiments, which will be referred to as SOE1. The last row shows average performance by the
four developed hybrid methods. The first three experiments (S2E07 to S2E09) give the results with
the default user inputs: image size 350 pixels, smallest part 160 pixels and largest part 340 pixels.
The remaining experiments (S2E10 to S2E24) give the results when the default user inputs are
changed by ±5 pixels for the image size and ± 10 pixels for the part size.
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The results are in line with expectations. Since the gear application was expected to be the
easiest of the three applications, target performance of 95% accuracy and 0% FPs was achieved
by all four-hybrid methods with the gears. Target performance for the connector application was
achieved by only two hybrid methods (M4 and M6) due to moderate difficulty. Target performance
for the more difficult coin classification application was achieved by only one hybrid method (M6).
Small changes in user inputs provided for only small increases or decreases in performance. Thus,
extracted feature values depend on the user inputs, which in turn will influence performance, but
not significantly so. If user inputs are appropriate and thoughtfully selected, the system should
provide reasonable performance.
Table 5-3: Results of SOE1: original classes from S2
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The difference between the average performance of methods M3 versus M5 and M4 versus
M6 is less than 2%. As circled, M6 has the highest average performance of 98% for SOE1 while
M3 had the lowest average performance of 83% for SOE1. Reasons for this will be discussed in
Section 5.7. The reader is reminded that the resolution in the accuracy numbers is 0.2%, which
equates to one incorrect classification. If 25 out of 500 classifications are incorrect, then the
accuracy drops to 5%. Since the accuracies for M4 and M6 were both greater than 95%, they are
both considered to be acceptable methods for the three applications at hand.
Table 5-4 provides the Confusion Matrices (CMs) for three selected experiments from Table
5-3. CMs can provide insights about the results. There are four CMs for a single experiment as
obtained with the four methods. However, only one out of the available four is shown here. In
Table 5-4: Confusion matrices for three selected experiments from SOE1
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Table 5-3, one can see that M3 and M5 give similar performance results, as did M4 and M6. But
in general, the performance of M5 is better than M3, and M6 is better than M4. Thus, the selected
CMs will be for M5 (instead of M3) and M6 (instead of M4).
In S2E07 with M4 and M6, the problem class was C1, with five out of 100 images incorrectly
rejected (FNs) as given by the top CM in Table 5-4. M4 and M6 expect the feature values of the
testing images to match the feature values of the training images. The five rejected images did not
provide the expected feature values and thus were rejected. By comparing the expected values seen
in the top two median values plots of Figure 5-21 (training) with the bottom two median values
plots of Figure 5-21 (FNs from testing), one can see the difference. Specifically, the median values
of I3 and I7 features are more scattered for testing (as circled in Figure 5-21) than for training. The
feature value plots of the selected experiments for all FNs and FPs are given in Appendix E.
In S2E08, the problem class was C4, where four test images were incorrectly rejected. In
S2E09, C2 and C3 were the problem classes, providing a total of 19 FNs. The explanation given
for S2E07 also applies to S2E08 and S2E09.
M6 has USVM with small intraclass variation, which means the range of acceptable
differences between training and testing feature values is small. This range is dictated by the
minimum and maximum value of a feature from the training dataset for a given application, which
will determine the acceptable values. Measuring this range is difficult. However, the important
detail is that the feature acceptable values range with M6 is not as large as with M5. The reason is
that in USVM of M5, the Accept class is prepared by considering all four known class. Therefore,
when four classes are combined, the resulting class has to increase the acceptable feature value
range to accommodate four classes. By contrast, in USVM of M6, the Accept class is prepared by
considering only one known class, which can work with a smaller range than that of the M5
because it needs to accommodate only one class. M6 is strict in the sense that it does not tolerate
even small differences between testing and training feature values (as circled in seen from Figure
5-21). This is why the C1 images were rejected into the OT class.
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Figure 5-21: Gear feature values from training (top two plots) and FNs from testing
(bottom two plots) showing why C1 is misclassified as OT (S2E07 by M6)
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5.3 Experiments with Change in Setup
Images for the second set of experiments (SOE2) were acquired with Setup S3. This is a
change in setup, as the images for the first set of experiments were acquired with Setup S2. Details
of the differences between the setups were provided in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3.

5.3.1 Image Conditioning for SOE2
Figure 5-22 gives a sample set of conditioned images for SOE2. When one compares this
figure with Figure 5-14 (conditioned images of the coin application for SOE1), the S3 images look
better than the S2 images. In Figure 5-14, the brightness and sharpness of the images had to be
increased by 50% to improve their quality in order for them to be seen on the printed page. The
images in Figure 5-22 were not altered in any way. With these higher quality images for SOE2, an
increase in performance is expected.

Figure 5-22: Conditioned images for SOE2
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5.3.2 Classification for SOE2
The classification results for SOE2 are provided in Table 5-5. As before, the last row of the
table gives the average performance with the four hybrid methods. Interestingly, with default input
values, only 96.8% accuracy was obtained by M4 and M6 for the gear application, a drop in
performance relative to SOE1. This was not expected for the application that was considered to be
the easiest. As can be seen from S3E04, S3E05, S3E07 and S3E08, a slight change in default inputs
returns the accuracy to 100%. Thus, for the gear application, the default values were not optimum.
Regardless, the target values for accuracy and FPs were still achieved.

Table 5-5: Results of SOE2: original classes from S3
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For the connector application, performance remained the same relative to SOE1,
independent of the change in inputs. That is, 80% accuracy for M3 and M5, whereas 100%
accuracy for m4 and M6. Interestingly for the coin application, a maximum accuracy of 100% was
achieved in four out of six experiments. This good performance with the most difficult application
is attributed to the better quality images in SOE2.
The difference between the average performance of the methods M3 versus M5, and M4
versus M6, is 0%. This places both M6 and M4 as the best methods, with average performances
of 99% for SOE2. Consequently, M3 and M5 again place as the least performing methods,
providing average performance of 89% for SOE2. This points out that if higher quality datasets
are used, there is not a significant change in relative performance between the 4 methods.
For further analysis, Table 5-6 gives 3 selected confusion matrices of experiments from
Table 5-5. In S3E01 with M4 and M6, C1 and C2 were the problem classes as some of their images
were incorrectly classified as OT. This means that their extracted testing features did not line up
with their expected testing features (from the median values plots of the training features).
In S3E02 with M3 and M5, the problem class was OT, as some OT images were incorrectly
classified as C4. This was due to: 1) similarity between extracted training features of C4 and
extracted testing features of OT and 2) the relaxed nature of M3 and M5 as discussed in Section
4.4. S3E02 provided 80% accuracy and 20% FPs, with all 100 OT images incorrectly classified as
C4. In S3E03 with M5, the problem class was OT, with 2 OT images incorrectly classified as C1
and 61 OT images classified as C3. The reason is similar to the one provided for S3E02 with M3
and M5.
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Table 5-6: Confusion matrices for three selected experiments from SOE2
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5.4 Experiments with Change in Quality
The third set of experiments (SOE3) involved testing with images of reduced quality (images
blurred and dimmed) to check on the effect of quality on system performance. The following
section explains how a reduced quality image database was obtained by altering the Good Quality
(GQ) image database that was used in SOE2.

5.4.1 Reduced Quality Database for SOE3
The image quality was reduced by two processes: 1) high-speed blur (SB) and 2) low light
intensity (LL). Figure 5-23 shows sample good quality images in the first column. The quality
reduces when moves from left to right. Speed blur will occur when a camera with insufficient
speed is used to acquire images. Speed blur was simulated by using MATLAB’s motion filter on
the GQ image. The motion filter has two input parameters: 1) angle of motion and 2) length of blur
in pixels. For all quality experiments, the angle of motion was set to 90 degrees to simulate blur in
the vertical direction. The filter is essentially a line (column matrix) with its intensity values
depending on the given inputs. The length of the line will always be an odd number to
accommodate even number of elements around the point of convolution. For example, when the
length of blur is 10 pixels, the line will be of 11 pixels. The sum of all elements of the column
matrix must be 1. Therefore, the value of each element will be 1/10 = 0.1. However, for 11 pixels,
the sum of these values will be 1.1. Therefore the value of the first and last pixel of the line will
be divided by 2. This gives 0.05 value for the line endpoints. When this filter (line) was convoluted
with the GQ image, it produces a blurred image.
Low light intensity was simulated by reducing the overall intensity of the GQ image by a
constant number. Figure 5-23 illustrates the effect on samples from the three applications when
the two effects are combined: the second column has blur of 10p and dim by 1/2, the third column
has blur of 20p and dim by 1/4 and the fourth column has a blur of 30p and dim by 1/8. The images
in the last column are clearly of low quality. In particular, the combination of blur and low light
makes it hard to see the pattern on the coin images, although one can still make out the circular
shape.
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Figure 5-23: Samples of good and reduced quality images for SOE3
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5.4.2 Classification for SOE3
Table 5-7 compares the classification results of GQ images with those of reduced quality,
where the effect of the three levels of blur (10p, 20p and 30p) and 3 levels of reduced light (1/2,
1/4 and 1/8) are given for the three applications. Note that the GQ results are the same as those
given in Table 5-5 for SOE2. The last row of Table 5-7 gives the average performance. The effect
of the lower quality images is seen to be minimal, with the average accuracy for all 4 hybrid
methods dropping by only 1% (99% to 98% accuracy for M4/M6 and 89% to 88% accuracy for
M3/M5). Interestingly, as highlighted in Table 5-7, there are instances when the accuracy improves
Table 5-7: Results of SOE3: original classes from S3
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with a lower quality image (S3E20 for M3/M5, S3E19 for M6). This confirms the observation that
it is not what a human sees in an image, it is what the machine sees in an image that matters.
In order to help draw further conclusions on the effect of quality, Table 5-8 is a simplified
version of Table 5-7. It lists the maximum change (in accuracy and FPs) due to speed blur (SB)
and low light (LL) for the three applications. The bracketed numbers are the change in performance
from the GQ images. Not surprisingly, the general trend is seen to be a drop in performance due
to lower quality images. To help identify the best method from Table 5-8, the smallest changes are
Table 5-8: Simplified version of SOE3 results with maximum drop in performance
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circled in the table. It is also important that the FPs stay at 0%. With this in mind, the following
conclusions can be drawn about SOE3 from Table 5-8:
1) Gear: best performing methods for SB were M4/M6 and for LL was M3.
a. SB: with M4/M6, achieved FPs were 0%, but ACC was reduced by >5%.
b. LL: with M3, achieved FPs were 0% and ACC was reduced by only 0.6%
2) Connector: best performing methods for SB and LL were M4/M6
a. SB: with M4/M6, achieved FPs were 0% and ACC was reduced by 0.8%
b. LL: with M4/M6, achieved FPs were 0% and ACC was reduced by 1.2%
3) Coin: best performing method for SB was M4 and for LL was M6
a. SB: with M4, achieved FPs were 0% and ACC was reduced by 0.8%
b. LL: with M6, achieved FPs were 0% and ACC was reduced by 0.8%
These observations suggest that the best method from the general experiments may not be
the best method from the quality experiments. SB and LL have different relative impacts on
different methods. Thus, if one has to work with a reduced quality database, one may have to reexamine which of the four methods is best, depending upon the nature of the image quality change.
From SOE3, two selected confusion matrices are shown here. They were selected because
of the least performance with highest FPs and FNs. Following text will help in understand why the
performance was low for these experiments.
Table 5-9 shows two confusion matrices for the gear and connector applications: 1) S3E20
by M6 and 2) S3E30 by M5. In S3E20 by M6, problem class was C1. Forty-three images from C1
were rejected by the system. While observing the feature plots, similar to the Figure 5-21 (showing
FNs), the features did not provide the expected values and thus rejected. In particular, AVIN, I1
and I9 feature values were lower than the expected while KAVG feature values were higher than
expected. The feature values were unable to provide the expected values due to introduction of
blur (20p). The features median values plots are not shown for this confusion matrix because the
reason is similar to Figure 5-21 that also shows FNs.
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Table 5-9: Two sample confusion matrices from SOE3

In S3E30 by M5, the problem classes were OT and C1. All the images from OT were
incorrectly classified as C4 (i.e. FPs). One image from C1 was rejected due to the mismatch
between testing and training feature values. M5 being the method whose USVM has high intraclass
variation, the acceptable range for feature values is larger than that for M6 because it works with
four classes instead of with one class. The testing sample would be rejected by M5 only if it
provides values outside of this larger acceptable range. Figure 5-24 is presented to help explain
why the majority of the misclassifications were FPs. The top two plots show the median values for
the training dataset. The bottom two plots show the median values for the FPs in the testing dataset.
One sees that the AVIN to KAVG line for OT follows the AVIN to KAVG line for C4. Thus, the
system misidentifies OT as C4 (i.e. FPs). It is acknowledged that the I1 to I9 line in testing is seen
to differ from that seen in training. However, once again, due to the large range of acceptable
features values with M5, this difference is ignored.
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Figure 5-24: Connector feature values from training (top two plots) and FPs from testing
(bottom two plots) illustrating why OT is misclassified as C4 (S3E30 by M5)
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5.5 Experiments with Change in Class
The fourth set of experiments (SOE4) involved testing with a change in the classes. The new
classes were introduced to check the system’s flexibility. The new images used for SOE4 were
obtained with Setup S3.

5.5.1 New Classes Database for SOE4
For the gears, different styles of bright metal gears were obtained. From these metal gears,
five new classes were prepared. For the connectors, five classes were selected from Figure 5-2 that
had not been used previously. For the coins, five new classes were obtained by flipping the coins.
That is to say, the coins used in previous experiments were flipped from their reverse side (tails)
to their obverse side (heads).
Figure 5-25 shows the five new classes of all three applications. Note that for the gears, C3
and C4 are similar in appearance, and C2 and OT are similar in appearance. For the connectors,
C2, C4 and OT are similar in appearance. For coins, C1, C3 and OT, together with C2 and C4, are
similar in appearance. These new similarities introduced for all three applications means that the
level of difficulty for all three has been increased.

Figure 5-25: Conditioned images for SOE4
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5.5.2 Classification for SOE4
Table 5-10 gives the classification results for SOE4. With the default input values for M4
and M6, as circled in the table, both the gear and connector applications achieved 100% accuracy
(compared to 96.8% and 100% with SOE2 respectively), whereas the coin application achieved
99.6% accuracy (down from 100% with SOE2). This suggests that the obverse side of the coin is
more difficult to classify than the reverse side, which is an important observation. The last row in
Table 5-10 gives the average accuracy for each of the four methods. As with SOE2, M4 and M6
again gave the best performance with a perfect score of 100% for average accuracy and 0% for
FPs, as compared to 80% for average accuracy and 20% for FPs, for M3 and M5. Note that the
high accuracy numbers for M4 and M6 were obtained with good quality images. For the coin
Table 5-10: Results of SOE4: new classes from S3
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application, if medium and poor quality coins (i.e. worn coins) are in the image database, the
accuracy will drop significantly, as discussed in Appendix A.
Table 5-11 gives three CMs for selected experiments from Table 5-10. These CM’s were
selected because they had the worst performance, for the cases where the default values were used
for the three input parameters. These CMs were also selected to illustrate the nature of the incorrect
classifications rendered by M5 and M6. In S3E37 by M5, the problem class was OT. All of OT
was incorrectly classified as C3 (i.e. FPs). The result was 80% accuracy with 20% FPs. In S3E38
by M3 and M5, the problem class was again OT, with all of OT classified as C3 (i.e. FPs). In
S3E39 by M4 and M6, the problem classes were C2 and C4. One image from C2 and one image
from C4 were incorrectly classified as OT (i.e. FNs). The result was an accuracy of 99.6% with
Table 5-11: Three sample confusion matrices from SOE4
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0% FPs. In all these cases, inspection of the feature value plots confirms that the images were
misclassified (i.e. rejected at OT) because the feature values in testing were not within the
acceptable range of the feature values from training.

5.6 Experiments with Change in Classes and Quality
The fifth set of experiments (SOE5) set out to examine the effect of a change in both classes
and image quality. In SOE3, the image database from SOE2 was used as the source of GQ images.
In SOE5, the image database from SOE4 will be used as the source of GQ images. As with SOE3,
the good quality of the images will be reduced by blurring and dimming.

5.6.1 Reduced Quality Database for SOE5
As with SOE3, the image quality was reduced by two processes: 1) high speed blur (SB) and
2) low light intensity (LL). Figure 5-26 is the equivalent of Figure 5-23 for SOE3. The first column
shows samples of good quality images for all three applications. The second column has blur of
10p and dim by 1/2, the third column has blur of 20p and dim by 1/4 and the fourth column has
blur of 30p and dim by 1/8.
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Figure 5-26: Samples of good and reduced quality images for SOE5
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5.6.2 Classification for SOE5
Table 5-12 compares the classification results of GQ images from SOE3 with those of
reduced quality from SOE5, where the effect of three levels of blur (10p, 20p and 30p) and three
levels of reduced light (1/2, 1/4 and 1/8) are given for three applications. Note that the GQ results
are the same as given in Table 5-10. The last row of Table 5-12 gives the average performance
with the four hybrid methods. The results for SOE5 are similar to the results of SOE4 except for
two observations: 1) the performance of M3 and M5 increased by 3% (from 80% to 83%) and 2)
the performance of M4 and M6 was reduced by 2% (from 100% to 98%).
Table 5-12: Results of SOE5: new classes from S3-quality experiments
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Interestingly, as indicated by the circled results in Table 5-12, there were a number of cases
where the accuracy improved as the image quality degraded, for example, S3E55 and S3E56 by
M6, where the accuracy went from 98.4% to 99.4%. This further confirms the observation of
SOE3, namely that it is not what a human sees in an image, it is what the machine sees in an image
that matters.
As before, in order to help draw further conclusions on the effect of class and quality on
performance, Table 5-13 is a simplified version of Table 5-12. It lists the maximum performance
change (in accuracy and false positives) due to speed blur (SB) and low light (LL) for the three
applications. The bracketed numbers are the changes in performance from the GQ images. To help
identify the best method from Table 5-13, the smallest changes in performance are circled in the
table. It is also important that the FPs stay at 0%. With this in mind, the following observations
can be made about SOE5 from Table 5-13
1) Gear: best performing method for SB and LL was M4
a. SB: with M4 achieved FPs were 0% and ACC was reduced by 1.6%.
b. LL: with M4 achieved FPs were 0% and ACC was reduced by 2.8%
2) Connector: best performing method for SB and LL was M6
a. SB: with M6 achieved FPs were 0% and ACC was reduced by 0.2%
b. LL: with M6 achieved FPs were 0% and ACC was reduced by 0.4%
3) Coin: best performing method for SB and LL was M6
a. SB: with M6 achieved FPs were 0%, but ACC was reduced by >10%
b. LL: with M6 achieved FPs were 0% and ACC was reduced by 3.6%
These observations support those from SOE3. Namely that SB and LL have different relative
impacts on different methods. However, the key observation from SOE5 is that in general, M6
provides better performance. One acknowledges that the difference in performance between M4
(which was the best method for the gears) and M6 is less than 1% and hence, not significant.

From SOE5, two confusion matrices will be highlighted. They were selected because they
had the lowest performance with the highest FPs and FNs. In SOE3, feature plots were shown to
explain the reason behind the highest FPs. Here in SOE5, feature plots will be shown to explain
the reason behind the highest FNs.
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Table 5-13: Simplified version of SOE5 results

Table 5-14 shows two confusion matrices for the coin application: 1) S3E68 by M5 and 2)
S3E69 by M6. In S3E68 by M5, the problem classes were C1, C4 and OT. Fifteen images from
C1 were incorrectly classified as C2 and three images from C4 were incorrectly classified as C2.
Eighty-nine images from OT were accepted as C3 (i.e. FPs) and nine images from OT were
accepted as C1 (i.e. FPs). From the feature plots those are not shown here, the OT class clearly
differed from the known classes. However, as discussed in the text for Figure 5-24, M5 has a larger
acceptable range for feature values because of the large intraclass variations (for USVM). In other
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Table 5-14: Coin application: two confusion matrices from SOE5

words, although the feature values of the testing images were different from those for training,
they were still in the range of acceptable values for their respective classes. Therefore, S3E68 had
23% FPs.
In S3E69 by M6, the problem classes were C1, C2 and C4. Sixteen images from C1, twenty
images from C2 and twenty images from C4 were incorrectly classified as OT (i.e. FN’s). Figure
5-27 is presented to help explain why the misclassification took place. The top two plots give the
median feature values of C1 to C4 for the training dataset. The bottom two plots give the median
feature values for FNs (original C1, C2 and C4) for the testing dataset. One sees that the feature
values of C1 in testing do not follow the feature values of C1 in training. Two specific examples
for C1 are: 1) KAVG, which is ~0.8 for training and ~0.6 for testing and 2) I7, which is ~0.3 for
training and ~0.6 for testing. The case for C2 is similar. One specific example for C2 is CIRC,
which is ~0.8 for training and ~0.4 for testing. The misclassification of C4 as OT can be explained
in a similar fashion.
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Figure 5-27: Coin feature values from training (top two plots) and FNs from testing (bottom two
plots) showing why C1, C2 and C4 are misclassified as OT (S3E69 by M6)
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5.7 Discussion of Results
Five sets of experiments (SOEs) were conducted to test four hybrid methods and compare
their performance for the three applications. The SOEs were tested using the same approach: 1)
four training classes (known) and 2) five testing classes (4 known, 1 unknown). Each SOE had its
own unique image database. This section will provide a discussion of the overall results. For the
purposes of discussion, the experiments have been organized into two groups:
1)

G1 (general experiments): consists of SOE1, SOE2 and SOE4.

2)

G2 (quality experiments): consists of SOE3 and SOE5

5.7.1 General Experiments: G1
Figure 5-28 is a 3D plot that compares the accuracy (ACC) of the four hybrid methods as
obtained with G1, placed in ranked order, showing the 95% target and the minimum, average and
maximum values of ACC. The first observation is that M4/M6 are similar in accuracy. The second
observation is that M4/M6 are better than M3/M5. The third observation is that in comparing M4
and M6, the biggest differential occurs with the minimum accuracy (as outlined in the Figure 5-28),

Figure 5-28: ACC with 4 methods for G1, showing M4/M6 exceeding target of 95%
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which are 96% and 98%, respectively. This suggests that M6 is better than M4. However, the 2%
difference between M4 and M6 is not considered operationally significant. The most important
observation is that both M4 and M6 exceeded the target accuracy of 95%.
Figure 5-29 is a 3D plot that compares the false positives (FPs) of the four hybrid methods
as obtained with G1, placed in ranked order, showing the minimum, average and maximum values
of FPs. Unlike the accuracy and MCC, this measure is better with a lower value. The first
observation is that M3/M5 provided similar performance. The most important observation is that
both M4 and M6 achieved the target FP, which is 0%. With a view to providing a more
discriminating measure of the performance of M4 versus that of M6, the results with Matthew’s
correlation coefficient (MCC) are presented next.
Being a correlation measure, MCC ranges from -100% to +100%, as was discussed in
Section 2.3. Unlike accuracy, it does not have a target value in the operational sense. MCC is
considered to be more a discriminating measure than accuracy as it gives greater weight to
misclassifications. Therefore, it is expected that MCC will provide values that are lower than the
values for accuracy.

Figure 5-29: FPs with 4 methods for G1, showing M4/M6 achieving target of 0%
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As was detailed in Section 5.2.4, the ACC was calculated from a 5x5 Confusion Matrix (CM)
that included five test classes, each with 100 test samples (equal images per class). By contrast,
the MCC was calculated from a 2x2 CM, which was obtained by modifying the 5x5 CM.
Specifically, the 4 known classes were combined into a single “Accept” class and the OT class
was relabelled as the “Reject” class. Thus, the “Accept” class had four times the number of images
than the “Reject” class. By converting the CM from 5x5 non-binary to 2x2 binary, the MCC
characteristic that considers the effect of unequal images per class could be taken advantage of.
Moreover, the calculation of MCC from a non-binary CM is complex as compared to that from a
binary CM. As discussed in Section 2.3, there needs to be an equal number of images per class
when calculating ACC. MCC, on the other hand, does not have this restriction.
Figure 5-30 is a 3D plot that compares the MCC of the four hybrid methods as obtained with
G1, placed in ranked order, showing the minimum, average and maximum values of MCC. The
first observation is that once again M4/M6 are better than M3/M5. The second observation is that,
as predicted, the MCC numbers are lower than the ACC numbers. The third observation is that
MCC is indeed a more discriminating measure than accuracy. In comparing M4 and M6, the
biggest differential occurs with the minimum MCC (as outlined in Figure 5-30), which are 89%

Figure 5-30: MCC with 4 methods for G1, showing M4/M6 as similar in performance
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and 94%, to give 5% as the differential. This is stronger evidence that M6 is better than M4. Recall
that the biggest differential for ACC was 2%.

5.7.2 Quality Experiments: G2
Figure 5-31 is a 3D plot that compares the accuracy of the four hybrid methods as obtained
from G2, placed in ranked order, showing the 95% target and the minimum values of ACC for
three conditions: 1) good quality (GQ), 2) low light (LL) and 3) speed blur (SB). The first
observation is that M4/M6 are once again similar in accuracy. The second observation is that
M4/M6 are still better than M3/M5. The third observation is that for M4/M6, SB had the biggest
negative impact, reducing the ACC to 90% and 92%, respectively. LL had the next biggest impact,
reducing the ACC to 93% and 94%, respectively. Only with GQ, did the ACC for M4/M6 stay
above the target of 95%.

Figure 5-31: ACC with 4 methods for G2, showing M4/M6 near target of 95%
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Figure 5-32 is a 3D plot that compares the FPs of the four hybrid methods as obtained from
G2, placed in ranked order, showing the maximum values of FPs for the three conditions: GQ, SB
and LL. The first observation is that M3/M5 provided similar performance with the number of FPs
near 20%. The most important observation is that both M4 and M6 once again achieved the target
FP of 0%, despite the reduced quality of the images.
Figure 5-33 is a 3D plot that compares the MCC of the four hybrid methods as obtained from
G2, placed in ranked order, showing the minimum values of the MCC for the three conditions:
GQ, SB and LL. The first observation is that M4/M6 are once again similar in accuracy. The
second observation is that M4/M6 are still better than M3/M5. The third observation is that for
M4/M6, SB had the biggest negative impact, reducing MCC to 75% and 78%, respectively. LL
had the next biggest impact, reducing the MCC to 83% and 84%, respectively. Once again it is
concluded that M6 is better than M4, although the difference cannot be considered significant.

Figure 5-32: FPs with 4 methods for G2, showing M4/M6 achieving target of 0%
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Figure 5-33: MCC with 4 methods for G2, showing M4/M6 are similar in performance

5.7.3 Observations from G1 and G2
The results of the general experiments (G1) and quality experiments (G2) show that both
M4 and M6 can achieve the target performance of 95% for ACC and 0% for FPs. By contrast, both
M5 and M3 cannot achieve the target performance. This is thought to be due to USVM being less
accurate when there is high intraclass variation. Intraclass variation is the degree of feature
variation observed within a single class. High intraclass variation provides a wide “accept” range
for a given class, making a classifier less accurate. A database with high intra-class variation is a
challenging database according to Perera and Patel (2018). In their deep learning study, Perera and
Patel obtained AUROC (Area under ROC curve, see Section 2.3 for more details) of 59% with a
smartphone. This 59% AUROC is considered to be a little better than the random guess (50%
AUROC). This is one explanation as to why the USVM used in M4/M6 is more accurate than the
USVM used in M3/M5. The USVM with low intraclass variation performs far better which can be
seen from the results of M4/M6.
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To elaborate, the role of the first layer in M3/M5 is to check for unknown images (high
intraclass variation, single class from four known classes). The role of the second layer in M3/M5
is to select labels from known classes. The two layers in M4/M6 have the roles reversed. The role
of the first layer in M4/M6 is to select labels from known classes. The role of the second layer in
M4/M6 is to check for unknown images (low intraclass variation, four classes from four known
classes). Since the second layer is more accurate, the incorrectly accepted image (from the first
layer) will get rejected. Thus, the second layer ensures zero false positives.
In looking at the G1 results, it appears that M6 performs better than M4, with 2% higher
ACC and 5% higher MCC. The reason for this is believed to be due to the nature of the first layer
of classification. The first layer of classification is SSVM for M4 and SANN for M6. In general,
SANN is better than SSVM according to the literature. For example, Ren (2012) concluded that
ANN outperforms SVM when there is an imbalance in the training data, which occurs when there
is a different number of images per class. The application was the classification of
microcalcification clusters in mammograms. Antkowiak (2006) also concluded that ANN
outperforms SVM, where the application was pattern recognition for skin diseases.
To illustrate why M6 is considered better than M4, one can look at their mean and standard
deviations (SD). The range for 95.4% confidence is within two SDs of the mean (i.e. Mean ± 2 ×
SD), assuming a normal distribution. From the average accuracy results for G1 (Table 5-3, Table
5-5 and Table 5-10), one can calculate the mean and SD of the accuracy. For M4, the mean is
98.3% and the SD is 2.0%. Which means the lower limit for 95.4% confidence is 94.3% (upper
limit is above 100%). For M6, the mean is 99.0% and the SD is 1.5%. Which means the lower
limit for 95% confidence is 96.0%. Figure 5-34 illustrates these points, again assuming a normal
distribution. The key observation is that although the means for both M4 and M6 are above the
95% target for accuracy, only M6 stays above the 95% target by two standard deviations. When
one wants 99.7% confidence that is three SDs from the mean, the lower bound for the classification
accuracy would drop further. In other words, the lower bound for M6 would drop to 94.5% whereas
the lower bound for the M4 would drop to 92.3%.
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Figure 5-34: Normal curve of ACC for M4 and M6, showing M6 is better than M4

5.7.4 Reflection on Level of Difficulty
The level of difficulty of a machine vision inspection application is considered subjective,
in that there are no readily available quantitative measures of difficulty. An estimate of the
difficulty of the three applications was obtained through a survey as was discussed in the Section
5.1. The survey results suggested that the gear and the coin were the easiest and most difficult
applications, respectively. The connector application was considered to be of moderate difficulty.
However, a review of the results with M6 suggests a slightly different interpretation.
Figure 5-35 is a 3D plot that compares the accuracy obtained with M6 for G1 and the three
applications, showing the 95% target and the minimum, average and maximum values of ACC.
These are the same numbers for M6 as given in Figure 5-28, except broken down by the three
applications. Following the practice of looking at the minimum ACC as the best measure of
performance, one sees that the coin has the lowest minimum accuracy (94%), suggesting its place
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Figure 5-35: ACC of 3 applications by M6 for G1, showing coin as the most difficult

as the most difficult application. The connector has the highest minimum accuracy (98%)
suggesting its place as the easiest application. Which leaves the gear as the application with
moderate difficulty. These observations are slightly at odds with the survey results. This is not
surprising given that humans and machines interpret visual images differently. This discussion on
difficulty implies the need for a quantitative measure of difficulty, which in turn is linked to the
need for a quantitative measure of image quality. Both points will be presented as suggestions for
future work in Chapter 6.
Figure 5-36 compares the accuracy obtained with M6 for G2 and the three applications,
showing the 95% target and the minimum values of ACC. It serves to confirm the conclusions
from G1 (Figure 5-35), namely that the coin is the most difficult application and the connector is
the easiest application. Thus, the G2 results further support the conclusions from G1 on the matter
of the relative difficulty level of the three applications.
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Figure 5-36: ACC of 3 applications by M6 for G2, showing coin as the most difficult

5.8 Summary
This chapter presented results of experiments conducted with the three applications: gears,
connectors and coins. The selected classes for each application were presented. Five sets of
experiments were conducted. Results for the library setup, image conditioning and feature
extraction steps were presented in detail only for the first set of experiments (SOE1). Feature plots
for the training and testing datasets of SOE1, together with selected confusion matrices, were given
to assist in the analysis of the classification results obtained with four different hybrid methods.
The results of the experiments for the change in setup (SOE2), change in quality (SOE3),
change in classes (SOE4) and simultaneous change in classes and quality (SOE5) were presented.
In order to discuss the implications of the results for the full set of experiments, they were
organized into two groups, namely G1 for general (SOE1, SOE2 and SOE4) and G2 for quality
(SOE3 and SOE5). The results were explained by the 3D charts for accuracy, false positives and
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MCC. The observation about performance was that, of the four hybrid methods tested (M3, M4,
M5 and M6), only M4 and M6 achieved the target performance of 95% for ACC and 0% for FPs.
MCC as a performance measure suggested that M6 is better than M4. The experiments with images
of degraded quality (SOE3 and SOE5) also confirmed this observation, namely that M6 was the
best method for the applications studies. Finally, the relative difficulty of the three applications
was reviewed, with the conclusion that the coins are the hardest while the connectors are the easiest
to classify.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
The automated inspection and sorting of parts is a common application of MV. A key step
in the inspection and sorting process is the classification of the images of each and every part. The
goal of this thesis was to develop and validate a flexible machine vision (MV) system that can
accurately classify small parts.
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are popular
choices as the basis for a classifier. These supervised classifiers perform well when developed for
specific applications and trained with known class images. Their drawback is that for a given
application, they do not perform well if there are unknown class images. A novel solution to these
limitations was developed for this thesis that works with 1) cost-effective hardware, 2) a realistic
and manageable image database, 3) an optimal image conditioning process, 4) a comprehensive
feature library and 5) a hybrid approach for the classifier that combines supervised and semiunsupervised layers, with different combinations of SVMs and ANNs.
Existing commercial and academic MV-based systems work best when applied and tuned
for specific applications. When there is a change in the application, the system normally has to be
extensively retuned and different hardware may be required. Therefore, in the field of MV, it has
been a long-term goal to have an MV-based system that can be applied to different applications
without making significant changes — or no change at all— to the hardware and software settings.
In order to evaluate the flexibility of the developed system, experiments were conducted
with three different applications: 1) solid plastic gears, 2) transparent plastic connectors and 3)
solid metallic coins. The ability of the system to work with different applications with minimal
tuning and user inputs illustrates its flexibility. The robustness of the system was demonstrated by
its ability to reject unknown class images. Four hybrid classification methods were developed and
tested: 1) M3 as USVM-SSVM, 2) M4 as SSVM-USVM, 3) M5 as USVM-SANN and 4) M6 as
SANN-USVM. The target accuracy was 95% with 0% false positives. Five sets of experiments
(SOEs) were carried out designated as SOE1, SOE2, SOE3, SOE4 and SOE5. The system was
initially evaluated by SOE1 with the testing apparatus referred to as S2. It was found that M6 gave
the best results and exceeded the performance targets. The performance of M4 also exceeded the
targets, making it comparable with M6. In order to further evaluate the flexibility of the system, a
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second testing apparatus referred to as S3 was assembled. Images acquired with S3 were used for
SOE2. SOE4 worked with newly defined classes as created by acquiring images with S3 for three
“new” applications: 1) metal gears, 2) connectors placed on their side and 3) coins flipped to their
reverse side. Results with SOE2 and SOE4 again found that M6 gave the best results and exceeded
performance targets, with M4 having comparable performance.
Finally, experiments were conducted to determine the impact of reduced image quality. The
good quality images from SOE2 and SOE4 were digitally blurred and dimmed and then evaluated
as SOE3 and SOE5, respectively. It was found once again that M6 gave the best results and M4
gave comparable results. Speed blur was determined to have a greater negative impact than low
light conditions.
The performance of the four hybrid methods was reported in the form of three measures: 1)
accuracy (ACC) of the classification, 2) number of false positives (FPs) and 3) Matthew’s
correlation coefficient (MCC). The targets of 95% for accuracy and zero for FPs were achieved
with the default values of the three required user inputs: 1) 350 as the size of the conditioned image
in pixels, 2) 340 as the size of the largest part in pixels and 3) 160 as the size of the smallest part
in pixels. An MCC of more than 90% was obtained, where more than 70% is considered indicative
of a strong correlation between inputs and outputs (MAQC Consortium, 2010).
A software package known as FlexMVS for Flexible Machine Vision System was written to
evaluate the hybrid approach and to enable easy execution of the image conditioning, feature
extraction and classification steps. The important elements of a machine vision inspection system
are 1) camera and lens, 2) lighting and 3) image processing software and algorithms. For this work,
a USB3.0 digital camera was selected because of its low CPU load, low power consumption, high
bandwidth and low cost. Lighting is critical as it determines the quality of the images and the
sharpness of the features. After some experimentation, the dark field lighting approach was
selected as it minimized shadows on the surface of the illuminated part. The selected dark field
ring light, when combined with a Mylar diffuser, provided uniform light with minimal heat
generation. Image acquisition was accomplished with Vision Builder from National Instruments.
However, image processing and analysis were conducted in MATLAB. The experimental results
also showed the relative difficulty associated with the three applications. In that, the connector
application was the easiest and the coin application was most difficult
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6.1 Contributions
The contribution of this thesis is the development and validation of a novel flexible machine
vision system as applied to the problem of small parts inspection. Elements of this contribution are
as follows:
1. Careful design of the image database:
Image library design (ILD) and Image conditioning (IC) are the first important steps for the
developed flexible MV system. The nature of the ILD step was defined after confirming the need
for a “realistic” database, as discussed in Section 4.1. To increase the number of images for the
training algorithm as compared to the original images in the ILD, the nature of the IC step was
defined. The conditioned images were the basis for the original database used for the experiments.
The database has been made available for other researchers and can be downloaded from:
http://my.me.queensu.ca/People/Surgenor/Laboratory/Database.html.
2. Novel technique for feature analysis:
A comprehensive feature library was designed that worked with the range of different
applications covered by the thesis. This library consisted of 14 features: average intensity (AVIN),
black to white ratio (BWR), circularity (CIRC), diameter (DIAM), frequency weighted intensity
(KAVG) and nine intensity values of the shrunk image (3x3 square pixels). Feature extraction for
training and testing datasets was designed to ensure that there would not be any error even when
the feature is not strictly calculable (value of 0 would be assigned in that case). These features
were plotted in parallel co-ordinate plots which is a novel technique for analysis.
3. Unique two-layered approach to the classification problem:
The four developed hybrid classification methods include three major techniques from the
pattern recognition community: (1) supervised support vector machine, (2) semi-unsupervised
support vector machine and (3) supervised artificial neural networks. The application requirements
were for a system that could do both non-binary classification and identify the other (OT) class
without training. A single technique, be it supervised or semi-unsupervised, could not meet these
requirements. Moreover, the combination of only supervised and Semi-unsupervised SVM could
not provide the required performance in one of the conducted set of experiments. This suggested
using a new technique. Thus, supervised artificial neural network was selected as the new
technique for the hybrid approach.
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4. Validation of a flexible MV system
The developed system FlexMVS is flexible in the sense that no retuning was required as one
moved from one application to the other. The system has only three user inputs: 1) size of the
conditioned image in pixels, 2) size of the largest part in pixels and 3) size of the smallest part in
pixels. All three applications worked with the same default input values (350, 340 and 160,
respectively). The User Guide given as Appendix F provides instructions on how to use system. It
is believed that applications of a similar nature can be handled by FlexMVS without retuning (i.e.
spacers, small brackets, varistors, small plates, nuts, small pulleys, end connectors and buttons).
5. Development of a software with graphical user interface.
The software FlexMVS makes it easy for other researchers in the field of MV to evaluate
the system with their own data. As covered by the User’s Guide, options provided by FlexMVS
include: 1) display of extracted feature plots for training and testing, 2) display of the confusion
matrix, 3) listing of misclassified FP and FN images, 4) display of extracted features for
misclassified FP and FN images (these images would be subset of the testing dataset) and 5) ability
to select one of four different hybrid classifiers. All the user needs to supply is the appropriately
formatted image library, of the type illustrated in Section 5.2.1.

6.2 Implementation Issues with SVM and ANN
Although SVM and ANN library software tools were available within MATLAB, care had
to be taken with respect to how they were implemented. For example, ANN requires preparation
of the target and input vectors. A compatible connection must be established between each layer
of the two-layered hybrid structure. Parameters to be defined for ANN include: number of neurons
in the hidden layer, network training function and database distribution. Parameters to be defined
for SVM include: decided fraction of outliers, scale of the kernel, threshold value of classification
score, and standardization of the feature values, as listed in Table 5-2. If the kernel scale for the
USVM is set to 1, which is the incorrect value, the accuracy would drop from 99% to 20% for the
experiment S3E39 by M6. The correct value is ‘auto’ which uses the appropriate value of the scale
by subsampling from the training data. If the threshold value of classification score is set to 10,
which is the incorrect value, the accuracy would drop from 99% to 86% for the same experiment
by M6. The correct value is 0. If the number of hidden neurons is set to 2, which is the incorrect
value, the accuracy would drop from 99% to 96% for the same experiment by M6. The correct
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value is 30. This highlights the importance of selecting the correct parameter values for SVM and
ANN.

6.3 Limitations of the System
FlexMVS has the following limitations:


The images for training and testing should be of good quality. If the images are not
of good quality, system performance will suffer. The quantification of the ‘good
quality’ is difficult, relative and subjective. Therefore, a quality index development
is suggested for future work. Poor quality can be the result of speed blur or low light.



The system was tested with light coloured parts on a dark coloured background. It
is assumed that the system will not perform if the application involves a dark
coloured part, in which case the user should switch to a light coloured background.
This would require changing parameters in the image conditioning and feature
extraction steps. For example, the property object polarity of the circle detection
algorithm would need to be changed from bright to dark.



Training and testing images should be of the same quality. That is to say, a model
should not be tested with poor quality images when it was trained with good quality
images, and vice versa.



The system processes one image at a time. Thus, if a system has two cameras, the
images from each camera would be processed one after the other. This may be seen
as a processing speed limitation.



The system assumes that each image belongs to only one class. Thus, images that
belong to multiple classes would not be properly classified.



The system requires some knowledge of the application from the user in the form of
the three inputs: size of the conditioned image in pixels, size of the smallest and
largest part in pixels. If the values of these inputs are not appropriate, the results can
be unpredictable. The guidelines given in Chapter 4 should be used to select
appropriate values for the inputs.



As an option in FlexMVS, the system can provide feature plots for training, testing,
FPs and FNs. However, it cannot provide the decision boundary on these plots. The
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decision boundary is the region in a scatter feature plot where the decision is
ambiguous. Viewing the decision boundary is helpful in graphically assessing how a
classifier would perform for a new test image with known feature values. On the
other hand, the combination of 1) expected feature values (from training feature
median values plots) for a known class and 2) the confusion matrix can provide
similar insight by observing the number of misclassifications and expected feature
values for a new test image with known feature values. Therefore, this limitation is
not considered significant.


The system is designed for small parts that are no larger than 50x50 mm square. If
the FOV was increased by increasing the camera working distance, larger parts could
be accommodated, but at the expense of a reduced level of detail in the image. The
impact on performance can only be assessed by testing the system on larger parts.



The system is designed to work with 4 training and 5 testing classes. A different
number of classes either for training or testing would require changes in the software.
The change required is to add information about the extra classes in the following
functions: (Full list of functions is available in Appendix D):
o Feature Extraction: CFErev5, DiscretizationandNormalizeRev1,
getDiscreteFeaturesTrainingRev1, getDiscreteFeaturesTestingRev2,
o Classification: CFYmethod1r1, CFYmethod2r1, CFYmethod3r2,
CFYmethod4r2
o Visualization: getTrainPlots, getTestPlots, getFPplots, getFNPlots,
o GUI: MVCSrev9, testModelrev3
This suggests that it would be hard to change the number of classes which is fixed
for the system. In nutshell, the class allocation is not dynamic. By contrast, if the
decrease in a number of classes is required, for example, three classes, then a dummy
fourth class can be prepared by using any sample images including full black/white
images. The system performance would change according to the modified protocol.



Any expansion of the feature library requires new feature extracting functions and
integrating them with the current feature extraction functions. Again, it is not clear
whether performance would be further improved through feature library expansion.
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6.4 Future Work
FlexMVS has only been tested offline. Which is to say it has only been tested with an image
database that has been generated with still images take separately from FlexMVS. A future step
would be the testing of FlexMVS online, that is to say with images taken in real-time on a moving
conveyor, with the classification decision being taken in real-time.
Two factors limit the speed of any machine vision-based inspection system: 1) time taken
by the system to acquire an image and 2) time taken by the system to classify that image. The
speed for image acquisition is a hardware limitation, for a given camera. The speed of classification
is a software limitation, for a given computer. For example, a 60 fps camera takes 0.02 seconds to
acquire an image. The inspection speed of FlexMVS was found to be 400 parts/minute, or 0.15
seconds to classify a part. Thus, with this camera, the system takes 0.17 seconds to acquire and
process a single image. The speed of the system could be increased by reducing the number of
features, but this would compromise the accuracy and flexibility of the system. Thus, future work
can be directed at improving system inspection speed by minimizing the time for image processing
and classifier decisions through algorithm optimization.
The feature library may need to be expanded in order to deal with applications where new
features become important. For example, a feature related to color might need to be added if parts
in a particular application are distinguishable by color. The addition of more features might require
a change in the experimental protocol. For example, the number of images for training per class
and the number of physical samples may need to be increased because the training images were
not sufficient or the class was not defined by the exhaustive samples to receive satisfactory
performance. Thus, another item for future work would be to provide the user with the ability to:
1) Change the number of training and testing classes. Changing the number of training and
testing classes for image conditioning and feature extraction would be easier. However,
the confusion matrix code, written after the completion of the classification step, is
hardcoded for four training and five testing classes.
2) Change the number of images per class for training and testing. However, the number of
images per class depends upon the number of classes and the context of the application.
Changing this number would change the training-testing protocol.
3) Add features to the library.
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4) Delete features from the library.
The success of any machine vision system depends upon the quality of the images used for
the analysis. Numerous parameters have an impact on image quality. There is literature on the
subject of image indices that can be used to quantify the quality of an image (e.g. Wang et al.,
2004 and Mittal et al., 2013). The most common approach is to compare the test image with a
benchmark image, an image that the user considers to be of “high quality”. The various indices
then set out to quantify the differences between the test image and the benchmark image. The
problem is that the nature of the differences tends to be application specific. One of the more
common indices is the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM). The formula of the SSIM consists of
1) luminance (mean), 2) contrast (variance) and 3) structure (correlation). The authors who
developed SSIM did not explore its limitations (Wang et al., 2004). Unfortunately, SSIM can be
sensitive to the orientation of the test image. Furthermore, the variance and structure terms can
underestimate distortions near hard edges (Pambrun and Noumeir, 2015). This suggests that SSIM
must be used with great care or else the results can be unpredictable. Therefore, the development
of an image quality index that is not application specific and does not have the above mentioned
limitations would be a good subject for future work.
Finally, the potential of Unsupervised Artificial Neural Networks (UANNs) needs to be
explored. UANNs are possible by using self-organizing maps or SOMs (see Kohonen, 1990 or
Nowotarski and Jensen, 2013). It is not clear how UANNs would perform relative to USVM in
this application. However, initial findings by Astudillo and Oommen (2013) who implemented a
USVM by utilizing tree-based SOMs suggests this as a promising area for future work.
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Appendix A Results with Prototype Setup
A.1

Shortcoming of Setup S1
The first Setup (S1) was prepared in order to check if it provides target accuracy (95%) for

the application of classifying plastic gears. Figure A-1 shows Setup 1 (S1). It consisted of Generic
conveyor, Baumer camera, Moritex lens and BF-Moritex light as introduced in Section 3.1. The
results from Vision Builder (VB) were poor (<90%) due to bright field lighting technique, as the
gear passed along the conveyor. At this time, attention was given to Indian coins. As per the
requirements, new setup was prepared. Initial working setup with four BF-Nerlite lights as initial
Setup 2 is shown in Figure A-2. Intermediate version of Setup 2 with DF-P and Dorner conveyor
with black hockey tape as the background is shown in Figure A-3. The final version of Setup 2
(S2) is shown and discussed in Section 3.2.

A.2

Setup S2: Results with Vision Builder
Preliminary tests were conducted with VB as it gave an easy way to configure, benchmark

and deploy a MV system. The research was started to classify the Indian coins by initial and
intermediate version of Setup 2, which was inline with the requirements of the research. At first,
only 10 ₹ coins were used with different lighting conditions (Joshi et al. 2016-A). Next, three tools

Figure A-1: Preliminary Setup S1
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Figure A-2: Initial version of Setup 2 with BF-Nerlite lights as partial bright field

from VB were used to evaluate the accuracy of the system: 1) Particle classifier tool (PCT), 2)
Match Pattern Tool and 3) Geometric matching Tool (GMT). Second, 5 ₹ coins were used with
the different tools, as they had tight diameter range, therefore predicted to provide more accuracy.
The results were disappointing as none of the VB tools were able to deal with less than mint

Figure A-3: Intermediate version of Setup 2 with DF-P light
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condition coins. Accuracy in classification was less than 80% for good and medium quality
images; accuracy was worse for poor quality images (Joshi et al. 2016-B). At this point, it was
decided to switch to MATLAB, as it provides the user with more control over the method and the
nature in which the data handled.

A.3

Setup S2: Results with MATLAB
MATLAB was employed to process images acquired from intermediate and final version of

Setup 2 (S2) and Setup 3 (S3). In this section, results from intermediate version of Setup 2 is
discussed. Results from final version of S2 and S3 are discussed in Chapter 5. Two approaches
were taken for classification in MATLAB 1) Simultaneous and 2) Batch. Following paragraphs
explains these approaches.
A.3.1 Simultaneous Classification
In this approach, the 5 ₹ coin was tested first. Subsequently, the remaining four
denominations were tested along with the others (OT) class. For each coin image, four different
features (1 primary and 3 secondary) were identified. The primary feature was the diameter of the
coin (F1). The secondary features were: black to white ratio (F2), average intensity (F3) and
frequency weighted intensity (F4). These four features were calculated and stored as a file in
tabular format. This file was then used as the source of training data for the classification algorithm.
The classification Learner Tool (CLT) from MATLAB’s Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox
was used, which tests 22 different classification algorithms (MATLAB, 2015a).
Training included a validation step wherein some images from the training dataset were used
to quickly estimate the performance of the trained model. There are two types of validation steps:
1) cross and 2) holdout. In cross validation, the training images are divided into K (user defined)
number of groups. For a given group, the approach trains a classification model with images from
the other groups. It then validates the classification model performance using images only from
the current group. This provides an average validation result over all groups. This type of
validation is suitable for small datasets. In holdout validation, the training images are divided into
training and validation images by a user defined quantity (usually 75% training and 25%
validation). In these preliminary experiments, holdout validation was selected as it was
recommended for larger database (>1000 images) for simultaneous as well as batch classification.
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The classification model was trained with the training images and validated with the validation
images. It was important to note that validation images were not used for training. Using the CLT
for simultaneous classification, the algorithm with the highest validation accuracy and the smallest
percentage of FPs, was found to be Fine Gaussian Support Vector Machine (FGSVM). Only good
quality (GQ) coin images were used for training. Both GQ and poor quality (PQ) coin images were
used for testing to mimic realistic conditions.
To implement the one coin-one image concept, only one frame out of those available is
selected for analysis. Specifically, the frame that appears after the average intensity (AI) exceeds
the threshold was selected. In other words, if an individual coin appears in six frames, and the AI
exceeds the threshold in the second frame, then the third frame was selected. Following shows
results of off-line classification. The FGSVM classification algorithm was selected as discussed
earlier in this section. Results shown in confusion matrix (CM) as discussed in Chapter 5.
Table A-1 is the confusion matrix for the validation step with FGSVM classification
algorithm. The table shows 96% validation accuracy with 3% FPs. This accuracy value was higher
than obtained with any algorithms except FGSVM. To get reliable results (i.e. to mimic realistic
condition), the testing step must be conducted as the testing image database was acquired at
different time with unseen (by the system) coins. When trained with GQ coin images, and tested
with GQ coin images, the confusion matrix shown as Table A-2 was obtained. It showed a testing
accuracy of 69% with 19% FPs. For real applications, it is expected to get coins with a range of
quality, including poor. If this is the case (GQ and PQ coin images classified together), the testing
accuracy drops to 65% with 21% FPs. It was assumed that performance should improve with batch
classification.
Table A-1: Validation CM for simultaneous classification (GQ images) by FGSVM algorithm
Predicted Denomination
Total
0.5 ₹
01 ₹
02 ₹
05 ₹
10 ₹
OT
0.5 ₹
75
0
0
0
0
0
75
01 ₹
0
315
4
0
3
3
325
Actual
02 ₹
0
7
214
0
4
0
225
Denomination
05 ₹
0
0
0
171
0
4
175
10 ₹
0
6
6
0
138
0
150
OT
0
1
1
2
0
271
275
Total
75
329
225
173
145
278
1225
[Training + Validation] Images: 3675 + 1225
Testing Images: N/A
Validation Accuracy: 96%, FPs: 3%
Testing Accuracy: N/A, FPs: N/A
Experiment: 31
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Table A-2: Test CM of simultaneous classification (GQ images) by FGSVM algorithm
Predicted Denomination
Experiment: 31
Total
0.5 ₹
01 ₹
02 ₹
05 ₹
10 ₹
OT
0.5 ₹
74
0
0
0
0
1
75
01 ₹
0
232
47
0
17
29
325
Actual
02 ₹
0
34
97
0
62
32
225
Denomination
05 ₹
0
0
0
103
0
72
175
10 ₹
0
16
31
0
97
6
150
OT
0
6
9
11
0
249
275
Total
74
288
184
114
176
389
1225
Testing Images: 1225
[Training + Validation] Images: 3675 + 1225
Testing
Accuracy: 69%, FPs: 19%
Validation Accuracy: 96%, FPs: 3%

A.3.2 Batch Classification
In this approach, the five denominations were classified sequentially, that is, in batches. The
idea for this approach stems from the observation that it is easier to look for just one denomination
(batch wise), assuming 100% accuracy from batch to batch. As the total number of output classes
was six (five denominations plus OT), five batches were required for complete classification. The
remaining coins after the last batch classified was assumed to be OT coins. The adopted order was
based on the descending value of accuracy that was found when each denomination was
individually tested (i.e. 0.5 ₹ coins were trained and tested with 0.5 ₹ and non 0.5 ₹ coin images).
The adopted order was found to be: 0.5 ₹, then 10 ₹, then 1 ₹, then 2 ₹ and then finally 5 ₹.
This approach was conducted in two ways. In the first way, the best algorithm for each
denomination (as identified by the individual tests) was used for each batch classification. Thus,
three different algorithms were selected (from individual tests) for complete classification (5
batches). In general, for a method, it is easier to implement one algorithm than three algorithms.
Therefore, in the second way, only one algorithm was used for complete classification. Using the
CLT for batch classification, Bagged Trees classification algorithm was found to have the highest
validation accuracy. Table A-3 gives the five confusion matrices obtained with batch
classification, labelled as batch experiments 01 to 05. As only one denomination is considered at
each stage, the matrix has only two columns (as opposed to the six columns in Table A-2).
Furthermore, as the batch process proceeds from batch 01 to batch 05, the number of rows reduce,
as the denomination in the previous batch was eliminated from the dataset for the current batch.
For the first batch, 19/1225 gives 1.5% FPs (values in first column with white background).
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Table A-3: Test CMs for batch classification (GQ images) by Bagged Trees algorithm
Batch Experiment: 01
(First Batch)

Total
[Training + Validation] Images: 3675 + 1225
Validation Accuracy: 100%, FPs: 0%

Predicted Denomination
Total
0.5 ₹
OT
74
1
75
0
325
325
0
225
225
0
175
175
0
150
150
19
256
275
93
1132
1225
Testing Images: 1225
Testing Accuracy: 98%, FPs: 1.5%

Batch Experiment: 02
(Second Batch)
01 ₹
02 ₹
Actual Denomination
05 ₹
10 ₹
OT
Total
[Training + Validation] Images: 3450 + 1150
Validation Accuracy: 97%, FPs: 1%

Predicted Denomination
Total
10 ₹
OT
14
311
325
44
181
225
0
175
175
112
38
150
0
275
275
170
980
1150
Testing Images: 1150
Testing Accuracy: 91.5%, FPs: 5%

Batch Experiment: 03
(Third Batch)
01 ₹
02 ₹
Actual Denomination
05 ₹
OT
Total
[Training + Validation] Images: 3000 + 1000
Validation Accuracy: 99%, FPs: 1%

Predicted Denomination
Total
01 ₹
OT
261
64
325
45
180
225
0
175
175
1
274
275
307
693
1000
Testing Images: 1000
Testing Accuracy: 89%, FPs: 4.5%

Batch Experiment: 04
(Fourth Batch)
02 ₹
Actual Denomination
05 ₹
OT
Total
[Training + Validation] Images: 2025 + 675
Validation Accuracy: 99%, FPs: 0.5%

Predicted Denomination
Total
02 ₹
OT
216
9
225
0
175
175
0
275
275
216
459
675
Testing Images: 675
Testing Accuracy: 98.5%, FPs: 0%

Batch Experiment: 05
(Fifth Batch)
05 ₹
Actual Denomination
OT
Total
[Training + Validation] Images: 1350 + 450
Validation Accuracy: 99%, FPs: 1%

Predicted Denomination
Total
05 ₹
OT
135
40
175
34
241
275
169
281
450
Testing Images: 450
Testing Accuracy: 98%, FPs: 1.5%

Actual Denomination

0.5 ₹
01 ₹
02 ₹
05 ₹
10 ₹
OT

Table A-4 summarizes the testing accuracies achieved for each batch. The highest accuracy
was seen to be 98.5% (with 0% FPs). The lowest accuracy was seen to be 83.5% (with 7.5% FPs).
Thus, for the batch classification approach, the reported accuracy was 83% with FPs of 7.5%. This
accuracy looked better compared to accuracy with simultaneous classification, but it involved the
unrealistic assumption of 100% accuracy for all (here five) batches. Therefore, practical
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Table A-4: Summary of batch classification results
Exp
#

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5

Total Images
(Trainingvalidation, and
testing)

Denomination

Validation
Accuracy
and FPs

Testing
Accuracy
and FPs

Comments

Bagged Trees
6125 = 4900 + 1225 0.5 ₹
100%, 0%
98%, 1.5%
Full Database
5750 = 4600 + 1150
10 ₹
97%, 1%
91.5%, 5%
0.5 ₹ removed
5000 = 4000 + 1000
1₹
99%, 1%
89%, 4.5%
0.5 ₹, and 10 ₹ removed
3375 = 2700 + 0675
2₹
99%, 0.5%
0.5 ₹, 10 ₹, and 1 ₹ removed
98.5%, 0%
2250 = 1800 + 0450
5₹
99%, 1%
83.5%, 7.5% 0.5 ₹, 10 ₹, 1 ₹, and 2 ₹ removed
Remaining 1375 = (1100 + 275) Coins ← Non-Indian Coins (Others)
Only for good Quality Images (Training, Validation and Testing) (Coins Used: 160)

significance of the batch classification is less compared to simultaneous classification when
accuracy is the major differentiator.

A.3.3 Results with Different Cameras and Lights
The results obtained was predicted to be improved by using DF-AI light, and NI camera. In Figure
A-4, left image was acquired by combination of DF-P and Basler1 color camera (image converted
to greyscale) and middle image was acquired by combination of DF-AI with Basler1 color camera.
Due to the non uniform light produced by the DF-P light, the pattern on the left side of the coin
image is not fully visible and some edges (highlighted with rectangles) of the numeral ‘5’ are not
properly illuminated. By contrast, the image with the DF-AI light is seen to be better, with the
word ‘RUPEES’ and year ‘1995’ crisper with high contrast and easier to read. This suggested
using DF-AI light for further research.

Figure A-4: Image by using DF-P with Basler1 camera (left), DF-AI with Basler1 camera
(middle) and DF-AI with NI camera (right)
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Right image in Figure A-4, was acquired with the combination of DF-AI with NI camera
(monochrome). It was evident from the figure that the quality of the NI camera image is better, as
it has higher contrast and clearer details. Furthermore, the NI camera sensor pixel size was smaller
(7.4 µm x 7.4 µm) than the Basler1 camera sensor pixel size (8.3 µm x 8.3 µm). For pixels size,
smaller is better because for a constant FOV, smaller pixel size means higher resolution relative
to larger pixel size. In addition, the NI camera was monochrome, thereby removed the color to
greyscale image conversion step. This is important as it reduces computational time which will
play crucial role at higher speeds. This suggested to use the third combination: DF-AI with NI
camera for image acquisition. For lens, lower the focal length, wider the angle of view. Therefore,
if one want to increase FOV with the same WDC (camera working distance), a lens of lower focal
length should be adopted.

A.3.4 Comprehensive Part B Recommendation
In the comprehensive part B report, plan for classification of coins by three methods was
proposed. The committee strongly suggested to work on the ‘adaptive’ approach instead, in order
to properly justify the work required for PhD thesis. The work was started in the suggested
direction. As discussed in Chapter 2, a more suitable ‘flexible’ approach with two more
applications was employed and the remaining research was completed in the same direction.

A.4

Flexible Machine Vision System Introduction
A Machine Vision (MV) based flexible system that can be used by industry in real time for

non-binary classification of items. This is required in order to get an automatic visual confirmation
of a retrieved item for assembly or manufacturing operation. In recent times, concept of Industry
4.0 (Hermann et al, 2016) also known as ‘smart factory’ is highly related with Flexible
Manufacturing System (FMS). FMS employs computerization of manufacturing thereby
promoting increased automation in processes. This encourages such a level of automation in
assembly or manufacturing processes that requires minimum human intervention.
In conventional manufacturing system, change in application significantly changes the
structure of the system. Moreover, sometimes a system is not compatible with certain applications.
As the name suggests, a single FMS is compatible with variety of applications in contrast to
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conventional manufacturing system. That is, for an FMS, change in application requires minimum
change in the system. Since there are too many industrial applications, there cannot be a single
FMS compatible with all of them. However, an FMS can cover a range of applications categorized
by one of the specific areas such as storage and retrieval (warehousing), automobile (light and
heavy-duty vehicles) and inspection (food, beverage, mechanical items, semiconductor items,
etc.).
The industrial applications are often divided into number of small processes wherein a raw
material or item was processed (value added or non-value added), propagating it to one-step further
to become a final product. This generates need for various items to be traversed from one
workstation to another. In FMS, Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) move items from Automated
Storage and Retrieval System (ASRS) to work stations and vice versa. In this type of systems, a
visual confirmation is required if the item is correct and if correct which of the expected class or
type. Furthermore, those assorted items collected from reject bins or pre-mixed items need sorting
in order to be used for further processing. In other words, stocking system of an industry needs a
flexible MV based system capable of non-binary classification with target accuracy that can cover
a range of applications.

A.4.1 Item Feeding Mechanism
Setup S2 used only for stationary data acquisition and therefore, the items placed on the hot
spot (under the light’s FOV) manually on the black background. When experiments were
conducted with moving parts, a simple chute was prepared from plastic strip and parts were
manually put on it. Chute was placed in a such way that the part will be on the center of the black
background (created from fabric). A proximity sensor detected the presence of the part that
triggered camera after a delay to acquire an image of that part. The delay depended on the speed,
higher speed providing lower value. There is a problem with manual feeding at high speeds due to
human nature. In an experiment where speed was 1266 coins per minute, bunch of coins were
dropped simultaneously on a single spot of the chute. This created problem of coins piling up on
each other. This suggested using alternate feeding mechanism for next part of the research.
Regardless, for flexible MV system, only stationary images acquired. To simulate moving parts,
morphological filter was used in order to blur the acquired image.
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Setup S3 used for stationary data acquisition. However, some experiments with gears started
by vibratory bowl feeder (from Feeding Concepts Inc.). The feeder composed of metallic bowl
and electromagnetic solenoid coil. The full sorting system developed by Barea et al (2017) that
included feeder, proximity sensor, MV components and sorter with sorting bins at the end of
conveyor. The sorter was a flipper that changed the direction of moving part on the conveyor to
reach a specific bin. This system is illustrated in Figure A-5. The system developed for plastic
gears; however, the same can be used for other two applications with further tuning the parameters
of the system. This can be potential future work for next researcher. The main experiments for this
project required to acquire images of the parts when they are stationary, on a conveyor belt. The
acquisition of stationary parts is not inferior to acquisition of moving parts because it can still
apply provided a camera with enough fps is available as discussed in Section 3.1.

Figure A-5: Feeding and sorting mechanism using S3
(Chute connected to vibratory bowl which is not fully visible)
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Appendix B Hardware Specifications
The following sections provides specifications of the hardware that were used for the
development of the flexible machine vision system (FlexMVS) in the research.

B.1

Conveyor (quantity: 2) Specifications
Manufacturer: Dorner.
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Manufacturer: Unknown.
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B.2

Camera (quantity: 4) Specifications
Manufacturer: Basler
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Manufacturer: Basler
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Manufacturer: National Instruments
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Manufacturer: Baumer
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B.3

Lenses (quantity: 4) Specifications
Manufacturer: Pentax

Manufacturer: Moritax
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Manufacturer: Kowa

Manufacturer: Arecont
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B.4

Illuminators (quantity: 4) Specifications
Manufacturer: Nerlite (from Microscan)

Manufacturer: In house assembled using high brightness red LEDs from Panasonic
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Manufacturer: Advanced Illumination
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Manufacturer: Moritex
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Appendix C Detailed Flowcharts
C.1

Image Conditioning (IC)
This procedure is applicable to every acquired unique image. Figure C-1 and Figure C-2

together shows complete flowchart of IC.
In IC, the unique image first rotated and then cropped accordingly. This is in contrast with
what looks in the Figure C-2 at first glance. The 0-degree rotation is the first rotation and obtained
by not rotating the image. When rotation gradually becomes 360 degree, it is the indication of
terminating the IC.

Start

Unique
Images

Unique
Image

Add
Conditioned
Images to
Database

Conditioning

All unique
images
processed?

No

Yes
Stop
Figure C-1 Main Flowchart for IC
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Conditioning
Start

Get BB
Start

Source
Image with
angle=0

Convert to
binary image
Rotate source image:
angle=angle+18º
Save
cropped
image

Crop BB
from image

Angle
is
360?

No

Get
BB

Dilate image

Find
bounding box
(big blob)

Find center
coordinates

Yes
Get BB
complete

Conditioning
complete

Figure C-2: Flowchart for subroutines: Conditioning and BB

C.2

Feature Extraction (FE)
Figure C-3, Figure C-4, Figure C-5 and Figure C-6 shows flowcharts for feature extraction,

while Figure C-7 and Figure C-8 shows discretization and normalization flowcharts for training
and testing datasets, respectively.
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Start

Take
first/next
Image

Training/Testing
Images

Continuous
features
Extraction
(CFE)

Save extracted
continuous
features (CF) in
train/test CF file

All
images
processed
?

Yes

Testing
FDN

Training Features
Discretization and
Normalization
(FDN)

Stop
Figure C-3: Main Flowchart for FE
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No

CFE
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Extract F1
Start

Extract F2
(BWR)

Extract F1
(AVIN)

Extract F4
(DIAM)

Extract F3
(CIRC)

Extract F5
(KAVG)

Extract F6-F14
(I1 to I9)

Save
F1, F2, F3, F4,
F5 and F6 to F14
features in a table

Compute
mean value
of intensity

Save
result
as F1

CFE
complete

Extract F1
complete

Figure C-4: Flowchart for Subroutines: CFE and Extract F1
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Extract F2
Start

Extract F3
Start

Extract F5
Start

Convert
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Extract
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gray levels
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of black and
white pixels

Find area and
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Sort grey levels and
assign weights from
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Divide # of
black by # of
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Compute
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Compute sum
of weighted
intensity

Save
result
as F2

Save
result
as F3

Save
result
as F5

Extract F2
complete

Extract F3
complete

Convert
to binary

Extract F5
complete

Figure C-5: Flowchart for Subroutines: Extract F2, Extract F3 and Extract F5
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Extract F4
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Convert
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Start

Assign matrix elements
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F6, …, and last element
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Hough transform
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result
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Resize image to
3x3 by cubic
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result as
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Extract F4
complete

Extract F6-F14
complete

Figure C-6: Flowchart for Subroutines: Extract F4 and Extract F6-F14
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Training FDN
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Training Images
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each feature from
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processed?
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Training FDN
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Figure C-7: Flowchart for Subroutine: Training FDN
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Testing FDN
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processed?

No

Yes
Testing FDN
complete
Figure C-8: Flowchart for Subroutine: Testing FDN
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C.3

Classification
Figure C-9 shows main classification flowchart and its subroutine CLF.

Classification
Start
Retrieve
hybrid classification
method
No

No
method
= M3?

method
= M4?
Yes

CLF
M3

No
method
= M5?

Yes
CLF
M4

Yes
CLF
M5

CLF
M6

Classification
Complete

CLF M3/M4/M5/M6
Start

Train
M3/M4/M5/M6

Test
M3/M4/M5/M6

CLF M3/M4/M5/M6
Complete
Figure C-9: Main Flowchart of Classification and Subroutines: CLF M3/M4/M5/M6
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Figure C-10 shows flowchart for training subroutines of method M3 and M4. Figure C-11
shows remaining training subroutines and a subroutine required to prepare compatible variables
for supervised ANN classification. This research assumes that there is only one class associated
with given test image. Therefore, the system will not provide class distribution for given image
such as probability of Class C1 is 40% and Class C3 is 60% for the given image.
Figure C-12 shows flowchart for testing subroutine of method M3. Figure C-13 shows
flowchart for testing subroutine of method M4 and M5. The last Figure C-14 shows flowchart of
testing subroutine of method M6.

Train M3
Start

Train M4
Start

Train
Images

Train
Images

Get table of
Normalised Features
for the train dataset

Get table of
Normalised Features
for the train dataset

Save
USVM
model

Develop an
unsupervised
SVM model

Save
SSVM
model

Develop a
supervised
SVM model

Save
SSVM
model

Develop a
supervised
SVM model

Save
USVM
models

Develop 4
unsupervised
SVM models

Train M3
Complete

Train M4
Complete

Figure C-10: Flowchart for Subroutines: Train M3/M4
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Figure C-11: Flowchart for Subroutines: Train M5/M6 and Get Vectors
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Figure C-12: Flowchart for Subroutines: Test M3
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Figure C-13: Flowchart for Subroutines: Test M4/M5
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Figure C-14: Flowchart for Subroutines: Test M6

This appendix showed main flowcharts and subroutines for three steps: 1) Image
conditioning, 2) Feature extraction and 3) Classification of the developed flexible machine vision
system (FlexMVS).
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Appendix D List of Codes and Programs
D.1

List of prepared MATLAB Scripts
1) Script: ICrev2 (image conditioning)
(Revision 1: Always convert from 24 to 8-bit image;
Revision 2: Convert from 24 to 8-bit, if required).
2) Script:CFErev5 (continuous features extracting)
(Revision 1: Different scripts for training and testing;
Revision 2: Merged training and testing into single script;
Revision 3: Added exception handling;
Revision 4: If exception, take previous image’s feature value, for first image, take 0;
Revision 5: Rearranged features in alphabetical orders)
3) Script: getAVIN (first feature)
4) Script: getBWR (second feature)
5) Script: getCIRC (third feature)
6) Script: getDIAM (fourth feature)
7) Script: getKAVG (fifth feature)
8) Script: DiscretizeandNormalizeRev1 (process continuous features)
(Revision 1: Process training and testing features)
9) Script: getDiscreteFeaturesTrainingRev1 (training features)
(Revision 1: Process training features)
10) Script: getDiscreteFeaturesTestingRev2 (testing features)
(Revision 1: Process testing features;
Revision 2: Added image list as an input argument to assist in analysis)
11) Script:CFYmethod1r1 (first hybrid method, M3: USVM-SSVM)
(Revision 1: Included FPs and FNs list)
12) Script:CFYmethod2r1 (second hybrid method, M4: SSVM-USVM)
(Revision 1: Included FPs and FNs list)
13) Script: CFYmethod3r2 (third hybrid method, M5: USVM-SANN)
(Revision 1: Included FPs and FNs list; Revision 2: Renamed a sub-function from
getInTaVectors_coins_rev1 to getInTaVectorsRev1)
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14) Script: CFYmethod4r2 (fourth hybrid method, M6: SANN-USVM)
(Revision 1: Included FPs and FNs list; Revision 2: Renamed a sub-function from
getInTaVectors_coins_rev1 to getInTaVectorsRev1)
15) Script: getTrainPlots (show feature plots for training dataset)
16) Script: getTestPlots (show feature plots for testing dataset)
17) Script: getFPPlots (show feature plots for false positives)
18) Script: getFNPlots (show feature plots for false negatives)
19) Script: DandNtestimage (discretize and normalize test image)
20) Script: AddSpeedBlurRev1 (introduce blur for quality experiments)
(Rev1: converted length of blur in pixels as a user input for training and testing)
21) Script: ReduceIntensityRev1
(Rev1: converted reduction factor as a user input for training and testing)
22) Script: FindMCC (customised MCC value extractor for an experiment)
(Customization according to protocol of 500 test images with 400 positive and 100
negative samples. The function requires only accuracy value and false positives for an
experiment)

D.2

List of developed MATLAB Programs for Applications
1) Application: MVCSrev9 (Main GUI)
(Revisions 1 to 8: Graphical improvements and analytical features addition)
2) Application: TestModelrev3 (Test Developed Model GUI)
(Revision 1: Title of soft-model; Revision 2: Changed title to hybrid model
Revision 3: Graphical improvements)
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Appendix E Feature Plots for Misclassifications
E.1

Setup S2 Misclassifications
This includes S2 experiments E07, E08 and E09 only. More description in caption. Left plots

are always of actual feature values with thin lines (represents each observation) while right plots
are always of median feature values with thick lines (represents median of the observed range for
all observations).

Figure E-1: Top: E07-M4/M6-FNs and bottom: E08-M4/M6-FNs
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Figure E-2: Top: E08-M3/M5-FPs, middle: E09-M3-FPs and bottom: E09-M4-FNs
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Figure E-3: Top: E09-M5-FPs and bottom: E09-M6-FNs

E.2

Setup S3 Misclassifications
This includes S3 experiments E01, E02, E03, E37, E38 and E39 only. More Description in

caption. Left plots are for actual feature values and right plots are for median feature values.
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Figure E-4: Top: E01-M3-FNs, middle: E01-M4-FNs and bottom: E01-M5-FNs
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Figure E-5: Top: E01-M6-FNs, middle: E02-M3/M4-FPs and bottom: E03-M3/M5-FPs
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Figure E-6: Top: E37-M3/M5-FPs and bottom: E38-M3/M5-FPs
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Figure E-7: Top: E39-M3/M5-FPs and bottom: E39-M4/M6-FNs
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1. What you can do in FlexMVS?
1. Condition source images to
o Get the part into center and remove extra background
o Generate 20 from single source image
2. Extract features to
o Enable development of hybrid classifier
3. Evaluate following four different hybrid methods for classification
o 2SVM1, 2SVM2, SVM-ANN and ANN-SVM
4. Observe extracted features for following from parallel coordinate plots
o Train & test dataset
o False positives (FPs) and false negatives (FNs)
5. Observe results in the form of confusion matrix
6. Observe following two list of misclassified images for further analysis
o FPs and FNs
7. Select a classification method and prepare a hybrid-model
8. Test prepared hybrid-model to classify new images

TIPS


A simple messaging window is accompanied to provide appropriate prompts and warnings

while user performs the above tasks.


An instant notification changes for the task from ‘Not done’ (in red) to ‘Working on it’ (in

yellow) when user presses an appropriate button. The notification changes to ‘done’ (in green)
when the task is completed to let user know that he can now perform other tasks.


An overall notification displayed in lower left corner of the main Graphical User Interface

(GUI) and test model GUI that changes between ‘Ready’ and ‘Busy, please wait…’ depending on
the user’s actions.
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2. FlexMVS Definitions
Classification methods: ‘Procedure that involves execution of classifiers and/or net in a structured
way to get an idea of system accuracy from the conditioned database. Selecting one of the
four classification methods is an input to the system. This input is mandatory for the system.’
Classifier: ‘A collection of inferences derived from training data to provide a decision in form of
binary or non-binary for a new observation.’
Conditioning: ‘A set of selected image processing techniques to generate more images from an
original image and hence to prepare database from the image library.’
Confusion matrix: ‘A matrix showing predicted and actual classification for 4 known classes and
1 OT class. This matrix can be derived after developing classifiers and by using them,
predicting classes of test dataset. Obtaining or checking confusion matrix is an optional
activity of the system.’
Database: ‘Collection of datasets usually training for machine learning and testing for evaluating
learned hybrid model.’
Dataset: ‘Collection of images either for training or testing or some other purpose such as
additional testing and validation.’
Feature plots: ‘Parallel coordinate plots consisting of 14 extracted features. These plots will show
only normalized values. Feature plots can be obtained for any of these four: 1) training
images, 2) testing images, 3) false positives and 4) false negatives. To get feature plots is an
optional activity of the system.’
Hybrid Model: ‘A matrix file containing user inputs (numbered and 1 classification method) and
corresponding classifiers and/or nets. Once the hybrid model prepared, it can be used to
predict class of a new test image. This hybrid model can also be used for real time
classification in the industry.’
Image library: ‘Database consisting of original and unique images acquired from the different
physical parts and arranged in two folders named: train (20 images per class, 4 class) and
test (5 images per class, 4 known classes and 1 unknown class) so that image conditioning
module can access each unique image and process it accordingly. Image library is mandatory
for the system.’
Images list: ‘Misclassified images can be of two types: false positives or false negatives. List of
these misclassified images (if any) can be obtained in an optional activity of the system.’
Net: ‘It is a classifier from ANN that can be used to get a decision in form of non-binary for a new
observation.’
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Numbered inputs: ‘Inputs from user in numerical format to the system. There are three such
inputs: 1) size of the conditioned image (in pixels), 2) size of the smallest part (in pixels) and
3) size of the smallest part (in pixels). These inputs are mandatory activity of the system.’
System: ‘Application package that can be used for machine vision classification: 4 trainable
classes with the capability of rejecting nonconforming observation.’
Tuning parameters of flexible system: ‘Parameters of the system that user do not need to know,
however system employs predefined algorithms and sets values of those parameters based
on the results of experiments.’
User inputs to the system: ‘Information user must provide to the system about the task that the
system is going to perform for the user. User should provide reliable information to the
system otherwise system provides poor and unreliable performance results.’
User outputs from the system: ‘Outputs given to the user by the system so that user will
understand system’s performance capability under the given set of inputs. These outputs can
be mandatory (an abstract version of the performance) or optional (elaborated elements that
support performance for analysis).’
IMAGE LIBRARY REQUIREMENT
Image library needs the unique images saved in a proper directory. This directory must
contain two folders: 1) training and 2) testing. The training folder must contain four subfolders to
accommodate images from the four classes. Each of these four subfolders must contain 25 unique
images from their respective classes. The testing folder must contain five subfolders to
accommodate images from the five classes. Each of these five subfolders must contain 5 unique
images from their respective classes. However, these restrictions (on the number of images inside
a subfolder) not required to follow until the step of classification. The classification step is critical
in the sense that it needs: 1) labeled training dataset, 2) labeled testing dataset and 3) unlabelled
testing dataset. The handling of images from the database was designed by keeping in mind that
the total database would contain 2500 images wherein 500 training images from each of the four
classes and 100 testing images from each of the five classes. If the restrictions on the number of
images inside a subfolder not followed, the classification step would not be able to find the number
of images as expected and fail to provide performance values.
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2. FlexMVS Organization charts
System

Inputs from User

Image library

Numbered Inputs

1 of 4 Classification
method

Training images

Size of conditioned
Image

M3: USVM-SSVM
(This works with 2
classifiers)

Testing images

Size of smallest part

M4: SSVM-USVM
(This works with 5
classifiers)

Size of largest part

M5: USVM-SANN
(This works with 1
net and 1 classifier)

M6: SANN-USVM
(This works with 1
net and 4 classifiers)
Figure-1: Organization chart for user inputs
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Figure-2: Organization chart for user outputs
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3. How to do the tasks in FlexMVS?
1. Condition source images
1) Provide source images in two folders:
training (4 folders for 4 classes, 20 unique images in each folder) and
testing (5 folders for 5 classes, 5 unique images in each folder)
2) Select both folders by pressing ‘browse’ button under the specify image library
section of main Graphical User Interface (GUI).
3) Provide size of the conditioned image in pixels (a first numerical user input)
under the image conditioning section of main GUI.
4) Press the button: ‘Condition’ under the image conditioning section of main GUI.
2. Extract features
1) Make sure to complete task of condition source images prior to starting this.
2) Provide size of the smallest part in pixels (a second numerical user input) under
the feature extraction section of main GUI.
3) Provide size of biggest part in pixels (a third numerical user input) under the
feature extraction section of main GUI.
4) Press the button: ‘Extract’ under the feature extraction section of main GUI.
5) Provide class wise labels for training dataset when prompted.
6) Provide class wise labels for testing dataset when prompted.
3. Evaluate hybrid methods for classification
1) Make sure to complete task of extract features prior to starting this.
2) Select a method from dropdown list under classification of testing images section
of main GUI.
3) Press the button: ‘Classify’ under classification of testing images section of main
GUI.
4) Observe results under result section of main GUI.
4. Observe extracted features
1) Make sure to complete task of extract features prior to starting this.
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2) Press the button: Plot(Train) under plot features subsection of optional activities
section. Observe features of training dataset from displayed parallel plots.
3) Change switch position from downside to upside (this will change button from
Plot(Train) to Plot(Test)) in order to plot test features. Press the button Plot(Test)
under the same subsection and observe features of testing dataset from displayed
parallel plots.
4) Observe plots for FPs and FNs if any by similar procedure (use switch and button
on the right hand side). If FPs/FNs are not available, appropriate message window
displayed.
5. Observe results in the form of confusion matrix
1) Make sure to complete task of classify completed prior to starting this.
2) Read the notes for shown confusion matrix.
3) Press the button: ‘Compute and show’ under the confusion matrix subsection of
optional activities section. Observe the displayed confusion matrix.
6. Observe list of misclassifications
1) Make sure to complete task of classify completed prior to starting this.
2) Press the button: ‘Show FPs’ in the List(FPs, FNs) subsection of the optional
activities section. The list displayed if any FPs exist, otherwise appropriate
message displayed.
3) Press the button: ‘Show FNs’ in the same subsection. The list displayed if any
FNs exist, otherwise appropriate message displayed.
7. Select a classification method and prepare a hybrid-model
1) Select a classification method and complete classification procedure similar to
task 3. Make sure that all displayed user inputs updated because they will be used
to prepare a hybrid model.
2) Press the button: ‘Prepare Hybrid-Model’ under the hybrid-model subsection of
optional activities section. When instant notification changes to ‘done’ (in green),
the hybrid model (a matrix file) has been prepared.
8. Test prepared hybrid-model to classify new images
1) Make sure that a hybrid-model has been prepared as shown in task 7.
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2) Press the button: ‘Test Hybrid-Model’ under the hybrid-model subsection of
optional activities section. This will open a new GUI: ‘test model’.
3) Press the button: ‘Browse’ under data selection section to select your new image.
After successful selection, your selected new image shown in the appropriate area
under the label ‘selected test image’.
4) Press the button: ‘Predict’ under model testing section to predict class of the userselected image. Once completed, the predicted class’s lamp turns green and the
other classes’ lamps turns red. Also note the time taken to predict a single image
which is not displayed until the prediction process completed.

Figure-3: Main GUI of FlexMVS Rev9 at the system start
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4. Examples with screenshots
1. Condition source images

Figure-4: Library specification prior to conditioning

Figure-5: Image conditioning
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2. Extract features

Figure-6: Feature Extraction-part1
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Figure-7: Feature Extraction-part2 (MATLAB command window)

Figure-8: Feature Extraction-part3
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Figure-9: Feature Extraction-part4 (MATLAB command window)
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3. Evaluate a hybrid method

Figure-10: Select a hybrid method

When M6 selected

When M4 selected

Figure-11: Notifications from MATLAB command window
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4. Sample instructions from the system

Figure-12: Sample instructions by the system

5. Observe extracted features

Figure-13: Toggle switches to observe feature plots for test/train and FPs/FNs
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Train

Test

Figure-14: Observed feature plots for train (top) and test (bottom)
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Figure-15: Displayed message if FPs/FNs not available

Figure-16: Observed plots for FPs
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6. Observe a confusion matrix

Figure-17: Observed confusion matrices for M5 and M4

7. Observe list of misclassified images

Figure-18: Observed list of FPs for M5
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Figure-19: No FNs for M5, showing no name in the ‘Images List’

8. Select a classification method and prepare a hybrid-model

Figure-20: Hybrid model preparation
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9. Test prepared hybrid-model to classify new images

Figure-21: User interface to test the prepared hybrid-model

Figure-22: Selecting a sample image (incompatible with the hybrid model)
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Figure-23: Result of pressing the predict button: before (showing image under the selected test
image space) and after (showing the predicted class and time taken)
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Figure-24: Result of pressing the predict button for a coin image that belongs to class3,
predicted to be of class3.
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5. Application and software


FlexMVS as an application of MATLAB.
o Requires a working MATLAB installation.
o User needs to install application from the package ‘FlexMVS-R9.mlapp’(the file
is about 1.2 MB size) installation.
o While most of the user interaction performed through the system GUI, some of the
interactions such as labelling a training/testing dataset have to be completed using
‘command window’ of the MATLAB. See Figure 25.

Figure 25: User interaction with ‘command window’ of MATLAB



FlexMVS as a standalone software (Windows OS based).
o Does not require a working MATLAB installation.
o Requires a ‘FlexMVS_Win7.exe’ (the file is about 55 MB size) and a MATLAB
runtime libraries ‘MATLAB_mcr.exe’ (the file is about 1.2 GB size) installation.
o While most of the user interaction performed through the system GUI, some of the
interactions such as labelling a training/testing dataset have to be completed using
‘command prompt’ of windows. See Figure 26.

Figure 26: User interaction with ‘command prompt’ of Windows OS

